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Introduction
1.

The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia (ALFA) welcomes the opportunity to make
submissions to the Te Aka Matua o te Ture | Law Commission (NZ Law Commission) on behalf
of its Members.

2.

ALFA was established in April 2018. ALFA members include Investor Claim Partner (ICP),
Litigation Lending Services (LLS), Augusta Ventures (Augusta), Vannin Capital (Vannin),
Balance Legal Capital (Balance), Southern Cross Litigation Finance (Southern Cross), Premier
Litigation Funding (Premier), Ironbark Funding (Ironbark), Court House Capital (Court House
Capital) and CASL (CASL) (together, Members).

3.

ALFA's primary purpose is to facilitate the enhancement of the Australian Litigation Funding
Industry (Industry) including, by:
a. providing education, training and information concerning Litigation Funding and the Industry
to its Members and the Industry's stakeholders and prospective plaintiffs;
b. actively lobbying the Government and legislators, and engaging with other regulators and
policymakers to help shape the legal and regulatory framework of Litigation Funding in
Australia; and
c. promoting best practice and ethical behaviour amongst litigation funders in Australia.

4.

A copy of ALFA's Constitution is attached as Annexure 1.

5.

One of ALFA's first tasks was to establish a set of Best Practice Guidelines (attached as
Annexure 2) for Members to have regard to when establishing their own policies and procedures.

6.

Whilst ALFA does not presently have a focus on the Aotearoa New Zealand (New Zealand)
jurisdiction, some of its members are actively operating in this market. ALFA is well placed to
assist the NZ Law Commission with its inquiries into class actions and litigation funding, having
been at the forefront of the debate in Australia since its inception. In particular, ALFA and its
Members have sought to help shape the legal and regulatory framework of litigation funding in
Australia by:
a. making oral and written submissions to the Australian Law Reform Commission's (ALRC)
inquiry into Class Action Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation Funders (ALRC Inquiry) in
2018 and 2019. ALFA's written submissions to the ALRC Inquiry are attached as Annexure
3;
b. making oral and written submissions to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations
and Financial Services into Litigation Funding and the Regulation of the Class Action Industry
(PJC Inquiry) in Australia in 2020. ALFA's written submissions to the PJC Inquiry are attached
as Annexure 4 and 5;
c. successfully applying for leave to be heard at the recent Federal Court of Australia's Full Court
hearing in the Seven-Eleven Class Action based on public interest grounds on the question
as to whether the Court has power at any time to grant a common fund order in favour of a
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funder. 1 ALFA's written submissions to the Federal Court of Australia's Full Court are attached
as Annexure 6;
d. making written submissions to the Australian Treasury in response to the Treasurer's
announcement in May 2020 that he would be introducing regulations that would result in
litigation funders being required to obtain an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL)
and that funded class actions would be treated as managed investment schemes (MISs).
ALFA's written submissions to Treasury are attached as Annexure 7;
e. making written submissions to the Australian Treasury following the publication of the
Corporations Amendment (Litigation Funding) Regulations 2020 (Cth) (Regulations), which
sought to implement the regulatory regime foreshadowed in May 2020. ALFA's written
submissions to Treasury addressing the unintended consequences of the Regulations are
attached as Annexure 8 & 9;
f. making written submissions to the Senate Economics Legislation Committee Inquiry into
Treasury Laws Amendment (2021 Measures No. 1) Bill (Senate Economics Committee),
which seeks to amend the continuous disclosure obligations and the misleading and deceptive
conduct provisions of the Corporations Act 2001 (Corporations Act) and the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (ASIC Act) to remove strict liability for
companies and officers that fail to disclose market-sensitive information. ALFA's written
submissions to the Senate Economics Committee are attached as Annexure 10; and
g. held conferences in Sydney and Melbourne in 2018, 2019 and 2020 to discuss and debate
issues arising in the Australian class action and litigation funding industry. These conferences
attracted lawyers, barristers, insurers, regulators, academics and judges from both the
Supreme and Federal Courts of Australia.
7.

These submissions do not seek to address all of the matters raised in the Terms of Reference
and Issues Paper, but instead, address issues on which ALFA feels that it can provide a
meaningful contribution. ALFA is an Australian Association. As such, it does not provide any
commentary on matters specific to the New Zealand legal system or class action regime or any
of the cultural issues identified involving a Maori collective. The intention of these submissions is
to provide the NZ Law Commission with a good understanding of the class action and litigation
funding regime and activity in Australia, and to provide commentary on lessons learnt which may
be helpful to the NZ Law Commission when considering their application to the New Zealand
jurisdiction.

8.

These submissions represent the collective views of the Members, but do not necessarily
represent the views of each individual member firm.

Executive Summary
9.

1

Extensive, thorough and detailed consultation with diverse stakeholders is critical to the integrity
of the process being undertaken by the NZ Law Commission, and to the recommendations
expected to be made to the Minister of Justice in May 2022. In recent times in Australia, we have
seen an ad hoc, rushed, and unhelpful political focus on changes to class actions and litigation
funding, resulting in regulation that is not fit for purpose and has unintended or unfavourable
consequences for access to justice. ALFA is supportive of the review being undertaken by the NZ
Law Commission, the time frame within which this review is being conducted, and the extensive

Davaria Pty Limited v 7-Eleven Stores Pty Ltd [2020] FCAFC 183.
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consultation process being undertaken. This comprehensive review will enable considered and
careful changes to be made in New Zealand and ones that will be fit for purpose.
10.

ALFA's key submissions are as follows:
(a)

Submission 1 – There are key advantages to all stakeholders in litigation with the
implementation of a statutory class action regime with stated disadvantages being
overstated.

(b)

Submission 2 – ALFA supports the implementation of a statutory class action regime that
is bespoke for the New Zealand jurisdiction, and agrees with the NZ Law Commission's
statement that "[m]any of the disadvantages of class actions can be mitigated by the design
of the regime" 2. Further, ALFA agrees with the list of principles articulated by the NZ Law
Commission to guide the development of a statutory class action regime.

(c)

Submission 3 – Australia has a quasi-certification and threshold test and other mechanisms
to challenge whether a class action has been properly constituted or should be brought
before the courts. The position in Australia ensures that there is adequate access to justice
without too much delay and expense, but which also ensures that claims are carefully
reviewed and managed by the courts and that adequate and appropriate challenge can be
brought by defendants at different stages of the proceeding.

(d)

Submission 4 – ALFA does not agree that all class actions should be initiated as either
open or closed class action because it assumes a 'one size fits all' approach to class
actions which is not appropriate. ALFA supports the maintenance of the opt-out structure
(open classes) coupled with courts being given extensive and wide-ranging powers within
a properly drafted statutory class action regime to manage each class action as deemed
appropriate.

(e)

Submission 5 – There are advantages and disadvantages in the application of the adverse
costs rule in Australia. On balance, ALFA supports the adverse costs rule in class actions
but submits that where this rule is in place, there must be the ability for plaintiffs to access
litigation funding and/or after-the-event (ATE) insurance.
ALFA further submits that a class action costs regime must be simple, easy to follow,
devoid of any loopholes, and must be drafted so that the costs of class actions are
minimised or reduced.

(f)

Submission 6 – ALFA submits that Litigation Funding provides and promotes access to
justice, without which it is difficult to see how class actions would remain a functioning part
of the Australian civil justice system. ALFA considers that the NZ Law Commission should
be slow to make any recommendations that could have the potential to hamper access to
justice and that it should permit and encourage the use of litigation funding in New Zealand
class actions, including by abolishing the torts of champerty and maintenance.

(g)

Submission 7 – Perceived Problems with Litigation Funding/Funders.
•

2

ALFA submits that where specific risks are identified and supported by evidence, those
risks should be dealt with on a bespoke and tailored basis (like ASIC Guide 248 –
Managing Conflicts of Interest) rather than introducing a breadth of regulation that will
inevitably create unintended consequences.

NZ Law Commission Issues Paper 45, Class actions and Litigation Funding dated 4 December 2020
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(h)

11.

•

Funder Control: ALFA supports the position that Litigation Funders do not have
ultimate control over all decision-making in the proceeding, and that the Litigation
Funder should not interfere with the relationship between the plaintiff and its lawyer.

•

Conflicts of Interest: ALFA submits that it is essential to good business practice to
have in place adequate arrangements for managing conflicts of interest. ALFA
supports the ALRC recommendation that Litigation Funders be subject to the
requirements of ASIC Regulatory Guide 248, and that they should be required to report
annually to the regulator on their conflict compliance.

•

Funder Profits: ALFA submits that the return on capital enjoyed by Litigation Funders
is commensurate with the risk attached to investing in litigation, that any risk of
Litigation Funders earning unreasonably high profits from investing in litigation is
mitigated by the fact that every settlement of a class action matter requires the approval
of the Court, that courts should not have the power to alter contractual commission
rates and that statutory provisions regarding caps or maximums are likely to reduce
access to justice and create conflicts rather than protect class members.

•

Capital Adequacy: ALFA submits that capital adequacy concerns are unfounded and
are not based on any evidence of real cases of concern, and that courts should be
given extensive and wide-ranging powers, within a properly drafted statutory class
action regime, to case manage each class action as is deemed appropriate, including
with respect to making orders for security for costs.

Submission 8 – ALFA supports sensible and measured regulatory changes that balance
improving consumer outcomes to ensure a properly functioning market for Litigation
Funding. ALFA does not support the Australian Government's approach to imposing the
existing AFSL and MIS regulatory structures. These are unsuitable for a Litigation Funding
context and inappropriate for Litigation Funders (and Class Actions) to be subject to these
regulations.

ALFA's key submissions are developed below.

Submission 1 – Advantages and Disadvantages of Class Actions
12.

A class action or "representative action" is a court proceeding where the claims of a group or
"class" of people are brought by one or a small number of named representatives. In Australia,
there have been class action regimes in both the Federal Court and in the State Supreme Courts
since 1992.

13.

ALFA views some of the key advantages of class actions as:
(a)

For individual claimants: providing a means by which individuals, who would otherwise
be unable to bring a claim, group together in the pursuit of access to justice. Some of the
reasons why these individuals may not be able to bring a claim are:
•

the size of the financial resources of the individual plaintiff versus the defendant.
Litigation is expensive, and sometimes, where the case is complex, lawyers will advise
clients that the claim is legally strong but uncommercial to run. Class actions can assist
by making these claims commercially viable and thus worth pursuing;

•

In jurisdictions like New Zealand and Australia, where a party who is unsuccessful in
its claim has to pay its own legal costs and those of the successful party, the risks of
litigation are significant, which has a dampening effect on access to justice. In bringing
together groups of people to make a claim against one or multiple defendants, the
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adverse costs exposure reduces or is removed in cases where litigation funding is in
place; and
•

14.

the time that it often takes a claim to resolve in the Courts, sometimes in excess of 3
years. In circumstances where you have a class action, and therefore a lead plaintiff
and group members, it provides parties with the opportunity to benefit from the
proceeds of litigation without the significant effort and contribution that would be
required if they were the only party to the litigation. Further, the sheer size of the claim
and the resources behind it may encourage settlement at an earlier opportunity than
trial.

(b)

For defendants: providing a degree of certainty and finality of claims by ensuring that all
claims are brought in a timely and uniform way. This helps to avoid duplicity of claims
which ultimately results in cost savings.

(c)

For the courts: class actions are usually determined by one judge in one court, so
problems associated with duplicity and inconsistent judgements are often avoided. Another
benefit is the fact that running a single claim with a lead plaintiff and, often many thousands
of group members, takes the pressure off already stretched court resources and court lists.

(d)

For the economy: successful class actions are likely to have a deterrent effect on
corporate wrongdoing. The size of the financial awards or settlements, together with the
scrutiny and impact on brand and reputation, is likely to result in a concentrated focus at
the board-level on compliance issues and, therefore, a higher standard of corporate
behaviour. Class actions enable parties to seek redress for corporate misconduct and
provide deterrence against future contraventions.

The NZ Law Commission has articulated several disadvantages of class actions. ALFA does
not agree that these disadvantages are real and present dangers and makes the following
observations:
(a)

Class actions may increase the courts' workload, but this should not be a major
consideration as access to the courts and justice are significantly more important than short
term resourcing concerns. Any suggestion that class actions or Litigation Funding leads to
a flood of filing of opportunistic or unmeritorious suits should be ignored 3. Litigation
Funders do not invest in claims which lack merit because to do so would jeopardise their
capital. In practice, substantial due diligence occurs before deciding to fund litigation. The
suggestion that Litigation Funding and class actions lead to a flood of filing of opportunistic
or unmeritorious suits assumes that members act in a commercially irrational way. This
suggestion should be dismissed. Meritorious claims should find easy access to justice
without concerns about court resourcing pressures;

(b)

Class actions do not unreasonably increase the costs of defendants defending class
actions.
Class actions do cost many millions of dollars to run, in part due to the types of claims, the
number of group members impacted and in part due to the vigorous defence of some
claims. In jurisdictions like Australia and New Zealand, where a party who is unsuccessful
in its claim has to pay not only its own legal costs but those of the successful party, the
risks of litigation are significant. Class actions reduce the chance of duplicity of claims by
ensuring that all claims are brought together in a timely and uniform way. This ultimately
results in cost savings to all stakeholders, in particular, the defendants.

3

Shareholder class actions in Australia – myths v facts by Prof Vince Morabito dated November 2019
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Further, it is not the experience of ALFA's Members that Australian companies have no
practical choice except to settle "flimsy suits" for large amounts of money. ALFA questions
how it could ever be attractive for a company (or its insurer) to pay $50 million to settle a
case against it, unless the company had received legal advice that there were sufficient
prospects of it being unsuccessful in defending the case, to justify such a payment. This
is because:

(c)

•

company directors owe fiduciary duties to act in the best interests of the company, and
to act with due care, skill and diligence (e.g. s 180 of the Corporations Act). That is
particularly so given that if the company is successful in defending the action, it will be
awarded its costs of doing so (which it would claim as against security already
provided); and

•

it is highly unlikely that any insurer who may have granted indemnity in respect of the
company's liability from the claim, would consent to the settlement of a "flimsy suit".
As above (but perhaps more so), insurers are not in the business of paying out very
large sums of money unless it is reasonably clear that their insured will face substantial
difficulties in defending the case at trial. In practice, experience suggests that insurers
do not settle large claims without first receiving advice from lawyers that they ought to
do so.

Class actions have not been the cause of a decrease in the availability of or an increase in
the costs of directors and officer's liability insurance (D&O insurance). If it is in fact
established that the cost of D&O insurance is rising, ALFA would submit that the NZ Law
Commission should not readily assume that this is referrable or solely referrable to class
actions, noting, in particular, the significant regulatory action taken by ASIC and others in
recent years (following, for example, the Financial Services Royal Commission in
Australia). For example, the Financial Services Royal Commission's Final Report indicated
that ASIC (for example) must ask itself the question: "Why not litigate?". 4 ALFA expects
that D&O insurance will have responded to significant costs associated with these actions
and that this will have materially increased payouts. It should not be assumed that any
increases are attributable solely to class actions.
Further, there is reason to think that class actions are separately priced by insurers. Some
D&O policies include cover for the company's liability for securities class actions. This is
known as "Side C" cover and is included as an extension to D&O policies, so claims on this
cover are also claims on the D&O cover. It seems to ALFA that if there is a concern about
the impact of securities class action settlements is having on D&O insurance, insurers may
be well advised to offer this cover separately. ALFA is concerned that this misconception
has been exaggerated due to the commercial preferences of insurers.

(d)

That class members' interests can be properly protected by the implementation of a fit for
purpose statutory class action regime with oversight by the courts. Court supervision,
coupled with professional obligations over the conduct of legal practitioners in litigation,
can adequately protect the interests of all stakeholders in class actions.

Submission 2 – Statutory Class Action Regime
15.

4

ALFA supports the implementation of a fit for purpose statutory class action regime with proper
oversight by the courts.
Final Report, Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services
Industry 2019 (vol 1), p.427.
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16.

The overarching and driving principle behind the development of a statutory class action regime
should be to promote access to justice with certainty, predictability and transparency for all
stakeholders in a class action, regardless of the area of law or type of claim.

17.

In Australia, one statutory class action regime which is working well is contained in Part IVA of
the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) (FCA Act). Part IVA of the FCA Act was introduced
in 1992 as the first comprehensive class action regime in Australia.

18.

ALFA submits that the NZ Law Commission should look carefully at the detail of the regime in
Part IVA of the FCA Act as it is robust, has been subject to improvements and refinement over
many years, and it provides the certainty, predictability and transparency mentioned as being
aspirational targets of a statutory class action regime.

19.

Of course, there have been challenges to the Part IVA regime. It is not perfect, however, on
balance, it does provide a fit for purpose statutory class action regime in Australia, providing the
Court with discretionary powers, through legislation and the inherent powers of the Court, to
ensure efficiency and that the interests of justice are served.

20.

It is beyond doubt that Australia's class action system can be improved. To encourage that
improvement, ALFA supports the implementation of the majority of the recommendations from
the ALRC Report 134 on Integrity, Fairness and Efficiency – An Inquiry into Class Action
Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation Funders (ALRC Report).

21.

In short, in ALFA's opinion, the courts are best placed to manage class actions and adopting a
prescriptive legislative approach is not the preferred solution. Courts should be given extensive
and wide-ranging powers within a properly drafted statutory class action regime to manage each
class action as it is deemed appropriate.

22.

The following are, in brief, some of the challenges to funded class actions operating in the Part
IVA regime, or suggested changes, together with ALFA's submissions on those proposals;
(a)

The Court should be given express powers to reject, vary or set the commission rate in
third-party litigation funding agreements. ALFA does not consider it appropriate for the
Court to have the power to alter arm's length contractual arrangements. To the extent that
there is a perceived concern about protecting class members, the Court's powers in respect
of the approval of settlements are sufficient to protect class members;

(b)

That all class actions should be initiated as either open or closed class actions only. ALFA
does not agree with this proposal because it assumes a 'one size fits all' approach to class
actions which is not appropriate. This is a highly technical area. The making of precipitous
changes could result in prejudice to group members who are unable to prosecute their
claims individually, create uncertainty (including for defendants), and perversely may
produce more litigation (rather than less);

(c)

That where there are two or more competing class actions, that the Court must determine
which one of the proceedings should progress and which one must be stayed. ALFA does
not support a prescriptive approach and submits that it should be left to the discretion of
the Court as to whether it is appropriate in the circumstances to have more than one
proceeding on foot at any given time;

(d)

ALFA considers that Common Fund Orders (CFO's) should be encouraged and that courts
should be expressly empowered by legislation to make such orders. CFOs have been
demonstrated in recent times to have generated increased competition in the Litigation
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Funding market, which has improved consumer outcomes 5. The Court maintains
appropriate supervision of recoveries pursuant to the CFO, such that any prejudice to
stakeholders (including, to the extent relevant, the defendant(s)) would be addressable;
and
(e)

23.

ALFA supports changes to Part IVA regime to permit contingency fees for class actions
but, to the extent that CFO's or group cost orders are also permitted, these should be
extended to plaintiff law firms and Litigation Funders to ensure a level playing field, to
enhance access to justice and to encourage competition.

ALFA agrees with the list of principles articulated by the NZ Law Commission to guide the
development of a statutory class action regime. Each of these principles is critical to the operation
of a working-class action industry. ALFA recommends a strong focus on the costs or
proportionality of the class actions. Class actions have become more expensive over the years,
and identifying ways to minimise these costs is essential to developing a fit for purpose statutory
class action regime. In Australia, the Court has successfully imposed cost orders against
practitioners and Litigation Funders, including through the use of referees and contradictors, and
relied on its settlement powers and obligations to manage behaviours and to minimise the costs
of class actions.

Submission 3 – Certification, Threshold Test and the Representative Plaintiff
24.

It was stated by the NZ Law Commission that "[n]one of the Australian class action regimes have
a certification requirement. The Australian regimes do, however, provide mechanisms for
defendants to challenge the use of a class action on certain grounds" 6.

25.

ALFA agrees that there is no formal certification process to bring a class action in Australia
however, there are threshold requirements that must be present before a claim can be issued.
The key features of the Part IVA class action regime in Australia include:
(a)

26.

threshold requirements:
•

there must be seven or more persons with claims against the same defendant
(numerosity requirement);

•

the claims must be in respect of, or arising out of, the same, similar or related
circumstances; and

•

the claims must give rise to at least one substantial common issue of law or fact
(commonality requirement).

(b)

representative plaintiff(s): the claim is brought on behalf of all class members by one (or a
small number of) representative plaintiff(s) – the representatives are the only class
members to be parties to the proceedings; and

(c)

class definition: the class can be defined by a list of names or by a set of criteria – it is not
necessary to name members of the class or specify the number of people in the class or
the total value of their claims.

Further, as the NZ Law Commission correctly points out, there are extensive mechanisms for
defendants to challenge a class action on certain grounds including:

5

‘An evidence-based approach to class action reform in Australia’ by Prof Vince Morabito dated 2019.
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(a)

Claims against lawyers from filing baseless claims. Those obligations find reflection in rules
of conduct precluding legal practitioners from alleging any fact in a court document unless
there is a belief on reasonable grounds that the facts known to the practitioner provide a
proper basis for making that allegation: r 64 of the Legal Profession Uniform Conduct
(Barristers) Rules 2015; r 21.3 of the Legal Profession Uniform Law Australian Solicitors'
Conduct Rules 2015. For example, a Class Action filed in the Federal Court of Australia
must state the name of the person who prepared the pleading and include "a certificate
signed by the lawyer that any factual and legal material available to the lawyer provides a
proper basis" for the allegations in the pleading. If this certificate is not provided, or it is
false, the claim may be struck out;

(b)

Applying to strike out the Statement of Claim, obtaining Summary Judgment, de-classing
the proceeding (in the case of a Class Action), discontinuing proceedings if a representative
plaintiff is not able to adequately represent the interests of class members and/or obtaining
security for costs.

These matters, among other powers of the Court, reduce the likelihood of a baseless claim being
brought and increase the chance of them being dismissed in short order.
27.

The position in Australia ensures that there is adequate access to justice without too much delay
and expense, but which also ensures that unmeritorious claims are not brought or are kept out of
the courts.

28.

ALFA supports the need to protect all stakeholders participating in class actions. It believes that
this protection is sufficiently advanced by having certain threshold questions to be met and
additional powers by which class actions can be discontinued or struck out. ALFA does not
support a formal and rigid certification process or approval of a particular representative plaintiff,
as it is likely to act as an unreasonable barrier to bringing meritorious claims in a timely and costeffective fashion.

Submission 4 – Membership of the Class
29.

As was set out in submission 2 above, ALFA does not agree that all class actions should be
initiated as either open or closed class actions only because it assumes a 'one size fits all'
approach to class actions which is not appropriate.

30.

The various Australian jurisdictions which permit representative proceedings all adopt an "open
class" or "opt out" structure for those claims – a deliberate choice of the legislature. Open class
claims are so-called because the group members represented by the claim are all persons who
fall within a particular definition, irrespective of whether they have been identified, taken any step
to join the class or consented to being represented by the claim or not. This has been alternatively
explained as claims where class members are 'defined according to whether they have been
affected by harm in a particular way', 7 irrespective of whether they have consented or have been
individually identified by the plaintiff lawyers.

31.

The ALRC described the adoption of this structure and the rationale for doing so, as follows, in
their most recent report:
"The design of the regime encompassed by Part IVA was a matter of careful consideration by
the ALRC. Having considered the ALRC's recommendations, the Government determined

7

Vicki Waye and Vince Morabito, ‘When Pragmatism Leads to Unintended Consequences: A Critique of
Australia’s Unique Closed Class Regime’ (2018) 19 Theoretical Inquiries in Law 303, 306-7.
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that an open class system with an opt-out procedure was preferable on grounds both of equity
and efficiency. The then Attorney-General said:
It ensures that people, particularly those who are poor or less educated, can obtain
redress where they may be unable to take the positive step of having themselves
included in the proceeding. It also achieves the goals of obtaining a common, binding
decision while leaving a person who wishes to do so free to leave the group and
pursue his or her claim separately. 8
32.

The alternative to an "opt-out" procedure is known as an "opt-in" procedure. This would require
the consent of all persons who wish to be part of the claim at the outset, prior to proceedings
being commenced. Findings as to liability would be binding only on those people whose consent
had been obtained. Because of the difficulty of locating people and the occasional urgency with
which claims must be brought, it may be impossible to locate all persons affected before
commencing proceedings. In relation to those persons, who might never be informed of the
litigation, settlements would not be final, and findings of liability in the "opt-in" class action would
not be binding and could be relitigated. This leads to a proliferation of proceedings and costs.
Further, where there is a limited fund from which relief can be obtained, those who obtained
judgment first in time (i.e. in an "opt-in" procedure) would deplete the available fund, leaving other
group members without proportionate or fair recourse to that fund. These considerations led the
ALRC to adopt the regime in Part IVA. These considerations remain as powerful and compelling
today as they were when Part IVA was first promulgated. For these reasons, ALFA supports the
maintenance of the opt-out structure (open classes) coupled with court powers to impose CFOs,
enabling the Court to apportion the cost of funded proceedings across all successful group
members.

33.

There are several instances where closed class actions may be more appropriate than open class
actions, including but not limited to where:
(a)

a small group of class members exists who are willing to enter into agreements with
solicitors and/or a funder rendering the need for an open class redundant and unnecessary;

(b)

the costs of a common fund application and contentious opt-out process outweigh the costs
of signing up class members to a funding regime; and

(c)

the approach being taken in one claim, such as the proposed cause of action or claim
period, differs from an approach taken in another class action.

34.

The breadth of the Federal Court's powers to case manage representative proceedings
empowers the Federal Court to take steps regarding closing and opening classes where
appropriate. Courts should be given extensive and wide-ranging powers within a properly drafted
statutory class action regime to manage each class action as it is deemed appropriate.

35.

On the question of what criteria should be applied by the courts in deciding how a class
membership should be constituted, ALFA submits that there should not be a default or
standardised approach to this question, but that instead, courts should be given powers to
manage each case as it deems appropriate. Some of the matters which courts could take into
account when making this decision, in addition to those set out above, are:
(a)

8

if a closed class has funding and is commercially viable without the benefit of any common
fund order, it ought to be permitted to commence on the basis that the class will be sought
to be opened for settlement purposes if the opportunity for settlement arises;

ALRC Report, p.34-35 [1.54].
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(b)

If there is no other open class proceeding filed at the time the closed class is sought to be
opened, there is no reason for there to be any restriction on the filing or processing of the
claim in this way;

(c)

If there is an open class filed when the closed class is sought to be opened, the Court may
determine whether to permit the closed class to open. It may do so, for example, if the
closed class proceeding is well progressed or likely to better serve the interests of all
potential claimants.

Submission 5 – Adverse Costs
36.

ALFA agrees with the NZ Law Commission that "[a]n adverse costs rule can have the benefits of
compensating successful litigants for some of their costs (including successful plaintiffs),
encouraging parties to settle, discouraging frivolous or vexatious claims and discouraging
inappropriate litigation behaviour" 9.

37.

ALFA also acknowledges the disadvantages of an adverse costs rule in that, in jurisdictions like
New Zealand and Australia, where a party who is unsuccessful in its claim has to pay not only its
own legal costs but those of the successful party, the risks of litigation are significant which has a
dampening effect on access to justice.

38.

The risk of being left with a substantial adverse costs order can therefore be a significant
impediment to a claim proceeding. This is particularly the case where the defendant may be well
resourced, and the plaintiffs may be individuals whose individual claims would be dwarfed by any
potential adverse costs order. Without financial support, it is usually not possible for a lead plaintiff
to prosecute a representative proceeding in Australia, given that their individual claim doesn't
usually justify the expenditure of cost and their personal exposure to adverse costs.

39.

Given these issues, ALFA supports the adverse costs rule in litigation but submits that where this
rule is in place, there must be the ability for plaintiffs to access litigation funding and after-theevent (ATE) insurance.

40.

In class actions, Litigation Funders provide the funding to bring a claim and, importantly, provide
the security for costs to allow a claim to proceed where it otherwise might not. They agree to
indemnify the plaintiff against any adverse costs ordered by the court if the proceedings are
unsuccessful, and they often provide this indemnity by obtaining insurance cover from an ATE
insurer.

41.

The NZ Law Commission has set out some alternatives to, or variations on, the adverse costs
rule for class actions, including:

9

(a)

"A no costs rule for all of the proceeding;

(b)

A no costs rule for certain stages of the proceeding;

(c)

A rule where only one party can be liable for adverse costs;

(d)

A different costs scale for class actions; and

(e)

Specifying the considerations to be taken into account when determining costs" 10.

NZ Law Commission Issues Paper 45, Class actions and Litigation Funding dated 4 December 2020, page 235.

10

NZ Law Commission Issues Paper 45, Class actions and Litigation Funding dated 4 December 2020, page 236.
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42.

ALFA submits that it is critically important that two things happen when deciding on the most
appropriate cost structure. First, the costs regime must be simple, easy to follow and devoid of
any loopholes. Second, the costs regime must be drafted in such a way that the costs of class
actions are minimised or reduced. Minimising costs means that group members get a higher
return because the cost of capital is reduced, commission rates become more competitive, and
the adverse costs exposure is minimised.

Submission 6 –Litigation Funders and Law Reform
43.

ALFA submits that Litigation Funding provides and promotes access to justice, without which it is
difficult to see how class actions would remain a functioning part of the Australian civil justice
system. ALFA considers that the NZ Law Commission should be slow to make any
recommendations that could have the potential to hamper access to justice and that it should
permit and encourage the use of litigation funding in New Zealand class actions, including by
abolishing the torts of champerty and maintenance.

44.

As a starting point in Australia, the torts of maintenance and champerty have been abolished in
all states and territories except Queensland, Western Australia, and the Northern Territory, paving
the way for third-party funding in litigation. Since the decision of the High Court in Campbells Cash
and Carry Pty Ltd v Fostif Pty Ltd, it is generally accepted that litigation funding arrangements in
states and territories where maintenance and champerty have been abolished are enforceable
and not contrary to public policy. The same could not be said for states and territories where these
torts had not been formally abolished. This has led to some uncertainty around whether litigation
funding is permitted in those jurisdictions. Recently, the Queensland Supreme Court handed
down a decision in Murphy Operator & Ors v Gladstone Ports Corporation & Anor (No 4) [2019]
QSC 228, which held that the litigation funding arrangements were not unenforceable due to the
torts of maintenance, champerty or due to public policy despite these torts not being formally
abolished in that jurisdiction.

45.

Litigation Funders are commercial entities that contract with one or more prospective or actual
litigants in respect of the funding of a legal claim. Although they are not parties to the litigation,
they provide the funding (including, importantly, security for costs) that allows claims to proceed
where they otherwise might not. As the Hon Mark Dreyfus QC, MP, said recently:
"[l]itigation funding and class actions provide a vital path to justice for ordinary
Australians trying to uphold their rights against wealthy defendants with vastly
greater resources". 11

46.

The Productivity Commission also recognised that Litigation Funding promotes access to justice,
noting:
… the access benefits of litigation funding should not be underplayed, particularly in
relation to complex matters where the initial costs of investigation and collecting
expert evidence may be substantial and the defendant is well resourced. There may
also be an advantage for the opposing party as the litigation funder has better
resources to meet an adverse costs order should the case it is funding fail. 12
Overall, litigation funding promotes access to justice, and is particularly important in
the context of class actions where, although action could create additional benefits

11
12

Media Release dated 12 May 2020 by the Hon Mark Dreyfus QC, MP titled “Class Action and Litigation Funding
Inquiry”
Productivity Commission, Access to Justice Arrangements (Inquiry Report No 72, 5 September 2014) vol 2,
607.
13

when viewed from a broader or community-wide perspective, (often inexperienced)
claimants might not take action given the scale of their personal costs and benefits. 13
47.

The Productivity Commission also explained that: 14
Litigation funding can promote access to justice by providing finance for the
prosecution of genuine claims by plaintiffs who would otherwise lack the resources
to proceed. Since funders choose cases based on commercial viability, their
involvement favours cases with relatively high costs, large payouts and low risk and
is unlikely to improve access in relation to rights-based, non-monetary claims.
However, the access benefits of litigation funding should not be underplayed,
particularly in relation to complex matters where the initial costs of investigation and
collecting expert evidence may be substantial and the defendant is well resourced.
There may also be an advantage for the opposing party as the litigation funder has
better resources to meet an adverse costs order should the case it is funding fail
(SCAG 2006).

48.

The Productivity Commission stated that, along with financial support, Litigation Funders often
bring important expertise and experience. 15 They can influence the provision of legal services and
ensure that costs are minimised. The Litigation Funder can also assist in developing the case by
identifying group members and collecting information to assess the viability of the claim, and
assisting with the formulation of the claim theory. Many of the professionals working as Litigation
Funders are former lawyers (often former partners of large commercial law firms) with extensive
experience running commercial litigation. They bring this experience to bear in assisting with the
legal and resolution strategy of funded cases.

49.

The Productivity Commission continued: 16
In the case of class actions, litigation funders identify, contact and organise members
of the class where it might otherwise be unfeasible for a group of plaintiffs to organise
themselves. Moreover, they remove the liability for adverse costs, which is a
particularly pronounced disincentive in bringing class actions because nonrepresentative group members are statutorily immune from costs ordered against
the representative party (Grave et al. 2012). This means the representative party is
normally liable for all adverse costs ordered, but is only entitled to a share of the
payout.

50.

In other words, Litigation Funders play a significant role in levelling the playing field in the
Australian adversarial justice system. This advantage should be made more readily available to
the New Zealand adversarial system as well.

51.

Many examples could be cited of the beneficial impact upon ordinary Australians of the role of
Litigation Funding in providing access to justice. ALFA would highlight the following:
(a)

the "Stolen Wages" Class Action against the State of Queensland, for recovery of
underpayments for work undertaken by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in
Queensland between 1939 and 1972. The legal costs and disbursements to bring that
proceeding exceeded $12.65M, which is beyond the capacity of any one (or, likely, any
group) of the plaintiffs to bring, but yielded a settlement of $190m for the benefit of all group
members;

Ibid 624.
Productivity Commission, Access to Justice Arrangements (Inquiry Report No 72, 5 September 2014) vol 2,
607.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
13
14
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(b)

the proceedings against the ratings agency "S&P ", in relation to the ratings given to
synthetic collateralised debt obligations prior to the Global Financial Crisis. The legal costs
and disbursements to bring that proceeding exceeded $20m, and yielded a settlement of
$215m, resulting in a return of significant sums of money to Local Government Authorities,
which funds were then able to be applied for the benefit of ratepayers;

(c)

the Class Action brought on behalf of Australian motorists against Volkswagon, Audi and
Skoda EA189 diesel vehicles, which was initiated in 2015 and finally resolved for between
$87m and $127m (depending on the final size of the claimant group) in late 2019; and

(d)

the "Banksia Financial Group" Class Action in Victoria, which commenced in 2013 and
resolved in late 2017 on the basis that the trustee for debenture-holders would pay $64m
to investors, most of whom are retirees.

52.

Litigation Funders play an important role in the litigation they fund, but they do not control the
litigation. They provide the funding to bring a claim and, importantly, provide the security for costs
to allow a claim to proceed where it otherwise might not. They agree to indemnify the claimant
against any adverse costs ordered by the court if the proceedings are unsuccessful. The risk of
being left with a substantial adverse costs order can be a significant impediment to a claim
proceeding. This is particularly the case where the respondent may be well resourced, and the
claimants may be individuals whose individual claims would be dwarfed by any potential adverse
costs order.

53.

In a report provided by Professor Morabito of Monash University entitled Market Shares of
Litigation Funders in Australia's Class Action Market (Morabito ALFA Report), for calendar years
2014 to 2018, Professor Morabito identified 217 Class Actions which were commenced in the four
Class Action jurisdictions (Federal Court of Australia, Supreme Court of New South Wales,
Supreme Court of Victoria and Supreme Court of Queensland). 17 Of those 217 Class Actions,
135 (62.2%) of them were supported by Litigation Funding. 18 This can be compared to the ALRC
Report 2019 which found that between March 2017 and 2018 (i.e. looking just at the latter half of
the four year period reviewed by Professor Morabito): 19

54.

(a)

78% (21) of filed proceedings were supported by Litigation Funders; and

(b)

77% (10) of finalised proceedings were funded.

The ALRC Report illustrated the growth in Litigation Funding for Class Actions in the Federal
Court in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.2: 20

Vince Morabito, Market Shares of Litigation Funders in Australia’s Class Action Market (Report commissioned
by the Association of Litigation Funders of Australia, September 2019).
18 Ibid 3
19 Australian Law Reform Commission, Integrity, Fairness and Efficiency—An Inquiry into Class Action
Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation Funders (Final Report No. 134 December 2018), 74.
20 Ibid 74-75.
17

15

55.

Professor Morabito's study suggested that the results obtained on behalf of plaintiffs in funded
litigation is significantly higher than the results obtained in unfunded litigation: 21
… the mean gross settlement fund and the median gross settlement fund in funded
Part IVA proceedings – $48,218,333 and $38,500,000, respectively – were
substantially greater than corresponding settlement funds for non-funded Part IVA
proceedings: $16,987,659 and $3,100,000, respectively…

56.

It is therefore apparent that Litigation Funders are providing and promoting access to justice for
ordinary Australians. ALFA supports this approach being taken in New Zealand as well. It is
important to eliminate the uncertainty about the permissibility of litigation funding to encourage
litigation funding of class actions in the New Zealand market.

57.

There are some perceived problems with litigation funding/funders and these will be addressed
in detail in submission 7 below.

21

Vince Morabito, ‘Lessons from Australia on Class Action Reform in New Zealand’ (2018) 24 New Zealand
Business Law Quarterly 178, 202.
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Submission 7 – Perceived problems with Litigation Funding/Funders
58.

In this section of the submissions, ALFA responds to some of the perceived problems with
Litigation Funding and Funders, including:
(a)

Funder control of litigation;

(b)

Conflicts of interest;

(c)

Funder profits; and

(d)

Capital adequacy.

59.

ALFA submits that where specific risks are identified and supported by evidence, those risks
should be dealt with on a bespoke and tailored basis (like ASIC Guide 248 – Managing Conflicts
of Interest) rather than introducing a breadth of regulation that will inevitably create unintended
consequences.

60.

Funder Control:
A Litigation Funder and plaintiff will enter into a Litigation Funding Agreement that will state that
the plaintiff retains ultimate control of the proceeding and that the Litigation Funder should not
interfere with the relationship between the plaintiff and its lawyer. ALFA fully supports this position,
and it is satisfied that the status quo is working well.

61.

Conflicts of Interest:
Litigation Funders operating in Australia are subject to the requirements of ASIC Regulatory
Guide 248, which sets out the regulatory approach to maintaining adequate practices and
following certain procedures for managing potential and actual conflicts of interest in relation to a
litigation scheme or a proof of debt scheme. This is presently the only regulation that applies to
Litigation Funders in Australia.
ALFA submits that it is essential to good business practice to have in place adequate
arrangements for managing conflicts of interest. To this end, ALFA's Best Practice Guidelines
provides that "[m]embers should publish, or alternatively, provide a copy of their privacy and
conflicts policies that conform with relevant regulations to each Funded Party in their pre-contract
disclosure documents or as an attachment to the LFA, and they should comply with those
policies".
Further, recommendation 15 of the ALRC Report states that this regulatory guide should be
amended to require Litigation Funders to report annually to the regulator on their compliance with
the requirement to implement adequate practices and procedures to manage conflicts of interest.
ALFA fully supports this recommendation.

62.

Funder Profits:
ALFA submits that the return on capital enjoyed by Litigation Funders is commensurate with the
risk attached to investing in litigation.
It is important to remember that without financial support, it is often not possible for a lead plaintiff
to prosecute a representative proceeding, given that their individual claim would never justify the
expenditure of cost and their personal exposure to adverse costs. That Litigation Funders expect
to generate a return on the capital they have provided to the plaintiff should be uncontroversial.
There is no practical difference between this commercial outcome and that of a solicitor, acting in
a no-win, no fee structure, who has a margin of return above costs in their professional rates (as
all professionals do).
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In Australia, any risk of Litigation Funders earning unreasonably high profits from investing in
litigation is mitigated by the fact that every settlement of a class action matter requires the
approval of the Court that the terms of the settlement (including the amount of any payment to a
Litigation Funder), is fair and reasonable.
ALFA supports the courts' approval requirement but does not consider the courts should have the
power to alter contractual commission rates. Funding fees need to adequately compensate for
risk at the time the funding agreement is entered into and should not be set retrospectively by the
court when the outcome of the case is known. Competition now evident in the market is the best
mechanism to set fees rather than assuming that the judiciary is better placed to assess in
hindsight what a fair balance of risk and return is for a given case.
Further, ALFA submits that statutory provisions regarding caps or maximums are likely to reduce
access to justice and create conflicts rather than protect class members. The Federal Court
already considers the proportionality of a commission rate to a settlement when determining
whether to approve a settlement. Introducing statutory caps or maximums will stymie competition
and may create a tendency for funders to charge fees at the caps and assumes the legislature is
better placed than the market to determine a reasonable risk/return rate.
Another unintended consequence of introducing statutory caps is the potential conflict it may
create regarding the settlement of a claim. If a funder is faced with a statutory cap, it may be
placed in a position where it cannot commercially propose an early settlement offer because its
returns will make the outcome commercially unattractive/unviable.
63.

Capital Adequacy:
Capital adequacy requirements have been proposed in Australia to be similar to that required by
the Association of Litigation Funders in the UK, being:
(a)

to maintain at all times access to adequate financial resources to meet the financial
obligations of the funder and in particular to ensure that it maintains the capacity:
•

to pay all debts as and when they become due and payable; and

•

to have access to capital to meet its aggregate funding liabilities under all of its litigation
funding agreements;

(b)

to maintain access within 4 weeks to a minimum of $1million in capital or such other amount
as is stipulated by regulation from time to time;

(c)

to have a continuous disclosure obligation in respect of its capital adequacy, including a
specific obligation to notify ASIC promptly if it reasonably believes it is in breach of its
capital adequacy obligations;

(d)

to be required to submit an annual audit report by an independent audit firm containing an
audit opinion:
•

on the funder's most recent annual financial statements prepared in accordance with
the requirements of the jurisdiction where the company is incorporated (but not the
underlying financial statements) within one month of receipt of the opinion and in any
case within six months of each fiscal year-end. If the audit opinion provided is qualified
(except as to any emphasis of matters relating to the uncertainty of valuing relevant
litigation funding investments) or expresses any question as to the ability of the firm to
continue as a going concern, the funder will respond fully to any ASIC queries;

•

on whether the funder satisfies the minimum capital requirement prevailing as at the
relevant date; and
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•

to comply with any capital adequacy requirements stipulated by regulation from time to
time.

Further, recommendation 12 in the ALRC Report stated that Part IVA should be amended to
provide a statutory presumption that third-party litigation funders who fund representative
proceedings will provide security for costs in any such proceedings in a form that is enforceable
in Australia.
ALFA's submission is that there are few, if any, examples where the lack of capital adequacy of
a funder has led to financial loss to plaintiffs either in Australia or the UK in the last 20 years.
Despite this, ALFA has sought to address this issue by including a requirement in its Best Practice
Guidelines that "[f]unders should maintain at all times access to adequate financial resources to
meet the obligations of the Funder to fund all the Relevant Disputes that they have agreed to fund
and in particular, should ensure that they maintain the capacity to pay all debts as and when they
become due and payable" 22.
Further:
(a)

There are market forces in place to help regulate and/or mitigate this risk. For instance, law
firms are unlikely to work with funders where they are concerned about a funder's solvency;

(b)

If the funding of a meritorious claim is put into question due to capital inadequacy of the
funder, the Australian market is sufficiently mature and deep for substitute funding to be
obtained at no additional cost to consumers; and

(c)

The courts have adequate powers to order that security for costs be provided in a particular
proceeding.

In short, it is ALFA's submission that capital adequacy concerns are unfounded and are not based
on any evidence of real cases of concern and that courts should be given extensive and wideranging powers, within a properly drafted statutory class action regime, to case manage each
class action as is deemed appropriate, including with respect to making orders for security for
costs.

Submission 8 – Regulation of Funders
2.

ALFA supports sensible and measured regulatory changes that balance improving consumer
outcomes to ensure a properly functioning market for Litigation Funding. ALFA does not support
the Australian Government's approach to imposing the existing AFSL and MIS regulatory
structures as these are unsuitable for a Litigation Funding context and that it is inappropriate for
Litigation Funders (and Class Actions) to be subject to this regulation.

3.

Regulation of litigation funders in Australia has traditionally been light touch. Until the Federal
Government's announcement on 21 May 2020, the only industry-specific regulation that Litigation
Funders were subject to was limited to ASIC Regulatory Guide 248 in relation to the management
of conflicts.

4.

There have been debates over the years, questioning whether licensing and/or regulation of
funders is necessary/desired. ALFA made extensive submissions to the ALRC on this topic
(Annexure 3), specifically that:

22

Guideline 10 of the ALFA Best Practice Guidelines (Annexure 2 to these submissions).
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5.

(a)

It is counter-intuitive to introduce a licensing regime for litigation funders where the types
of licensing conditions being contemplated address a problem that does not exist
historically, presently, and are not likely to emerge in the future;

(b)

Where risks are identified and supported by evidence, an alternative approach to a
licensing regime may be through introducing ASIC Regulations like RG 248-Managing
Conflicts of Interest, which can be tailored to address a specific risk. This may be a more
cost-effective and efficient mechanism to target a specific risk or risks, rather than
introducing a breadth of regulation that will inevitably create unintended consequences;

(c)

whilst there is no evidence to support the need for a licensing regime for third-party funders,
ALFA does not oppose its introduction provided that it:
•

Has regard to the potential it may not add any meaningful value in consumer protection;

•

Does not restrict competition, availability of capital (particularly to retail claimants) or
the price of the capital;

•

Does not cost more than its likely benefits;

•

Is subject to adequate consultation; and

•

Is imposed with relevant grandfathering and regard to practical impediments that take
time to legitimately address.

In August 2020, the Australian Government imposed the AFSL and MIS regimes on Litigation
Funders and class actions. The stated objectives of the proposed regulatory regime are to:
(a)

ensure that only reputable and capable funders enter the market;

(b)

reduce the risk of financial loss to the parties by reducing the risk that funders will be unable
to meet their liabilities;

(c)

encourage compliance by Litigation Funders with their obligations; and

(d)

enhance the reputation of Litigation Funders.

6.

ALFA supports the views of ASIC and the ALRC that the existing AFSL and MIS regulatory
structures are unsuitable for a Litigation Funding context and that it is inappropriate for Litigation
Funders (and Class Actions) to be subject to these regulations.

7.

ALFA has made extensive submissions against the imposition of the existing AFSL and MIS
regimes, as well as making suggested changes to constructively seek to minimise the unintended
negative consequences of regulation. ALFA refers to Annexure 5, 8 and 9 as providing a detailed
review and commentary on the pros and cons of applying the AFSL and MIS regulatory regime
to litigation funding and class actions in Australia. These submissions are specific to the
regulatory regime proposed in Australia and so we don't restate these for the purposes of these
submissions to the NZ Law Commission.

8.

ALFA supports the ALRC's proposal of sensible and measured regulatory changes which balance
improving consumer outcomes with that of ensuring a properly functioning market for Litigation
Funding.

CONCLUSION
1.

ALFA is grateful to the NZ Law Commission for the opportunity to provide this submission.
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2.

ALFA would welcome the opportunity to present to the NZ Law Commission, to answer any
questions, or to provide any further or other assistance it requires.

Association of Litigation Funders of Australia
11 March 2021
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Annexure 1
ALFA Constitution

THE ASSOCIATION OF LITIGATION FUNDERS OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED

CONSTITUTION

1

1.

NAME OF THE COMPANY
The name of the Company is The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia Limited.

2.

COMPANY STRUCTURE

2.1.

Type of Company
The Company is a not-for-profit public company limited by guarantee.

2.2.

Limited liability of Members
The liability of Members is to the amount of the guarantee in clause 2.4.

2.3.

The Guarantee
Subject to this Constitution, each person who is a Member and each person who was a
Member within 12 months of the day of the commencement of the winding up of the
Company, undertakes to contribute to the property of the Company for:

2.4.

(a)

debts and liabilities of the Company incurred before their Membership ceased; or

(b)

costs, charges and expenses of winding up.

The Guarantee amount
The amount that each Member or past Member is liable to contribute is limited to $10.

3.

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

3.1.

Definitions
(a)

Annual General Meeting means the Annual General Meeting of the Company
conducted every financial year in accordance with clause 6.3 and the Corporation
Act 2001 (Cth);

(b)

Applicant means a person who applies for Membership pursuant to clauses 5.2
and 5.3;

(c)

Board of Directors means the Board of Directors of the Company;

(d)

Company means the Company referred to in clause 1;

(e)

Constitution means this Constitution of the Company;

(f)

Corporations Act means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth);

(g)

Date of Membership means the day the Member was entered onto the Register
of Members and his or her Membership was effected;

(h)

Date of Termination means the day the Member’s details were removed from the
Register of Members and his or her Membership was terminated;

(i)

Director/s means a director, or the directors of the Company on the Board of
Directors;

2
(j)

Elected Chairperson means the person elected by the directors as the chairperson
of the Company under clause 6.4(a);

(k)

Funder/s means a Member, or Members, who in their ordinary course, provide
litigation funding to plaintiffs, law firms and corporations for legal disputes in
Australia;

(l)

General Meeting means a meeting of Members called by the Board of Directors
under clause 6.1, or by Members under clause 6.2;

(m)

Initial Director means

(n)

(o)

(i)

Stuart Robertson Price;

(ii)

John Francis Walker; and

(iii)

Kim Alicia May.

Initial Members means:
(i)

Litigation Lending Services Limited ACN 129 188 825; and

(ii)

Investor Claim Partner Pty Ltd ACN 611 462 027.

Insolvency Event means the occurrence of any one or more of the following events
in relation to any Member or Director:
(i)

an application is made to a court for an order that it be wound up, declared
bankrupt or that a provisional liquidator or receiver or receiver and
manager be appointed unless the application is withdrawn, struck out or
dismissed within 14 days of being made;

(ii)

an liquidator or provisional liquidator is appointed;

(iii)

an administrator or a controller is appointed to any of its assets;

(iv)

it enters into an agreement or composition with one or more of its
creditors, or an assignment for the benefit of one or more of its creditors;

(v)

it proposes a reorganisation, moratorium, deed of company arrangement
or other administration involving one or more of its creditors, or its winding
up or dissolution;

(vi)

it is insolvent as disclosed in its accounts or otherwise, states that it is
insolvent or it is presumed insolvent under an applicable law;

(vii)

it becomes an insolvent under administration as defined in section 9 of
the Corporations Act or action is taken which would result in that event;

(viii)

it is taken to have failed to comply with a statutory demand at the end of
a relevant period as a result of section 459F(1) of the Corporations Act;

(ix)

a notice is issued under sections 601AA or 601AB of the Corporations Act;

(x)

a writ of execution is levied against it or its property; or
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(xi)

3.2.

anything occurs under the law of any jurisdiction which has a substantially
similar effect to any of the above paragraphs of this definition;

(p)

Manager/s means a Member, or Members, who in their ordinary course, manage
litigation financed by a litigation funder in Australia;

(q)

Member/s means a member of the Company pursuant to clause 5 (and
Membership has the corresponding meaning);

(r)

Objects means the objects of the Company set out in clause 4.1;

(s)

Register of Members means the Register of Members of the Company to be kept
pursuant to the Corporations Act 2001;

(t)

Secretary means the person appointed as Secretary of the Company by the
directors pursuant to clause 8.10;

(u)

Special Resolution means a resolution that has been passed by at least 75% of
the votes cast by Members present and entitled to vote on the resolution; and

(v)

Surplus Assets means any assets of the Company that remain after paying all
debts and other liabilities of the Company, including the costs of winding up.

Interpretation
In this Constitution unless there is something in the subject or context which is
inconsistent:

3.3.

(a)

the singular includes the plural and vice versa;

(b)

each gender includes the other two genders;

(c)

the word “person” means a natural person and any partnership, association, body
or entity whether incorporated or not;

(d)

the words “writing” and “written” include any other mode of representing or
reproducing words, figures, drawings or symbols in a visible form;

(e)

where any word or phrase is defined, any other part of speech or other
grammatical form of that word or phrase has a cognate meaning;

(f)

a reference to any clause or schedule is to a clause schedule of this Constitution;

(g)

a reference to an act includes every amendment, re-enactment, or replacement
of that Act and any subordinate legislation made under that Act (such as
regulations).

Headings
Headings do not form part of or affect the construction, or interpretation of this
Constitution.

4
4.

OBJECTS AND PURPOSES

4.1.

Objects
The Company is a not for profit organisation, established for the primary purpose of
facilitating the enhancement of the Australian litigation funding market (the “Market”) by
means including, but not limited to:

4.2.

(a)

providing education, training and information concerning litigation funding and
the Market to its Members and the Market’s stakeholders and prospective
plaintiffs;

(b)

actively lobbying the government and legislators, and engaging with other
regulators and policy makers to help shape the legal and regulatory framework of
litigation funding in Australia; and

(c)

promoting best practice and ethical behaviour amongst litigation funders in
Australia.

Powers
The Company has all the powers of a Company limited by guarantee under the
Corporations Act 2001, and to carry out its Objects set out in clause 4.1.

4.3.

Assets and income
(a)

The assets and income of the Company shall be applied solely in furtherance of
the objects of the Company set out in clause 4.1 and no portion shall be
distributed directly or indirectly to the Members or Secretary except as bona fide
compensation for services rendered or expenses incurred on behalf of the
Company in accordance with clauses 4.3(b), (c) and 15.

(b)

No assets or income of the Company will be paid, transferred or distributed,
directly or indirectly, by way of dividend, bonus or otherwise to any Member of the
Company. However, nothing in this Constitution will prevent payment in good faith
to a Member, Secretary or their associates in return for any services rendered,
goods supplied or expenses incurred in carrying out the Objects under clause 4.1.

(c)

No director’s fees may be paid to the directors. All other payments to directors
must be approved by directors, including but not limited to:

(d)

(i)

out-of-pocket expenses incurred by a director in performing a duty as a
director of the Company; and

(ii)

for any service rendered to the Company by the Director in a professional
or technical capacity, other than in a capacity as Director, where, where
the provisions of the service has the prior approval of the Board and is not
more than an amount which commercially would be reasonable for the
service.

This clause 4.3 does not prohibit identification of, or payment of premiums on
contracts of insurance for, any director to the extent permitted by law and this
Constitution.

5
5.

MEMBERSHIP

5.1.

Membership and Register of Members
(a)

(b)

(c)

5.2.

The Members are:
(i)

Initial Members;

(ii)

Funders;

(iii)

Managers; and

(iv)

any person or entity that the directors allow to be a Member, in accordance
with this Constitution.

The Company must establish and maintain a Register of Members. The Register
of Members must be kept by the Secretary and must contain each Member’s:
(i)

name;

(ii)

address; including any alternative address nominated by the Member for
the service of notices; and

(iii)

Date of Membership.

The Register of Members must also include persons who have been Members
within the last seven (7) years. The Register of Members must contain each
Member’s:
(i)

name;

(ii)

address, including any alternative address nominated by the Member for
the service of notices, and

(iii)

term of Membership, including the Date of Membership and Date of
Termination.

(d)

The Company must allow Members access to the Register of Members.

(e)

Information that is accessed from the Register of Members must only be used in
a manner relevant to the interests or rights of Members.

Who can be a Member
A person who supports the Objects, and is eligible to apply to be a Member pursuant to
clause 5.3.

5.3.

Application for Membership
A person may apply for Membership to the Company by writing to the Secretary to the
effect that they:
(a)

are desirous of being a Member (either as a Funder or Manager);

(b)

support the Objects; and

(c)

agree to comply with this Constitution.
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5.4.

5.5.

5.6.

Consideration of Membership application
(a)

At the first meeting of the Board of Directors after an application for Membership
has been received by the Secretary, the Board of Directors must consider the
application and either accept or reject the application by a simple majority.

(b)

The Board of Directors are not required to provide any reasons for their
determination under clause 5.4(a).

Registration of Member
(a)

If the Board of Directors accept an application for Membership, as soon as
practicable, the Secretary must enter the Member on the Register of Members
and write to the Applicant to notify them that their application has been approved.

(b)

Other than Initial Members, an Applicant will become a Member when they are
entered on the Register of Members.

When Membership ceases
A Member will cease as a Member of the Company if they:

5.7.

(a)

pass away;

(b)

are wound up, dissolved or deregistered;

(c)

resign as a Member by giving written notice to the Secretary;

(d)

are party to, or the subject of, an Insolvency Event;

(e)

are expelled pursuant to clause 5.7; or

(f)

fail to respond to a written request from the Secretary within thirty (30) days.

Suspension and termination of membership
(a)

(b)

A Member's membership may be immediately suspended if the board of directors
reasonably determine at a meeting of the board of directors, at their discretion
and in accordance with clause 9.5 hereof, that in their reasonable opinion the
member has:
(i)

failed to comply with any law or regulation of Australia; or

(ii)

failed to comply with the prevailing Code of Conduct of Litigation Funders
or other rules of the company as have been notified to members from time
to time; or

(iii)

has engaged or is engaging in any conduct likely to bring the company into
disrepute; or

(iv)

has failed to pay to the company the annual subscription fee within the
meaning of the rules for 30 days after it becomes due.

A person’s membership may be terminated by the directors if they determine at
a meeting of the board of directors, at their discretion in accordance with clause
9.5 hereof, that that person has:
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(c)

5.8.

(i)

failed, within three months’ notice by the board, to remedy a default under
sub-clause 5.7(a) above to the reasonable satisfaction of the board; or

(ii)

otherwise ceased to be eligible for membership; or

(iii)

failed to comply with the prevailing Code of Conduct of Litigation Funders
or other rules of the company as have been notified to members from time
to time; or

(iv)

has engaged or is engaging in any conduct likely to bring the company into
disrepute; or

(v)

failed to pay to the company the annual subscription fee within the
meaning of the rules for 30 days after it becomes due, has received from
the secretary notice of the fact, and has still failed to pay the subscription
fee after 21 days from the date of that notice.

A person's membership shall not be terminated by the directors unless at least
21 days' notice has been given to that person of:
(i)

the directors' meeting at which the question of the termination of that
person’s membership shall be considered;

(ii)

the reason for the proposed termination; and

(iii)

informing the Member that he, she or it may attend the meeting and may
give an oral or written explanation or submission before the resolution is
put to the vote.

(d)

If a person's membership is terminated by the directors, the secretary shall as
soon as practicable give written notice of that decision to the Member.

(e)

When a Member’s membership is terminated, the secretary shall strike that
person's name off the register of members.

(f)

The company may take all reasonable steps to investigate whether there are
grounds for suspending and/or terminating a Member’s membership under
clause 5.7 (a) or (b).

(g)

the company may publicise the fact of a Member’s suspension under clause 5.7(a)
but shall keep the grounds and any matters concerning the investigation thereof
strictly confidential pending any determination under clause 5.7 (b), after which
time that Company may publicise the fact of a Member’s termination.

Membership entitlements not transferable
A right, privilege or obligation which a person has by reason of being a Member of the
Company:
(a)

is not capable of being transferred or transmitted to another person; and

(b)

ceases on the Date of Termination.
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6.

GENERAL MEETINGS

6.1.

General Meetings called by Board of Directors
(a)

The Board of Directors may call and arrange to hold a General Meeting as deemed
appropriate.

(b)

A Director may call a meeting of the Board of Directors by giving twenty-one (21)
days’ notice to all of the other members of the Board of Directors.

(c)

A Director may give notice in writing or by any other means of communication that
has previously been agreed to unanimously by the Board of Directors.

(d)

A notice of a General Meeting must:
specify the date, time and place of the meeting;

(ii)

except as provided by the Corporations Act, state the general nature of the
business to be transacted at the meeting; and

(iii)

specify a place and e-mail address for the receipt of proxies.

(e)

A person may waive notice of a General Meeting by written notice to the Company.

(f)

If Members with at least 10% of the votes that may be cast at a General Meeting
make a written request to the Company for a General Meeting to be held, the
directors must:
(i)

within twenty-one (21) days of the Members’ request, give all Members
notice of a General Meeting; and

(ii)

hold the General Meeting within two (2) months of the Members’ request.

(g)

The percentage of votes that Members have in clause 6.2(a) is to be worked out
as at midnight on the day the request is made.

(h)

The Members who make the request for a General Meeting must:

(i)
6.2.

(i)

(i)

state in the request any resolution to be proposed at the meeting;

(ii)

sign the request; and

(iii)

give the request to the Company.

Separate copies of a document setting out the request may be signed by Members
if the wording of the request is the same in each copy.

General Meetings called by Members
(a)

If the directors do not call the meeting within twenty-one (21) days of the request
under clause 6.1(f), 10% or more of the Members who made the request may call,
and arrange to hold a General Meeting.

(b)

To call, and hold a meeting under clause 6.2(a), the Members must:
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(c)

6.3.

as far as possible, follow the procedures for General Meetings set out in
this Constitution;

(ii)

call the meeting using the Register of Members, which the Company must
provide to the Members making the request at no cost; and

(iii)

hold the General Meeting within three (3) months after the request was
given to the Company.

The Company must pay the Members who request a General Meeting any
reasonable expenses they incur as a result of the failure of the Board of Directors
to call and hold the meeting pursuant to clause 6.1(f).

Annual General Meeting
(a)

(b)

6.4.

(i)

An Annual General Meeting must be held:
(i)

within eighteen (18) months after registration of the Company; and

(ii)

after the first Annual General Meeting, at least once in every calendar year.

Even if these items are not set out in the notice of meeting, the business of an
Annual General Meeting may include:
(i)

a review of the Company’s activities;

(ii)

a review of the Company’s finances;

(iii)

any auditor’s report;

(iv)

the election of directors; and

(v)

the appointment and payment of auditors (if any).

(c)

Before or at the Annual General Meeting, the directors must give information to
the Members on the Company’s activities and finances during the period since the
last Annual General Meeting.

(d)

The chairperson of the Annual General Meeting must give Members a reasonable
opportunity at a General Meeting to ask questions or make comments about the
management of the Company.

General Meeting Chairperson
(a)

The Board of Directors may elect one Director as chairperson of the directors
(Elected Chairperson) and may decide the period for which that director is to be
the chairperson for the General Meeting.

(b)

The Elected Chairperson must (if present within 15 minutes after the time
appointed for the meeting and willing to act) preside as chairperson at each
general meeting.

(c)

If at an Annual General Meeting:
(i)

there is no chairperson of the Board of Directors;
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(ii)

the chairperson of the Board of Directors is not present within 15 minutes
after the time appointed for the meeting; or

(iii)

the chairperson of the Board of Directors is present within that time but is
not willing to act as chairperson of the meeting,

the Members present must elect as chairperson of the meeting:

6.5.

6.7.

another director who is present and willing to act; or

(ii)

if no other director present at the meeting is willing to act, a Member who
is present and willing to act.

(d)

The chairperson is responsible for the conduct of the General Meeting, and for this
purpose must give the Members of reasonable opportunity to make comments
and ask questions.

(e)

The chairperson does not have a casting vote.

Quorum at Annual General Meetings
(a)

No business may be transacted at an Annual General Meeting, except the election
of a chairperson and the adjournment of the meeting, unless a quorum of
Members is present when the meeting proceeds to business matters.

(b)

A quorum consists of:

(c)

6.6.

(i)

(i)

if there is only one Member entitled to vote, that Member; and

(ii)

in any other case, three (3) Members entitled to vote, unless the Members
have fixed a higher number of Members entitled to vote, and present at
the meeting.

If a quorum is not present within thirty (30) minutes after the time appointed for
a General Meeting:
(i)

where the meeting was convened on the requisition of Members, the
meeting must be dissolved; or

(ii)

in any other case, the meeting stands adjourned to the day, and at the
time and place, that the Board of Directors decide or, if the Board of
Directors do not make a decision, to the same day in the next week at the
same time and place.

Auditors right to attend General Meetings
(a)

The auditor (if any) is entitled to attend any General Meeting and to be heard by
the Members on any part of the business of the meeting that concerns the auditor
in the capacity of an auditor.

(b)

The Company must provide to the auditor (if any) any communications relating to
the General Meeting that a Member is entitled to receive.

Decisions at General Meetings
(a)

Except where by law a Special Resolution is required, questions arising at a
General Meeting must be decided by a majority of votes cast by the Members
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present at the meeting. Such a decision is for all purposes a decision of the
Members.
(b)

6.8.

Where the votes on a proposed resolution are equal:
(i)

the chairperson of the meeting does not have a second or casting vote;
and

(ii)

the proposed resolution is taken as lost.

(c)

A demand for a poll does not prevent a General Meeting continuing for the
transaction of any business except the question on which the poll has been
demanded.

(d)

If a poll is duly demanded at a General Meeting, it must be taken in such manner
and either at once or after an interval or adjournment or otherwise, as the
chairperson of the meeting directs. The result of the poll is the resolution of the
meeting at which the poll was demanded.

(e)

A poll demanded at a General Meeting on the election of a chairperson of the
meeting or on a question of adjournment must be taken immediately.

(f)

The demand for a poll may be withdrawn.

(g)

If the Company has only one Member, the Company may pass a resolution by the
Member recording it and signing the record.

Circular Resolution of Members
(a)

Subject to clause 6.8(c), the Board of Directors may put a resolution to the
Members to pass a resolution without a General Meeting being held (Circular
Resolution).

(b)

The Board of Directors must notify the auditor (if any) as soon as possible that a
Circular Resolution has or will be put to Members, and set out the wording of the
Circular Resolution.

(c)

Circular Resolutions cannot be used:
(i)

for a resolution to remove an auditor, appoint a director or remove a
director;

(ii)

for passing a Special Resolution; or

(iii)

where the Corporations Act or this Constitution requires a meeting to be
held.

(d)

A Circular Resolution is passed if all the Members entitled to vote on the resolution
sign or agree to the Circular Resolution, in the manner set out in clause 6.8(e).

(e)

Each Member may sign:

(f)

(i)

a single document setting out the Circular Resolution and containing a
statement that they agree to the Circular Resolution; or

(ii)

separate copies of that document, as long as the wording is the same in
each copy.

The Company may send a Circular Resolution by email to Members and Members
may agree by sending a reply email to that effect, including the text of the Circular
Resolution in their reply.
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6.9.

Notice of General Meetings
(a)

Notice of a General Meeting must be given to:
(i)

each Member entitled to vote at the Meeting;

(ii)

each Director; and

(iii)

an auditor, if any.

(b)

Notice of a General Meeting must be provided in writing at least twenty-one (21)
days before the meeting.

(c)

Notice of a General Meeting may be provided less than twenty-one (21) days prior
to the meeting:

(d)

(i)

for an Annual General Meeting and where all Members entitled to vote
agree beforehand; or

(ii)

for any other General Meeting, where Members with at least 95% of the
votes that may be cast at the meeting agree beforehand.

A notice of a General Meeting must:
(i)

specify the date, time and place of the meeting;

(ii)

state the general nature of the business to be transacted at the meeting;
and

(iii)

specify a place and fax number or electronic address for the receipt of
proxies.

(e)

A person may waive notice of a General Meeting by written notice to the Company.

(f)

A person’s attendance at a General Meeting waives any objection that person may
have to:
(i)

a failure to give notice, or the giving of a defective notice, of the meeting
unless, at the beginning of the meeting, the person objects to the holding
of the meeting; and

(ii)

the consideration of a particular matter at the meeting which is not within
the business referred to in the notice of the meeting, unless the person
objects to considering the matter when it is presented.

6.10. Conducting a General Meeting
(a)

A question arising at a General Meeting relating to the order of business,
procedure or conduct of the meeting must be referred to the chairperson of the
meeting, whose decision is final.

(b)

A Member who takes part in a General Meeting by telephone or other electronic
means is taken to be present in person at the General Meeting.
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6.11. Adjournment of meetings
(a)

If a quorum is present, a General Meeting must be adjourned if a majority of
Members present direct the chairperson to adjourn the meeting.

(b)

Where a meeting is adjourned for 30 days or more, notice of the adjourned
meeting must be given as for an original meeting.

7.

VOTING

7.1.

Voting Rights
(a)

Subject to this Constitution and to any rights or restrictions attached to any class
of Membership, at a General Meeting every Member present has one (1) vote.

(b)

A proxy, attorney or representative is entitled to a separate vote for each Member
the person represents, in addition to any vote the person may have as a Member
in his or her own right.

(c)

An objection to the qualification of a person to vote at a General Meeting must be:

(d)
7.2.

(i)

raised before or at the meeting at which the vote objected to is given or
tendered; and

(ii)

referred to the chairperson of the meeting, whose decision is final.

A vote not disallowed by the chairperson of a meeting under clause 7.1(c) is valid
for all purposes.

How voting is carried out
(a)

(b)

Voting must be conducted and decided by:
(i)

a show of hands;

(ii)

a vote in writing; or

(iii)

another method chosen by the chairperson that is fair and reasonable in
the circumstances.

Subject to this Constitution, each Member entitled to vote at a meeting of
Members may vote:
(i)

in person or, where a Member is a body corporate, by its representatives;

(ii)

by not more than two (2) proxies; or

(iii)

by not more than two (2) attorneys.

(c)

Before a vote is taken, the chairperson must state whether any proxy votes have
been received and, if so, how the proxy votes will be cast.

(d)

On a show of hands, the chairperson’s decision is conclusive evidence of the result
of the vote.

(e)

The chairperson and the meeting minutes do not need to state the number or
proportion of the votes recorded in favour or against on a show of hands.
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7.3.

When a vote in writing must be held
(a)

(i)

at least five (5) Members present;

(ii)

Members present with at least 5% of the votes that may be passed on the
resolution on the vote in writing (worked out as at the midnight before the
vote in writing is demanded); or

(iii)

the Elected Chairperson.

(b)

A vote in writing must be taken when and how the chairperson directs, except in
the circumstances prescribed in clause 7.3(c).

(c)

A vote in writing must be immediately conducted, subject to clause 7.2(a)(ii) for:

(d)
7.4.

Vote in writing may be demanded on any resolution instead of or after a vote by a
show of hands of:

(i)

for the election of a chairperson under clause 6.4(a); or

(ii)

to decide whether to adjourn a meeting pursuant to clause 6.11.

A demand for a vote in writing under clauses 7.2(a)(ii) and 7.3(c) may be
withdrawn.

Appointment of proxy
(a)

A Member may appoint a proxy (Appointing Member) to attend and vote at a
General Meeting on their behalf.

(b)

A proxy need not, be a Member of the Company.

(c)

A proxy may be appointed for all General Meetings, or for any number of General
Meetings, or for a particular General Meeting.

(d)

An appointment of proxy must be signed by the Appointing Member (Proxy Form)
and must contain:
(i)

the Member’s name and address;

(ii)

the Company’s name;

(iii)

the proxy’s name or the name of the office held by the proxy; and

(iv)

the meeting(s) at which the appointment may be used.

(e)

Proxy Forms need not be in any particular form as long as it is in writing, legally
valid and signed by, or on behalf of the Appointing Member.

(f)

Proxy Forms must be received by the Company at the Company’s registered
address at least 48 hours before a meeting. If not, the proxy will not have the
authority to vote at a General Meeting or adjourned meeting.

(g)

A proxy does not have the authority to speak, or vote for the Appointing Member
at a meeting when the Appointing Member is present at that meeting.

(h)

Unless the Company receives written notice before the start or resumption of a
General Meeting at which a proxy votes, a vote cast by the proxy is valid even if,
before the proxy votes, the Appointing Member:
(i)

passes away;
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7.5.

(ii)

is mentally incapacitated;

(iii)

revokes the proxy’s appointment; or

(iv)

revokes the authority of a representative or agent who appointed the
proxy.

Voting by proxy
(a)

(b)

(c)

Unless otherwise provided in Proxy Form, the Proxy Form appointing a proxy is to
be taken to confer authority:
(i)

to agree to a meeting being convened by shorter notice than is required
by the Corporations Act or by this Constitution;

(ii)

to agree to a resolution being proposed and passed as a Special
Resolution at a meeting of which less than the period of notice required
by the Corporations Act has been given;

(iii)

even though the Proxy Form may refer to specific resolutions and may
direct the proxy, attorney or representative how to vote on those
resolutions:
I.

to vote on any amendment moved to the proposed resolutions and on
any motion that the proposed resolutions not be put or any similar
motion;

II.

to vote on any procedural motion, including any motion to elect the
chairperson, to vacate the chair or to adjourn the meeting; and

III.

to act generally at the meeting.

Where a Member appoints two (2) proxies or attorneys to vote at the same General
Meeting, the following rules apply:
(i)

subject to clause 7.5, the appointment is of no effect and a proxy or
attorney may not vote unless each proxy or attorney (as applicable) is
appointed to represent a specified proportion of the Member's voting
rights;

(ii)

if the Corporations Act precludes the Company from treating as invalid the
appointment of two (2) proxies which fails to specify the proportion or
number of votes that each may exercise, each person appointed may
exercise half the Member's votes;

(iii)

on a show of hands, neither the proxy or attorney may vote;

(iv)

on a poll, each proxy or attorney may only exercise the voting rights the
proxy or attorney represents; and

(v)

if both appointments cannot be validly exercised at the meeting, the later
appointment revokes the earlier appointment of a proxy or attorney.

The Proxy Form appointing a proxy may direct the manner in which the is to vote
in respect of a particular resolution and, where an instrument so provides, the
proxy is not entitled to vote on the proposed resolution except as directed in the
Proxy Form.
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8.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

8.1.

Number of Directors
Subject to this clause 8.1, the Company must have:

8.2.

8.3.

(a)

at least three (3) Directors; and

(b)

not more than five (5) Directors.

Election and appointment of Directors
(a)

Apart from the Initial Directors and Directors appointed under clause 8.4, the
Members may elect a Director by a resolution passed in a General Meeting.

(b)

Each of the Directors must be appointed by a separate resolution, unless:
(i)

the Members present have first passed a resolution that the appointments
may be voted on together; and

(ii)

no votes were cast against that resolution.

Eligibility
A person is eligible for election as a Director if they:

8.4.

(a)

are a Member of the Company, or a representative of a Member of the Company
(appointed under clause 5);

(b)

are nominated by two (2) Members or representatives of Members entitled to vote
(unless the person was previously elected as a director at a General Meeting and
has been a director since that meeting);

(c)

give the Company their signed consent to act as a director of the Company; and

(d)

are not ineligible to be a director under the Corporations Act.

Relief director
The director may appoint a person as a director to fill a casual vacancy or as an
additional director if that person:

8.5.

(a)

is a Member, or a representative of a Member (appointed under clause 5);

(b)

gives the Company their signed consent to act as a director of the Company; and

(c)

is not ineligible to be a director under the Corporations Act.

Vacation of Office
The office of a Director becomes vacant:
(a)

if the Director resigns by written notice to the Company;

(b)

if the Director becomes of unsound mind or a person who is, or whose estate is,
liable to be dealt with in any way under the law relating to mental health;

(c)

if the Director is removed by a resolution of Members in accordance with section
203D of the Corporations Act;

(d)

if the Director is absent for three (3) consecutive Board of Directors’ meetings
without approval from the directors;
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8.6.

(e)

if the director becomes ineligible to be a director of the Company under the
Corporations Act; and

(f)

in event of the Director’s death or permanent and total incapacity.

Powers of Directors
(a)

The Board of Directors are responsible for managing and directing the activities
of the Company to achieve the Objects in clause 4.1.

(b)

the Board of Directors may exercise all the Company’s powers to:
(i)

borrow or otherwise raise money;

(ii)

charge any property or business of the Company; and

(iii)

issue debentures or give any other security for a debt, liability or obligation
of the Company or of any other person.

(c)

The Board of Directors may decide how cheques, promissory notes, bankers
drafts, bills of exchange or other negotiable instruments must be signed, drawn,
accepted, endorsed or otherwise executed (as applicable) by or on behalf of the
Company.

(d)

The Board of Directors may pay out of the Company’s funds all expenses of the
promotion, formation and registration of the Company and the vesting in it of the
assets acquired by it.

(e)

The directors may:
(i)

appoint or employ a person to be an officer, agent or attorney of the
Company for the purposes, with the powers, discretions and duties
(including powers, discretions and duties vested in or exercisable by the
directors), for the period and on the conditions they think fit;

(ii)

authorise an officer, agent or attorney to delegate all or any of the powers,
discretions and duties vested in the officer, agent or attorney; and

(iii)

subject to any contract between the Company and the relevant officer,
agent or attorney, remove or dismiss any officer, agent or attorney at any
time, with or without cause.

(f)

A power of attorney may contain any provisions for the protection and
convenience of the attorney or persons dealing with the attorney that the Board
of Directors think fit.

(g)

The Board of Directors cannot remove a Director or auditor. A Director and auditor
may only be removed by a Members’ resolution at a General Meeting pursuant to
clause 6.7.

(h)

The Board of Directors may delegate any of their powers and functions to a
committee, a Director, an employee of the Company or any other person, as they
consider appropriate. The delegation must be recorded in the Company’s minutes.
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8.7.

Duties of Board of Directors
The Board of Directors must comply with their duties as Directors under legislation and
common law:

8.8.

(a)

to exercise their powers and discharge their duties with the degree of care and
diligence that a reasonable individual would exercise of they were a director of the
Company;

(b)

to act in good faith in the best interests of the Company and to further the Objects
and Purposes of the Company set in clause 4.1;

(c)

not to misuse their position as a director;

(d)

not to misuse information they gain in their role as a director;

(e)

to disclose any perceived or actual material conflicts of interest in the manner set
out in clause 8.8;

(f)

to ensure that the financial affairs of the Company are managed responsibly; and

(g)

not to allow the Company to operate while it is insolvent.

Conflict of Interest
(a)

(i)

to the other Directors; or

(ii)

if all of the Directors have the same conflict of interest, to the Members at
the next General Meeting, or at an earlier time if reasonable to do so.

(b)

The disclosure of a conflict of interest by a Director must be recorded in the
minutes of the meeting.

(c)

Each Director who has a material personal interest in a matter that is being
considered at a meeting of Board of Directors (or that is proposed in a circular
resolution) must not, except as provided under clause 8.8(d):

(d)

8.9.

A Director must disclose the nature and extent of any actual or perceived material
conflict of interest in a matter that is being considered at a meeting of the Board
of Directors (or that is proposed in a circular resolution):

(i)

be present at the meeting while the matter is being discussed; or

(ii)

vote on the matter.

A Director may still be present and vote if:
(i)

their interest arises because they are a Member, and the other Members
have the same interest;

(ii)

their interest relates to an insurance contract that insures, or would insure,
the Director against liabilities that the director incurs as a Director of the
Company;

(iii)

their interest relates to a payment by the Company under clause 13.2
(indemnity), or any contract relating to an indemnity that is allowed under
the Corporations Act; or

(iv)

the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) makes an
order allowing the director to vote on the matter.

Payments for directors
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(a)

The Company must not pay fees to a Director for acting as a Director.

(b)

The Company may:
(i)

pay a Director for work undertaken, or service provided to the Company,
other than as a Director, if the amount is no more than a reasonable fee
for the work done, or services provided or

(ii)

reimburse a Director for expenses properly incurred in connection with the
affairs of the Company.

(c)

Any payment made under clause this clause 8.9(b) must be approved by the Board
of Directors.

(d)

The Company may pay premiums for insurance indemnifying Directors, as allowed
under the Corporations Act and this Constitution.

8.10. Secretary
(a)

The Company must have at least one Secretary.

(b)

The Secretary may also be a Director.

(c)

A Secretary must be appointed by the Directors (after giving the Company their
signed consent to act as secretary of the Company) and may be removed by the
directors, at any time.

(d)

The Directors must decide the terms and conditions under which the Secretary is
appointed, including any remuneration.

(e)

The role of the secretary includes:
(i)

maintaining the Register of Members; and

(ii)

maintaining the minutes and other records of General Meetings (including
notices of meetings), directors’ meetings and circular resolutions.

9.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ MEETINGS

9.1.

Convening of Board of Directors’ meeting

9.2.

(a)

A Director may convene a Board of Directors’ meeting whenever he or she thinks
fit.

(b)

A Secretary must, on requisition of a director, convene a meeting of the Directors.

(c)

A Director may call a Board of Directors’ meeting by giving reasonable notice to
all of the other Directors.

(d)

A director may give notice in writing or by any other means of communication that
has previously been agreed to by the directors.

Chairperson for the Board of Directors’ meetings
(a)

The Elected Chairperson must (if present within fifteen (15) minutes after the time
appointed for the meeting and willing to act) preside as chairperson at each
general meeting.

(b)

If at the meeting of Board of Directors:
(i)

the Elected Chairperson is not present within fifteen (15) after the time
appointed for the meeting; or
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(ii)

the Elected Chairperson is present within that time but is not willing to act
as a chairperson of the meeting,

the Directors present must elect one of the Directors as chairperson of the
meeting.

9.3.

9.4.

Quorum at directors’ meetings
(a)

Unless the Board of Directors determine otherwise, the quorum for a directors’
meeting is a majority (more than 50%) of Directors.

(b)

A quorum must be present for the whole Board of Directors’ meeting.

Directors to take decisions collectively
The general rule about decision – making by directors is that any decision of the
directors must be either a majority decision at a meeting or a decision taken in
accordance with clause 9.5, save that proposed amendments to the Code of Conduct for
Litigation Funders and Managers must be made by a two-thirds majority of Members at
an annual general meeting or extraordinary general meeting.

9.5.

Unanimous Decisions
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

10.

A decision of the directors is taken in accordance with this article when all
eligible directors indicate to each other by any means that they share a common
view on a matter.
Such a decision may take the form of a resolution in writing, copies of which
have been signed by each eligible director or to which each eligible director has
otherwise indicated agreement in writing.
References in this article to eligible directors are to directors who would have
been entitled to vote on the matter had it been proposed as a resolution at a
directors’ meeting.
A decision may not be taken in accordance with this article if the eligible
directors would not have formed a quorum at such a meeting.

MINUTES AND RECORDS

10.1. Minutes of meetings and meetings of resolutions
(a)

The Board of Directors must ensure minutes of proceedings and resolutions of
General Meetings and of meetings of Board of Directors (including committees of
Directors) are recorded in books kept for the purpose, within one month after the
relevant meeting is held.

(b)

The Board of Directors must ensure minutes of resolutions passed by Directors
(and committees of Directors) without a meeting are recorded in books kept for
that purpose within one (1) month after the resolution is passed.

(c)

The minutes of a meeting must be signed within a reasonable time by the
chairperson of the meeting or the chairperson of the next meeting.
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10.2. Financial and related records
(a)

11.

The Company must make and keep written financial records that:
(i)

correctly record and explain its transactions and financial position and
performance, and

(ii)

enable true and fair financial statements to be prepared and to be audited.

(b)

The Company must also keep written records that correctly record its operations.

(c)

The Company must retain its records for at least seven (7) years.

(d)

The Directors must take reasonable steps to ensure that the Company's records
are kept safe.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
(a)

(b)

This clause sets out the procedure to be undertaken where a dispute arises
between a Member or director and:
(i)

one or more Members;

(ii)

one or more Directors, or the Company.

Any dispute or difference between the parties listed in clause 11(a) must be
resolved in the following manner:
(i)

a written notice of the dispute, accurately identifying and describing the
matter(s) in dispute shall be given to the Secretary (Dispute Notice);

(ii)

within seven (7) days of a Dispute Notice being issued by either party, the
two parties shall meet at a mutually agreed location and use their
respective best endeavours to resolve the dispute;

(iii)

if the parties do not settle the dispute within seven (7) days, the parties
must notify the board of directors of the dispute in writing and agree to
attend mediation;

(iv)

the mediator will be chosen by mutual agreement of both parties;

(v)

where those involved do not reach an agreement:

(vi)
(c)

I.

for disputes between Members, a Director will choose the mediator;
or

II.

for other disputes, a mediator will be chosen by the President of the
Law Society in the said state or territory in which the Company has its
registered office.

the costs of the mediation will be borne equally by the parties.

The mediator chosen by the directors under clause 11(b)(v):
(i)

may be a Member or former Member;

(ii)

must not have a personal interest in the dispute; and

(iii)

must not be biased towards or against anyone involved in the dispute.
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12.

FINANCIAL YEAR
The Company’s financial year is from 1 July to 30 June, unless otherwise determined by
a resolution of Directors.

13.

INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE

13.1. Persons to whom the indemnity and insurance apply
The indemnity and insurance referred to in this clause applies to the following
individuals (indemnified officers):
(a)

each person who is or has been a Director or executive officer (within the meaning
of clause 8.2 of the Constitution); and

(b)

any other officers or former officers of the Company as the Directors in each case
decide.

13.2. Indemnity
(a)

The Company must indemnify, on a full indemnity basis and to the full extent
permitted by law, each indemnified officer against all losses or liabilities
(including costs and expenses) incurred by the person as an officer of the
Company.

(b)

This indemnity:
(i)

is a continuing obligation and is enforceable by an indemnified officer
even though that person has ceased to be an officer of the Company; and

(ii)

operates only to the extent that the loss or liability in question is not
covered by insurance.

13.3. Insurance
The Company may, to the extent permitted by law:
(a)

obtain and maintain insurance; or

(b)

pay or agree to pay a premium for insurance,

for any indemnified officer against any liability incurred by the person as an officer of the
Company where the Board of Directors consider it appropriate to do so.
13.4. Savings
Nothing in this clause:

14.

(a)

affects any other right or remedy that an indemnified officer may have in respect
of any loss or liability referred to in this indemnity or insurance; or

(b)

limits the capacity of the Company to indemnify or provide or pay for insurance
for any person to whom this rule does not apply.

AUDITOR
The Company may appoint a qualified auditor whose duties will be regulated in
accordance with the Corporations Act.

15.

WINDING UP
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If the Company is resolved or wound up, any Surplus Assets must be transferred to
another association or organisation with similar objects and purposes as the Company
which is not carried on for the profit or gain of its individual members.
16.

ALTERING THIS CONSTITUTION
The Company must not pass a Special Resolution making a material alteration to, or
materially affecting, clauses 4.1, 4.3 or 15, or any other alteration to the Constitution, if,
as a result, the Company is no longer not for profit.
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1. These Best Practice Guidelines (‘the Guidelines’) set out standards of practice and
behaviour to be observed by Funders and Managers (as defined in clauses 4 and 5 below,
respectively) who are Members1 of The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia (‘the
Association’) in respect of funding and/or managing the resolution of Relevant Disputes.
These are not mandatory for Members to comply with; however, these Guidelines represent
a best practice framework within which Members may develop their own standards, policies
and procedures.
2. Where a Member’s conduct departs from the Guidelines, that Member should disclose the
departure to prospective funded parties in their pre-contract disclosure documents.
3. ‘Relevant Disputes’ are defined as disputes whose resolution is to be achieved through a
claims resolution process, including but not limited to, arbitration with an Australian seat
and, litigation procedures in Australian Courts. Members shall be deemed to have
embraced, considered and implemented the Guidelines to the extent possible in respect of
funding and/or managing, respectively, the resolution of Relevant Disputes.
4. A Funder has access to funds immediately within its control to fund the resolution of
Relevant Disputes pursuant to Litigation Funding Agreements (‘LFAs’) to enable a party to
the dispute (‘the Funded Party’) to meet the costs (including pre-action costs and adverse
cost orders) of the resolution of Relevant Disputes. In return, the Funder receives a share of
the proceeds if the claim is successful (as defined in the LFA) and does not seek any
payment from the Funded Party in excess of the amount of the proceeds of the dispute that
is being funded, unless the Funded Party is in material breach of the provisions of the LFA.
5. A Manager manages litigation financed by a Funder and in return receives a share of the
proceeds if the claim is successful (as defined in the LFA).
6. The promotional literature of Members should be clear and not misleading.
7. Members should observe the confidentiality of all information and documentation relating to
any proposed or funded claim to the extent that the law permits, and subject to the terms of

1

The identity of the current Members can be found on the Association website www.associationoflitigationfunders.com.au.

any Confidentiality or Non-Disclosure Agreement agreed between the Funder and/or
Manager and the Funded Party.
8. An LFA is a contractually binding agreement entered into between a Funder and/or
Manager and a Funded Party relating to the resolution of Relevant Disputes.
9. Members should:
9.1.

take reasonable steps to ensure that the Funded Party receives independent
advice on the terms of the LFA prior to its execution and has been provided with
adequate opportunity to obtain that independent advice.

Members should

expressly recommend that the Funded Party obtain its own independent advice
before entering into the LFA;
9.2.

not take any steps that cause or are likely to cause the Funded Party’s solicitor or
barrister to act in breach of their professional duties; and

9.3.

comply with all laws and regulations pertaining to Funders imposed by Australian
law or regulation.

10. Funders should maintain at all times access to adequate financial resources to meet the
obligations of the Funder to fund all the Relevant Disputes that they have agreed to fund and
in particular, should ensure that they maintain the capacity to pay all debts as and when they
become due and payable.
11. The LFA should state whether (and if so to what extent) the Funder is liable to the Funded
Party to:
11.1.

meet any liability for adverse costs that results from a settlement accepted by the
Funded Party or from an order of the Court;

11.2.

pay any premium (including insurance premium tax) to obtain adverse costs
insurance;

11.3.

provide security for costs; and

11.4.

meet any other financial liability.

12. The LFA should state whether (and if so how) the Member will:
12.1.

provide input to the Funded Party’s decisions in relation to settlements; and

12.2.

terminate the LFA in the event that the Member:
12.2.1. reasonably ceases to be satisfied about the merits of the dispute;
12.2.2. reasonably believes that the dispute is no longer commercially viable; or
12.2.3. reasonably believes that there has been a material breach of the LFA by
the Funded Party.

13. The LFA should not establish a discretionary right for a Member to terminate an LFA in the
absence of the circumstances described in clause 12.

14. If the LFA does give the Member any of the rights described in clauses 12 or 13, the LFA
should provide that:
14.1.

if the Funder terminates the LFA, the Funder shall remain liable for all funding
obligations accrued to the date of termination unless the termination is due to a
material breach under clause 12.2.3;

14.2.

if there is a dispute between the Funder and the Funded Party (other than in
respect of any termination by the Funder), a binding opinion shall be obtained from
a Queen’s or Senior Counsel, whose appointment process is to be set out in the
LFA and followed by the Member.

15. Members should maintain a complaints procedure. Members should provide a copy of their
complaints procedure to each Funded Party in their pre-contract disclosure documents or
as an attachment to the LFA. Alternatively, Members should publish their complaints
procedure on their website or if the Member does not have a website, in some other publicly
accessible form.
16. Members should publish or alternatively, provide a copy of their privacy and conflicts
policies that conform with relevant regulations to each Funded Party in their pre-contract
disclosure documents or as an attachment to the LFA, and they should comply with those
policies.
17. Nothing in these Guidelines should prevent a Funder, when not engaged in the funding of
the resolution of Relevant Disputes, from engaging in any other kind of financial or
investment transaction that is permitted under the relevant law, such as taking an
assignment of a claim from an insolvency practitioner.
18. These Guidelines only apply to a Funder in relation to the funding of the resolution of
Relevant Disputes and does not purport to regulate or guide the activities of a Funder if it
engages in any other kind of financial or investment transaction.
19. Nothing in these Guidelines shall be construed to prohibit Members from conducting
appropriate due diligence, both before the offer of funding and during the course of the
litigation procedures that are being funded, including but not limited to analysis of the law,
facts, witnesses and costs relating to a claim, and including regularly reviewing the progress
of the litigation.
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SUBMISSION TO THE AUSTRALIAN LAW REFORM COMMISSION
Inquiry into Class Action Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation Funders

The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia was formed this year1 with the primary objective of
facilitating the enhancement of the Australian litigation funding market (the ‘Market’) by:
(a)
(b)
(c)

providing education, training and information concerning litigation funding and the Market to its
Members and the Market’s stakeholders and prospective plaintiffs;
actively lobbying the government and legislators, and engaging with other regulators and policy
makers to help shape the legal and regulatory framework of litigation funding in Australia; and
promoting best practice and ethical behaviour amongst litigation funders in Australia.

The Association:
(a)
(b)

is a professional body which, unlike the Association of Litigation Funders in the United Kingdom,
does not propose to be directly involved in regulation of participants in the Market; and
is thankful for the opportunity to provide submissions in response to the Australian Law Reform
Commission’s discussion paper Inquiry into Class Action Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation
Funders dated June 2018.

These submissions represent the collective views of the members of the Association, but do not
necessarily represent the views of each individual member firm.
1.

Introduction to the Inquiry

Proposal 1–1 The Australian Government should commission a review of the legal and economic
impact of the continuous disclosure obligations of entities listed on public stock exchanges and those
relating to misleading and deceptive conduct contained in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the
Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth) with regards to:
·
·
·

The propensity for corporate entities to be the target of funded shareholder class actions in
Australia;
The value of the investments of shareholders of the corporate entity at the time when that entity is
the target of the class action; and
The availability and cost of director and officers liability cover within the Australian market.

1.1. An inquiry into the legal and economic impact of the market protection legislation referred to
above is not opposed by the Association, although the proposed terms of reference are:
(a) biased; and
(b) insufficient.

1

The founding members are Augusta Ventures, Balance Legal Capital, DFK Richard Hill, Investor Claim Partner, Litigation Lending Services and Vannin Capital.
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1.2. The first proposed term of reference concerns the propensity for companies to be the ‘target’ of
funded shareholder class actions in Australia.
1.3. This language is inflammatory. It suggests:
(a) the companies are the victims rather that the companies’ shareholders; and
(b) the cause of the issues to be the subject of the inquiry is the funded shareholder class
actions rather than the conduct of the companies and the damage caused by that conduct.
1.4. The second proposed term of reference focuses upon the capitalisation of the ‘target’ company,
presumably to enable an inquiry into the issues from the shareholders’ perspective that own
shares after full and accurate disclosure. Surely the interests of the shareholders who allegedly
suffered damage resulting from the alleged breach ought also be the subject of the inquiry,
particularly where these interests are the interests sought to be protected by the market
protection legislation that is proposed to be reviewed.
1.5. The third proposed term of reference focuses on the availability and cost of Australian D&O
cover without any reference to the effect breaches of the market protection legislation have on
not only the cost and availability of capital in Australia, but also the diminished returns on
investment caused by misallocation of capital resulting from the market misbehaviour.
1.6. If the review takes place based on insufficient and biased terms of reference, it may have the
debate focusing on the public spectre of actions, rather than relevant evidence. The Productivity
Commission raised this concern in 20141. The ALRC, whilst agreeing that public debate about the
underlying laws is more appropriate than changing the mechanism by which class actions are
prosecuted, acknowledges this evidence-based inquiry is beyond the scope of its current terms
of reference1.
Without an understanding, for example, of the cost to the ASX and market participants of
breaches of the continuous disclosure provisions of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the
deterrent effect of class actions, the ALRC is not only unable to focus on the primary issues but
may detrimentally affect the enforceability of our laws; a risk with potentially far greater
unintended negative consequences than the potential intended gains that may flow from the
current inquiry.
1.7. The Association considers the proposed review’s terms of reference to be too narrow in their
focus and, in particular, fail to address:
(a) the cost to the ASX and its participants, for example, that currently exists when the market
protection laws are not enforced;
(b) the current limitations on the enforceability of the laws; and
(c) the potential detrimental effect any changes the ALRC propose may make to enforceability.
3
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1.8. There are approximately 39 completed ASX shareholder claims that can now provide some
indication of the potential cost to the ASX and its participants from misallocation of capital
caused by alleged breaches of continuous disclosure provisions.
In these cases alone, the companies shed about $36.5billion in market capitalisation when the
correcting disclosures were made. A list is attached.
The cost to the ASX and its participants when ASX protection laws are breached far exceed the
cost of enforcement, with lawyers’ and funders’ fees on these 39 cases representing about 40%
of the $1.7bn recovered, which in turn represents less than 2% of the potential cost to the
market caused by breaches of the continuous disclosure provisions that have been the subject of
a concluded claim.
Any limitations placed on enforcement mechanisms must have due regard to the potential
effects on the ASX by reference to its capacity to maximise available capital at reasonable cost
and its capacity to allocate that capital efficiently.
1.9. Another factor any review should consider is the potential additional costs involved in ASIC
enforcing the continuous disclosure obligations if less ASX shareholder claims were to be
brought.
1.10. Any review of the legal and economic impact of particular legislation should also consider the
extent of legal fees and disbursements required to bring claims under these regimes, the role of
defence costs and the impact of insurers.
Looking at only some factors in isolation, and without reference to the current operation of the
civil justice system (including the time it takes to resolve claims), will likely skew the results of
any review or render any resulting recommendations inappropriate.
1.11. There is also limited focus on potential ways to decrease lawyers’ fees and disbursements and
the time claims take to resolve. Our adversarial civil justice system is the Rolls Royce of Justice
Systems1 that comes at a Rolls Royce price. Strong demand for funding obtained by parties in
litigation is a symptom of the current cost of justice, not the root cause. A focus on how our
courts could more efficiently resolve disputes, rather than by preparation for trials that are
unlikely to occur, would have been fertile ground for identifying relevant productive reform
measures.
1.12. Despite almost all of the defence costs arising from funded class actions being funded under preexisting insurance policies, the ALRC has decided not to inquire into the impact of insurers in our
civil justice system. This is remarkable given equality of arms in our adversarial processes is a pre4
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requisite in the attainment of justice. The quantum of funding defences dwarfs the funding of
claims and accordingly has a far greater capacity to adversely affect our courts’ capacity to
achieve their objectives1.
2.

Incidence

This chapter of the Discussion Paper does not pose any questions or offer any proposals for reform.
3.

Regulating Litigation Funders

Proposal 3–1 The Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) should be amended to require third-party litigation
funders to obtain and maintain a ‘litigation funding licence’ to operate in Australia.
3.1. It is the view of the Association that there is no basis founded in evidence, either locally or
overseas, to require third- party litigation funders to support.
3.2. That said, the Association is unlikely to oppose a licensing regime where the terms of the regime:
(a) have regard to the potential it may not add any meaningful value in consumer protection;
(b) do not restrict competition that is emerging in the market;
(c) do not cost more than their likely benefit; and
(d) are the subject of further consultation.
3.3. In designing a licensing regime, the relevant Authority should identify the risks it seeks to
mitigate to protect the interests of (at least) retail clients. The types of risks highlighted by the
ALRC Review relate principally to issues such as capital inadequacy and where funders would not
meet a ‘fit and proper’ test.
It is relevant to note that would not have been prevented through a licensing regime.
3.4. The Market existed before litigation funding in any other jurisdiction globally. With the longest
history to interrogate, the Association is not aware of any instances of failure on the part of a
litigation funder with reference to the types of risks above that has caused detriment to a
consumer. There is no basis therefore in history that supports the introduction of a licensing
regime to manage consumer risk.
3.5

The Market is anecdotally operating at its most efficient and effective level since its inception
with 25 local and overseas funders reportedly active. This brings dynamic market forces leading
to a wide choice for clients and law firms to select a litigation funder that demonstrates the
highest level of corporate governance whilst prosecuting the claim. This is strengthened further
by the existing powers of the Courts to address any abuse of process.
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3.5. The establishment of the Association further demonstrates a market-driven approach, rather
than a legislative approach, to continuous improvement in governance standards.
3.6. It is reasonable to conclude through the interface with sophisticated buyers of funding service
and the Court, that only those litigation funders that meet the highest standards of governance
will prevail.
3.7. It is therefore counter-intuitive to introduce a licensing regime for litigation funders where the
types of licensing conditions being contemplated address a problem that does not exist
historically, presently, and is in not likely to emerge in the medium term.
3.8. For the above reasons, the Association does not support a licensing regime.
3.9. Where specific risks are identified and supported by evidence, an alternate approach to a
licensing regime may be through introducing ASIC Regulations like RG 248-Managing Conflicts of
Interest, that can be tailored to address a specific risk. This may be a more cost- effective and
efficient mechanism to target a specific risk or risks, rather than introducing a breadth of
regulation that will inevitably create unintended consequences.
3.10. In response to other Proposals or Questions in this submission relating to licensing, the
Association’s position is that whilst there is no evidence to support the need for a licensing
regime for third-party litigation funders, the Association does not oppose its introduction.
Answers to other Proposals or Questions in this submission addressing licensing ought not be
construed in a manner to suggest that the Association currently supports licensing.
If a licensing regime is ultimately to be introduced, the Association seeks the opportunity to
provide submissions in relation to the form and content of the licensing regime.
Proposal 3–2 A litigation funding licence should require third-party litigation funders to:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

do all things necessary to ensure that their services are provided efficiently, honestly and fairly;
ensure all communications with class members and potential class members are clear, honest and
accurate;
have adequate arrangements for managing conflicts of interest;
have sufficient resources (including financial, technological and human resources);
have adequate risk management systems;
have a complaint dispute resolution system; and
be audited annually.
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3.11. The Association agrees the above represents good business practice which a business would seek
to implement as a matter of course, regardless of whether or not a licence was mandatory.

Question 3–1 What should be the minimum requirements for obtaining a litigation funding licence, in
terms of the character and qualifications of responsible officers?
3.12. The minimum character requirement for responsible officers ought to be ‘good fame and
character’, with ASIC being required to consider:
(a) any convictions a person may have had in the previous 10 years for serious fraud;
(b) whether a person has previously had an AFSL (or any other occupation licence) suspended
or cancelled; and
(c) whether a person has previously been banned or disqualified from serving as a director1.

Question 3–2 What ongoing financial standards should apply to third-party litigation funders? For
example, standards could be set in relation to capital adequacy and adequate buffers for cash flow.
3.13. It should be noted that there are few, if any, examples where the lack of capital adequacy of a
funder has led to financial loss by claimants either in Australia or the UK in the last 20 years.
There are market forces in place to help regulate and/or mitigate this risk. For instance, law firms
are unlikely to work with funders where they are concerned about a funder’s solvency.
3.14. If the funding of a meritorious claim is put into question due to capital inadequacy of the funder,
the Australian market is sufficiently mature and deep for substitute funding to be obtained at no
additional cost to consumers.
3.15. Capital adequacy requirements are proposed to be similar to that required by the Association of
Litigation Funders in the UK, being:
(a) to maintain at all times access to adequate financial resources to meet the financial
obligations of the funder and in particular to ensure that it maintains the capacity:
(i)
to pay all debts as and when they become due and payable; and
(ii) to have access to capital to meet its aggregate funding liabilities under all of its
litigation funding agreements;
(b)
(c)

(d)

to maintain access within 4 weeks to a minimum of $1million in capital or such other
amount as is stipulated by regulation from time to time;
to have a continuous disclosure obligation in respect of its capital adequacy, including a
specific obligation to notify promptly ASIC if it reasonably believes it is in breach of its
capital adequacy obligations;
to be required to submit an annual audit report by an independent audit firm containing an
audit opinion:
7
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(i)

(ii)
(iii)

on the funder’s most recent annual financial statements prepared in accordance with
the requirements of the jurisdiction where the company is incorporated (but not the
underlying financial statements) within one month of receipt of the opinion and in
any case within six months of each fiscal year end. If the audit opinion provided is
qualified (except as to any emphasis of matters relating to the uncertainty of valuing
relevant litigation funding investments) or expresses any question as to the ability of
the firm to continue as a going concern, the funder will respond fully to any ASIC
queries;
on whether the funder satisfies the minimum capital requirement prevailing as at the
relevant date; and
to comply with any capital adequacy requirements stipulated by regulation from time
to time.

3.16. These capital requirements ought only be relevant to consumer funding and class actions where
group members include retail consumers.
Question 3–3 Should third-party litigation funders be required to join the Australian Financial
Complaints Authority scheme?
3.17. No, although it ought to be seen as best practice, with the funders disclosing whether or not they
have joined the scheme when seeking to fund clients, as part of their disclosure duties.
3.18. Whilst there is insufficient evidence of complaints to date to require joinder of the scheme, if a
licensing regime is introduced, it ought to require disclosure by the funder to ASIC of all
complaints made and evidence of their processing and resolution.
4.

Conflicts of Interest

Proposal 4–1 If the licensing regime proposed by Proposal 3–1 is not adopted, third-party litigation
funders operating in Australia should remain subject to the requirements of Australian Securities
Investments Commission Regulatory Guide 248 and should be required to report annually to the
regulator on their compliance with the requirement to implement adequate practices and procedures
to manage conflicts of interest.
4.1. The Association agrees.
Proposal 4–2 If the licensing regime proposed by Proposal 3–1 is not adopted, ‘law firm financing’ and
‘portfolio funding’ should be included in the definition of a ‘litigation scheme’ in the Corporations
Regulations 2001 (Cth).
4.2. The Association agrees.
8
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Proposal 4–3 The Law Council of Australia should oversee the development of specialist accreditation
for solicitors in class action law and practice. Accreditation should require ongoing education in
relation to identifying and managing actual or perceived conflicts of interests and duties in class action
proceedings.
4.3. The Association considers that this is a matter more properly debated by the legal profession.
4.4. Specialist accreditation may stymie competition amongst solicitors. The Association notes that
the professional responsibility rules for solicitors contain obligations regarding conflicts and
duties to clients which cover the issues likely to arise in class action proceedings.
Proposal 4–4 The Australian Solicitors’ Conduct Rules should be amended to prohibit solicitors and law
firms from having financial and other interests in a third-party litigation funder that is funding the
same matters in which the solicitor or law firm is acting.
4.5. The Association agrees.
Proposal 4–5 The Australian Solicitors’ Conduct Rules should be amended to require disclosure of
third-party funding in any dispute resolution proceedings, including arbitral proceedings.
4.6. The Association does not agree.
4.7. Disclosure of third-party funding should not be required as a matter of course as it is not relevant
to the substantive merits of the case (although strong merits should attract third-party funding).
4.8. Disclosure is a tactical decision for the claimant and its legal advisers which should not be
prescribed by rules. Skirmishes over disclosure of the presence of funding is also prone to waste
costs and distract from the substantive merits of the case.
4.9. If the amendment is made, the definition of third-party funding ought to include all sources of
third-party finance being used by litigants including insurer funding of defence costs (for the
reasons noted in response to Proposal 1-1), funding provided by parent companies or affiliated
entities, and finance from other financial institutions including recourse debt.
Proposal 4–6 The Federal Court of Australia’s Class Action Practice Note (GPN-CA) should be amended
so that the first notices provided to potential class members by legal representatives are required to
clearly describe the obligation of legal representatives and litigation funders to avoid and manage
conflicts of interest, and to outline the details of any conflicts in that particular case.
4.10. The Association agrees.

9
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5.

Commission Rates and Legal Fees

Proposal 5–1 Confined to solicitors acting for the representative plaintiff in class action proceedings,
statutes regulating the legal profession should permit solicitors to enter into contingency fee
agreements.
This would allow class action solicitors to receive a proportion of the sum recovered at settlement or
after trial to cover fees and disbursements, and to reward risk. The following limitations should apply:
·
·
·

an action that is funded through a contingency fee arrangement cannot also be directly funded by
a litigation funder or another funding entity which is also charging on a contingent basis;
a contingency fee cannot be recovered in addition to professional fees for legal services charged on
a time-cost basis; and
under a contingency fee agreement, solicitors must advance the cost of disbursements and
indemnify the representative class member against any adverse costs order.

5.1. The Association interprets ‘contingency fees’ as being akin to the Damages-Based Agreement
regime applied in the UK. On that basis, the Association considers that the current tripartite
relationship between solicitors, litigation funders and clients structurally supports the unfettered
fiduciary duties which solicitors owe to their clients.
5.2. Whilst the Association does not oppose in principle the introduction of contingency fees, if they
are introduced there needs to be sufficient safeguards to ensure that solicitors’ existing fiduciary
duties are not fettered as a result.
5.3. The Association does not consider that the first stated dot point restriction has any foundation in
policy and in fact could cause the cost of funding to be greater than it would be without the
restriction.
5.4. It is assumed that the restriction is focused on there not being funding by lawyers and a thirdparty funder directly, with lawyers not proposed to be restricted from laying off some risks
provided there is full disclosure to the clients and oversight by the Courts.
5.5. Read in this way, the restriction is simply anti-competitive. If the addition of the two success fees
are greater than market rates, then other than in respect of small claims that have limited
competitive tensions, the market rather than regulation ought to produce the outcome, with the
market providing alternate cheaper options.
5.6. There may well be economic and practical benefits to the client to have the claim part-funded
through a contingency fee with their lawyer, and concurrently part-funded by a funder (for
example, to meet disbursements or other costs that are not solicitor fees). It would also broaden
10
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the contingency fee market for law firms that cannot or will not assume the full risk of the
litigation.
We see no reason why regulation should block this option which in some cases may affect the
economic viability of the claim and therefore reduce access to justice.
5.7. A capital adequacy requirement or any other regulation imposed on funders should also be
applied to law firms.
Proposal 5–2 Part IVA of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) should be amended to provide
that contingency fee agreements in class action proceedings are permitted only with leave of the
Court.
5.8. If contingency fees are permitted, then court oversight of fee agreements charged by officers of
the court is appropriate.
Question 5–1 Should the prohibition on contingency fees remain with respect to some types of class
actions, such as personal injury matters where damages and fees for legal services are regulated?
5.9. The Association does not respond to this request.
Proposal 5–3 The Federal Court should be given an express statutory power in Part IVA of the Federal
Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) to reject, vary or set the commission rate in third-party litigation
funding agreements.
5.10. The Association does not consider the Federal Court ought to have the power to alter
contractual arrangements.
5.11. The Courts’ current powers in respect of approval of settlements are sufficient to protect class
members. Funding fees need to adequately compensate for risk at the time the funding
agreement is entered into and should not be set retrospectively by the Federal Court when the
outcome of the case is known.
5.12. Competition now evident in the market is the best mechanism to set fees rather than assuming
that the judiciary is better placed to assess in hindsight what a fair balance of risk and return is
for a given case.
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If Proposal 5-2 is adopted this power should also apply to contingency fee agreements.
5.13. The Association agrees.
5.14. Whilst the Association disagrees with pricing regulation, prima facie, regulatory intervention
ought not discriminate between service providers, except where it is appropriate on policy
grounds. One such policy ground may be the fact that lawyers owe fiduciary duties to their
clients and are officers of the Court, which necessarily involves the fiduciary in effect, seeking to
purchase a share of their clients’ assets from their clients.
5.15. This may necessitate Court oversight of contingency fees to ensure fiduciary duties are not being
breached by the relevant officers of the Court whereas contracts entered into by arms-length
funders who are not required to place the claimants’ interests above their own do not require
this oversight.
Question 5–2 In addition to Proposals 5–1 and 5–2, should there be statutory limitations on
contingency fee arrangements and commission rates, for example:
·

·

Should contingency fee arrangements and commission rates also be subject to statutory caps that
limit the proportion of income derived from settlement or judgment sums on a sliding scale, so that
the larger the settlement or judgment sum the lower the fee or rate? or
Should there be a statutory provision that provides, unless the Court otherwise orders, that the
maximum proportion of fees and commissions paid from any one settlement or judgment sum is
49.9%?

5.16. The Association does not agree.
5.17. Statutory provisions regarding caps or maximums are likely to reduce access to justice and create
conflicts rather than protect class members.
5.18. The Federal Court already considers the proportionality of a commission rate to a settlement
when determining whether to approve a settlement. If contingency fees are permitted, it can be
assumed the Federal Court will conduct a similar exercise.
5.19. Introducing statutory caps or maximums will stymie competition (which as discussed below has
increased in recent times) and may create a tendency for funders to charge fees at the caps and
assumes the legislature is better placed than the market to determine a reasonable risk/return
rate.
5.20. Another unintended consequence of introducing statutory caps is the potential conflict it may
create regarding settlement of a claim.
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5.21. If a funder is faced with a statutory cap, it may be placed in a position where it cannot
commercially propose or agree to an early settlement offer (which the class members may wish
to accept) because its returns will make the outcome commercially unattractive/unviable.
5.22. The existing pricing policy of funders referring to a percentage of the recovery minimises any
potential conflicts.
5.23. The Australian litigation funding market was, until the last three years or so, heavily centralised.
The initial structure of the market, which could almost have been considered a monopoly,
enabled returns that are no longer available given current market forces.
5.24. There are now approximately 25 funders operating in the Australian market which is encouraging
competition and materially reducing prices.
5.25. Economic theory is borne out by the recent experience in the GetSwift class action. This outcome
has clearly demonstrated the effect of competition, so that regulating pricing is no longer
necessary, if it ever was.
5.26. In competitive financial markets, pricing is a function of risk and competition.
5.27. Any regulation of pricing is also likely to have the unintended consequence of encouraging
funding for only the strongest cases. This is likely to reduce the number of claims funded and
therefore deny access to justice.
5.28. As to the second part of the question, the answer is no for the reasons described above.
5.29. In addition, the smaller cases where the ratio of damages to costs is tight may not be funded if
there is a hard limit on commissions.
5.30. For instance, the actual recovery may be lower than anticipated (which frequently occurs when
parties take into account litigation risk in settlement offers) and the imposed reduction of
commissions will not allow adequate reward for risk. The end result would be such cases would
simply not be funded, thereby limiting access to justice.
Question 5–3 Should any statutory cap for third-party litigation funders be set at the same
proportional rate as for solicitors operating on a contingency fee basis, or would parity affect the
viability of the third-party litigation funding model?
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5.31. Whilst the Association does not agree that there should be any such cap on third-party litigation
funders’ fees or solicitors’ contingency fees for the reasons given above, if such a cap is
introduced, a distinction should be made as between non-recourse capital invested into a case
and a law firm’s WIP contribution, a substantial part of which is generated by associates that are
fixed or semi-fixed costs for the firm.
5.32. Non-recourse cash investments are a riskier layer of the investment and thus should also be
allowed to attract a higher fee than solicitors’ WIP.
Question 5–4 What other funding options are there for meritorious claims that are unable to attract
third-party litigation funding? For example, would a ‘class action reinvestment fund’ be a viable
option?
5.33. If claims cannot attract third party funding, it is unlikely that any other option will realistically be
found without legislative amendment to enable an effective redress mechanism to facilitate just,
quick and cheap resolution of claims (refer to section 8).
5.34. Class members who have successfully prosecuted their claims should not be required to fund
other claimants, noting that in many cases group members do not recover all of their losses.
5.35. If a claim is unable to attract funding, it is likely to be because it is not commercially viable or
because whilst it has merit there are risks associated with liability, causation, damages or
recoverability which make it an unattractive proposition. The diversion of claim proceeds to fund
such matters may not result in a successful outcome, which would not justify the imposition of a
‘tax’ on successful class members in other claims.
5.36. The Association also considers that there are likely to be inherent difficulties administering a
fund such as the one described. Specifically, determining which claims are sufficiently
meritorious would be very difficult given the subjective nature of such an inquiry.
6.

Competing Class Actions

Proposal 6–1 Part IVA of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) should be amended so that:
·

All class actions are initiated as open class actions

6.1. The Association does not agree with this proposal for all class actions principally because it
assumes a ‘one size fits all’ approach to class actions is appropriate.
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6.2. There a number of instances where closed class actions may be more appropriate than open
class actions, including but not limited to where:
(a) a smaller group of class members exists who are willing to enter into agreements with
solicitors and/or a funder rendering the need for an open class redundant;
(b) the costs of a common fund application and contentious opt out process outweigh the
costs of signing up class members to a funding regime; and
(c) the approach being taken in one claim, such as the proposed cause of action or claim
period, differs to an approach taken in an open class action.
6.3. The breadth of the powers available to the Federal Court to case manage representative
proceedings empowers the Federal Court to take steps regarding closing and opening classes
where appropriate. Adopting a prescriptive approach is likely to cause more issues than it
resolves.
6.4. The impetus for all class actions to be filed on an open basis principally commenced with the QBE
decision. Since that time almost all, and possibly all, claims have been filed on an open basis by
promoters hoping that the Courts will grant common fund orders in a manner that will not be
detrimental to access to Justice.
6.5. This move to open classes has caused the current phenomena of competing open classes. Now
the arguments against competing open classes is being used, ironically, to prohibit closed classes.
6.6. Rather than prohibiting closed classes, it is appropriate:
(a) for closed classes to be required to apply for opening and closing of the class for
settlements (this ensures all claimants obtain access to justice, with the settlements being
final and determinative for the benefit of defendants);
(b) claims filed on an open basis after the filing of a closed class run the appropriate risk of:
(i) the claim being unviable due to the size of the closed class;
(ii) the Court staying the proceeding;
(iii) the closed class being opened and closed for settlement and that claim settling; and
(iv) the permanent closure of its class if the other claim doesn’t settle and continues on an
open basis; and
(c) closed claims filed after the filing of an open class proceeding running the appropriate risk
of being limited to settlements or judgments restricted to the claims of the closed class
claimants (with appropriate Court orders to ensure the two claims run concurrently in a
cooperative, efficient manner).
6.7. These current risks/circumstances have predominantly delivered access to justice to all potential
claimants and rarely caused two claims to proceed to trial. The closed class system is working.
There is not sufficient empirical evidence to justify a change to the current law. Closed classes
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have proven to enable enforcement and delivered materiel benefits to the relevant markets and
their participants, and also to the civil justice system itself.
6.8. The only potential justification for limiting class actions to open classes are concerns around
competing classes. These arise in one of two ways:
(a) an initial closed class followed by an open class; and
(b) competing open classes.
6.9. The first form does not involve competing classes as the open class proceeding usually carves out
the members of the closed class from its class definition. Given the magnitude of the benefits
derived from cases such as Aristocrat and Centro, which were commenced as closed classes, any
restriction on their commencement or conduct, let alone their prohibition, will come with
material risks2 to the enforceability of the law and ought only be considered with the benefit of
clear empirical supportive evidence.
6.10. The Association considers that if a closed class has funding and is commercially viable without
the benefit of any common fund order, it ought to be permitted to commence on the basis that
the class will be sought to be opened for settlement purposes, if the opportunity for settlement
arises.
6.11. If there is no other open class proceeding filed at the time the closed class is sought to be
opened, there is no reason for there to be any restriction on the filing or processing of the claim
in this way.
6.12. If there is an open class filed when the closed class is sought to be opened, then the Court may
determine at that time, whether to permit the closed class to open.
6.13. It may do so, for example, if the closed class proceeding is well progressed or likely to better
serve the interests of all potential claimants.
6.14. This procedure reflects the status quo. It has served the development of the class action regime
well.
6.15. It acknowledges that if a managed investment scheme achieves the support of sufficient
claimants without the needs to apply for a common fund order, then it ought to be entitled to
proceed, on the basis that all claimants pay diminished fees if the class is opened, thereby
benefitting the claimants and not the funder.

2

Including, for example, the potential increase in the minimum size of claimable loss that enables enforcement to proceed.
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6.16. The effect of a prohibition on the filing of closed classes has not been researched, let alone
identified, understood and considered. A prohibition ought not be considered at least until
common fund orders are being granted to make otherwise commercially unviable claims viable
on a systemic and sustainable basis.
6.17. To do so would put at risk a viable system relying upon the possibility that the Courts may be
able to develop a replacement common fund system in circumstances where:
(a) they have been attempting to do so since the judgment in the QBE claim handed down 2
years ago without evidence of any otherwise unviable claim being proven viable as a result
of any common fund order; and
(b) the risk of adverse cost orders creating material differences to the system in the USA
where the Courts have been able to prove the viability of common fund orders.
•

where there are two or more competing class actions, the Court must determine which one of
those proceedings will progress and must stay the competing proceeding(s), unless the Court is
satisfied that it would be inefficient or otherwise antithetical to the interest of justice to do so;

6.18. There may be circumstances where it is appropriate for all but one of the competing class actions
to be stayed. In other circumstances, it may be more appropriate for the Court to determine if
consolidation, joint hearing or other steps are necessary. The Association does not agree that in
all circumstances where there are competing class actions all but one of the proceedings must be
stayed.
6.19. Where there are two or more competing open securities class actions requiring common fund
orders for their commercial viability which contain substantially similar claims, the Association
considers the Court ought to determine whether one or more of those proceedings ought to be
stayed or other orders made which have the effect that only one proceeding continue as a class
action.
6.20. The ALRC proposal, however, is not framed in an empowering way to create an unfettered
discretion to be exercised by the Court as it sees fit but rather proposes the Court ‘must stay the
competing proceeding(s), unless the Court is satisfied that it would be inefficient or otherwise
antithetical to the interest of justice to do so’ without specifying the type of class action or the
extent to which they compete.
6.21. A discretionary power, as is currently provided for in the relevant legislation and inherent powers
of the Court, could equally be used to ensure efficiency and that the interests of justice are
served.
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6.22. Whilst it is appropriate for the Court to be empowered to stay competing proceeding(s) and for
its exercise to be limited to two discretionary factors (efficiency and the interests of justice), the
proposed obligation:
(a) overreaches in its stipulated direction to achieve efficiency and the interests of justice
when a more discretionary power could achieve the stated objectives; and
(b) would create uncertainties that in turn could limit access to justice for no or limited
reward.
6.23. The Association proposes that where there are two or more competing open class actions, the
Court may determine which one or more of the proceedings will progress and may stay the
competing proceeding(s) having regard to the objectives of efficiency and the interests of justice.
•

litigation funding agreements with respect to a class action are enforceable only with the
approval of the Court; and

6.24. The Association does not agree.
6.25. The Court’s power to approve settlements is sufficient to protect the interests of class members
in relation to funding terms.
6.26. Funding agreements reflect the terms on which a funder is prepared to assume the risks of
funding a claim.
6.27. If the funder could not enforce the terms without Court approval, the funder is
disproportionately assuming the risk with no certainty as to the reward or its ability to manage
or oversee the investment.
6.28. The lack of certainty may act as a disincentive to fund claims where the merits are less strong or
the damages pool is not substantial.
6.29. The Association is not aware of any other example in the financial services industry where a
funder’s contractual terms, agreed at the outset with regard to known or foreseeable risk, are
varied at the completion of the contract based on what transpires.
•

any approval of a litigation funding agreement and solicitors’ costs agreement for a class action
is granted on the basis of a common fund order.

6.30. Common fund orders are not the appropriate means to determine terms of all agreements,
especially when the effect of some of the terms may be varied as part of any settlement approval
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process. Having to go through this process twice introduces unnecessary work duplication and
increased costs.
6.31. Solicitors are required to enter into costs agreements with all clients under the terms of various
state or territory legislation. Those statutes and regulations contain sufficient protections for
clients.
6.32. Funding agreements are necessarily more detailed than the terms of any common fund order. It
is impractical for a common fund order to contain all the detail.
6.33. Some common fund orders are sought on the basis of funding commission and solicitor uplift
terms to be set during any settlement approval process. Others set commission and uplift terms
and are the subject of lengthy and costly contested applications, which is undesirable from the
perspective of class members, funders and the Court. Approvals ought to be in respect of
settlements; not in respect of agreements.
Proposal 6–2 In order to implement Proposal 6-1, the Federal Court of Australia’s Class Action Practice
Note (GPN-CA) should be amended to provide a further case management procedure for competing
class actions.
6.34. If the answer to Proposal 6-1 is yes, then the answer to Proposal 6-2 is also yes.
6.35. The procedure should clearly identify the matters the Court will take into account in case
managing the competing claims, including an indicative timetable for the filing of evidence and
submissions, the form information should take to assist in comparing the claims, the need to
look at an overall funding package and procedures to make the process in an efficient and cost
effective.
Question 6–1 Should Part 9.6A of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and s 12GJ of the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth) be amended to confer exclusive jurisdiction on
the Federal Court of Australia with respect to civil matters, commenced as representative proceedings,
arising under this legislation?
6.36. The Association does not agree.
6.37. It is inappropriate to confer exclusive jurisdiction on the Federal Court of Australia for the
following reasons:
(a) There is not a sufficiently significant reason to change the status quo and take away the
right of choice. The case law is developing in a consistent way among the State and
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Federal Courts and the State legislative regimes are also virtually identical to that of the
Federal Court.
(b)

State Courts, especially in Victoria and NSW, are developing their own jurisprudence
around class actions. State Court judges are equally as capable of case managing class
actions and in performing their protective function.

(c)

The NSW Supreme Court manages its class actions predominantly through the Commercial
List, which is a specialized, highly efficient court designed for dealing with commercial
disputes. Some plaintiffs will prefer the Commercial List over the docket system in the
Federal Court and see advantages in proceeding in State Courts rather than the Federal
Court. This is obvious from the fact that many large-scale class actions have been
commenced in State Courts.

(d)

Conferring exclusive jurisdiction on the Federal Court may overburden the Court, which
already has a significant workload.

(e)

There is a degree of competition among the Federal Court and State Supreme Courts to
demonstrate their ability to provide efficient access to justice. The ability of litigants to
choose in which court to file is central to that competitive tension.

(f)

Finally, State Courts would continue to hear cases outside of the Corporations Act and ASIC
Act (such as ACL claims or product liability claims). It is hard to see the justification for
removing from State Courts one particular kind of class action.

6.38. Whilst the Association does not support a proposal to confer exclusive jurisdiction on the Federal
Court for the reasons articulated above, it acknowledges that the recent AMP class action gives
rise to a need for the Courts to develop a solution to the issue of competing actions filed in
different jurisdictions.
6.39. The Association notes that the VLRC has proposed one potential means of addressing the issue,
being the establishment of a cross-vesting judicial panel.
7.

Settlement Approval and Distribution

Proposal 7–1 Part 15 of the Federal Court of Australia’s Class Action Practice Note (GPN-CA) should
include a clause that the Court may appoint a referee to assess the reasonableness of costs charged in
a class action prior to settlement approval and that the referee is to explicitly examine whether the
work completed was done in the most efficient manner.
7.1. Whilst the Association agrees a referee may serve a useful purpose, it is unclear what impact the
outcome of the referee’s findings would have on a funders and lawyers, respectively. A funder is
required to pay reasonable invoiced legal costs and disbursements. If a funder has paid these
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costs and the referee was to later determine not all of the costs were reasonable, the funder
ought to be reimbursed those costs by the lawyers rather than from any claim proceeds.
7.2. This will further provide motivation for lawyers to seek to resolve claims efficiently and cost
effectively.
7.3. The cost of a referee may outweigh any perceived savings. Competition is also likely to drive
down legal fees as it is doing with funder commissions.
7.4. In conclusion the Court already has the power to appoint a referee and so regulatory
intervention is unnecessary.
Question 7–1 Should settlement administration be the subject of a tender process? If so:
-

How would a tender process be implemented?
Who would decide the outcome of the tender process?

7.5. Settlement funds of greater than $10m ought to be the subject of a tender process.
7.6. Any tender process ought to be conducted by a Court referee, who would also decide the
outcome.
Question 7–2 In the interests of transparency and open justice, should the terms of class action
settlements be made public? If so, what, if any, limits on the disclosure should be permitted to protect
the interests of the parties?
7.7. All parties receive the benefit of the class action process, with the civil justice system being
publicly funded.
7.8. The information could be collected and made available to form the basis for public debate and
policy changes in the future.
8.

Regulatory redress

Proposal 8–1 The Australian Government should consider establishing a federal collective redress
scheme that would enable corporations to provide appropriate redress to those who may be entitled
to a remedy, whether under the general law or pursuant to statute, by reason of the conduct of the
corporation. Such a scheme should permit an individual person or business to remain outside the
scheme and to litigate the claim should they so choose.
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8.1. The Association is presently unable to voice an opinion, which it hopes to be able to do in due
course.
Question 8–1 What principles should guide the design of a federal collective redress scheme?
8.2. The Association is presently unable to voice an opinion, which it hopes to be able to do in due
course.
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Introduction
1.

The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia (ALFA) seeks to make submissions to the
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial Services (Committee) on behalf
of its Members.

2.

ALFA was established in April 2018 by founding members, Investor Claim Partner (ICP), Litigation
Lending Services (LLS), Augusta Ventures (Augusta), Vannin Capital (Vannin), Balance Legal
Capital (Balance) and Grosvenor Litigation Services (Grosvenor). Since its inception, ALFA has
increased its membership base, adding International Litigation Partners (ILP) and Southern Cross
Litigation Finance (Southern Cross) as members in 2019, and Ironbark Funding in 2020
(together, “Members”).

3.

ALFA’s primary purpose is to facilitate the enhancement of the Australian Litigation Funding
industry (Industry) including, by:
a. providing education, training and information concerning Litigation Funding and the Industry
to its Members and the Industry’s stakeholders and prospective plaintiffs;
b. actively lobbying the government and legislators, and engaging with other regulators and
policy makers to help shape the legal and regulatory framework of Litigation Funding in
Australia; and
c. promoting best practice and ethical behaviour amongst litigation funders in Australia.

4.

A copy of ALFA’s Constitution may be accessed via this link1.

5.

One of ALFA’s first tasks was to establish a set of Best Practice Guidelines (which can be
accessed via this link2) for Members to have regard to when establishing their own policies and
procedures.

6.

In addition, ALFA:
a. made oral and written submissions to the Australian Law Reform Commission’s inquiry into
Class Action Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation Funders (ALRC Inquiry) in 2018 and
2019. ALFA’s written submissions to the ALRC Inquiry may be accessed via this link3;

1

The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia, Constitution
<http://www.associationoflitigationfunders.com.au/uploads/5/0/7/2/50720401/constitution_the_association_of_litigation_funders_of_australia_limited-_final.pdf>

2

The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia, Best Practice Guidelines
<http://www.associationoflitigationfunders.com.au/uploads/5/0/7/2/50720401/alfa_best_practice_guidelines.pd
f>

3

Australian Government Australian Law Reform Commission, Litigation Funding Inquiry Submissions,
<https://www.alrc.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/58_association_of_litigation_funders_of_australia.pdf>
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b. held conferences in Sydney and Melbourne in October 2018 and March 2019 in response to
the ALRC Inquiry. These conferences attracted lawyers, barristers, insurers, regulators,
academics and judges from both the Supreme and Federal Courts;
c. has actively engaged with media on topics relevant to the Industry; and
d. held conferences in Sydney and Melbourne in February 2020 focussing on recent
developments in contingency fees, competing Class Actions and Common Fund Orders
(CFOs).
7.

ALFA wishes to engage openly with the Committee and is concerned about the recent
announcements by the Federal Government that:
a. it will require litigation funders operating in Australia to hold an Australian Financial Services
Licence (AFSL) and to conduct Class Actions as a managed investment scheme (MIS); and
b. it will temporarily amend the continuous disclosure provisions that apply to companies under
the Corporations Act 2001 (the Act).

8.

It is inappropriate that these initiatives be pursued precipitously, in light of the final
recommendations of the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC), and the views of the
Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC). Those bodies have expressed views
the courts are best placed to regulate funders and to oversee and manage specific claims and
the costs of those claims, and that the government should commission a review of the legal and
economic impact of the operation, enforcement, and effects of continuous disclosure obligations.

9.

It is beyond doubt that Australia’s Class Action system can be improved. To encourage that
improvement ALFA supports the implementation of the majority of the recommendations from the
ALRC Report 134 on Integrity, Fairness and Efficiency – An Inquiry into Class Action Proceedings
and Third-Party Litigation Funders (ALRC Report).

10.

ALFA is grateful for the opportunity to engage fully in this new inquiry, through written and oral
submissions and, supports the proper ventilation and debate of the issues that have been referred
to the Committee. Such ventilation and debate should not be foreclosed at the behest of entities
representing the interests of corporate management and the insurance industry. It begs the
question as to why the taxpayer has incurred the costs of the very extensive and comprehensive
reviews undertaken by the Productivity Commission (Productivity Commission), the Victorian
Law Reform Commission (VLRC) and the ALRC. ALFA cannot see how there will be any new or
ground-breaking submissions or information presented that wasn’t previously considered and, it
is disappointed that the Federal Government has not responded to the ALRC Report in any
meaningful way before embarking on the Parliamentary Inquiry and announcing changes to
licensing of funders and continuous disclosure obligations of companies.

11.

Further, ALFA is concerned that the Terms of Reference for the Parliamentary Inquiry embed
certain factual misconceptions and may lead to error. In particular:
a. Term of Reference 8 refers to the “…increasing prevalence of class action proceedings in
Australia” - there is no evidence to suggest that there is an inappropriate increasing prevalence
of Class Action proceedings in Australia (see further submissions below); and
b. Term of Reference 12 which refers to “…the potential impact of Australia’s current class action
industry on vulnerable Australian business already suffering the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic” – this language is inflammatory and it implies that the companies are the victims
rather than the companies’ shareholders and, that the cause of the issues to be the subject of
the inquiry is the funded shareholder Class Actions rather than the conduct of the companies
and the damage caused by that conduct.
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12.

In addition to the matters raised above, these submissions seek to address all of the matters
raised in the Terms of Reference.

13.

These submissions represent the collective views of the Members, but do not necessarily
represent the views of each individual member firm.

Executive Summary
14.

ALFA’s key submissions are as follows:
(a)

Submission 1 - Many misconceptions appear to have influenced discussion of Class
Actions and Litigation Funding in recent times. ALFA is concerned to see that these
misconceptions do not unduly bear upon the Committee and its report. ALFA considers
that the potential influence of these misconceptions is best avoided by a considered study
of the ALRC Report (rather than a further enquiry, into ostensibly the same topic, some two
years after the ALRC Report).

(b)

Submission 2 - Litigation Funding provides and promotes access to justice which would not
otherwise be available. It is difficult to see how Class Actions would remain a functioning
part of the Australian civil justice system without ready access to Litigation Funding. ALFA
considers that the Committee should be slow to make any recommendations which could
have the potential to hamper access to justice.

(c)

Submission 3 - The perceived increases in the volume of Class Action proceedings is being
overstated. It needs to be viewed in appropriate context, which includes litigation
concerning the extraordinary findings of the Financial Services Royal Commission. Further,
claims may be being double-counted (where separate proceedings are commenced in
respect of the same matter). Having regard to that context, the evidence indicates that the
number of Class Actions in Australia has been relatively stable in recent times.

(d)

Submission 4 - There is no evidence that Litigation Funding leads to the filing of
opportunistic or unmeritorious suits. Litigation Funders do not invest in claims which lack
merit, because to do so would jeopardise their capital. In practice, substantial due diligence
occurs prior to deciding to fund litigation. Seen in that context, the suggestion that Litigation
Funding leads to the filing of opportunistic or unmeritorious suits assumes that Members
are acting in a way which is commercially irrational. This suggestion should be dismissed
by the Committee.

(e)

Submission 5 - ALFA supports the views of ASIC and the ALRC that the existing AFSL and
MIS regulatory structures are unsuitable for a Litigation Funding context and that it is
inappropriate for Litigation Funders (and Class Actions) to be subject to these regulations.
ALFA supports the ALRC’s proposal of sensible and measured regulatory changes which
balance improving consumer outcomes with that of ensuring a properly functioning market
for Litigation Funding.

(f)

Submission 6 - ALFA does not support wholesale changes to Part IVA of the Federal Court
of Australia Act, such as converting the current “opt-out” structure (with open classes) to
that of an “opt-in” model. This is a highly technical area. The making of precipitous
changes could result in prejudice to group members who are unable to prosecute their
claims individually, create uncertainty (including for defendants), and perversely may
produce more litigation (rather than less).

(g)

Submission 7 - ALFA considers that CFOs should be encouraged, and that Courts should
be expressly empowered by legislation to make such orders. CFOs have been
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demonstrated in recent times to have generated increased competition in the Litigation
Funding market, which has improved consumer outcomes. The Court maintains
appropriate supervision of recoveries pursuant to the CFO, such that any prejudice to a
stakeholders (including, to the extent relevant, the defendant(s)) would be addressable.
ALFA does not object, in principal, to solicitors having the ability to be remunerated by way
of contingency fee in Class Action matters, pursuant to a Court order which facilitates that.
15.

ALFA’s key submissions are developed below.

Submission 1 - Dispelling misconceptions about Class Actions and Litigation
Funding
16.

Many misconceptions appear to have influenced discussion of Class Actions and Litigation
Funding in recent times. ALFA is concerned to see that these misconceptions do not unduly bear
upon the Committee and its report. ALFA considers that the potential influence of these
misconceptions is best avoided by a considered study of the ALRC Report (rather than a further
enquiry, into ostensibly the same topic, some two years after the ALRC Report).

17.

ALFA believes that certain key misconceptions have driven certain recent media commentary,
which has been misguided and unnecessarily inflammatory. ALFA wishes to comment on what
it identifies as the key misconceptions, as ALFA is concerned to see that these misconceptions
are dispelled.

18.

We consider these key misconceptions to be as follows (and provide our short responses to
them):
“Companies are regularly facing baseless, opportunistic and unmeritorious class action suits.”

19.

The most egregious misconception is that Litigation Funders facilitate the prosecution of
unmeritorious claims.

20.

The financial risks that Litigation Funders, or law firms in a no win no fee claim, take to bring a
claim to the courts can be significant. Class Actions are now costing many millions of dollars to
run, in part due to the types of claims, the number of group members impacted and in part due to
the vigorous defence of some claims. In a jurisdiction like Australia where a party who is
unsuccessful in its claim has to pay not only its own legal costs but those of the successful party,
the risks of litigation are significant.

21.

It would be commercially irrational for Litigation Funders to prosecute unmeritorious claims. It is
the experience of Members that Litigation Funders adopt a rigorous diligence before determining
whether to support any case. This should be unsurprising given that if a case is unsuccessful,
the Litigation Funder will not only lose all of its funding (which is provided to counterparties on a
non-recourse basis) but will have to pay the defendants’ costs of the proceeding.

22.

ALFA considers that the involvement of Litigation Funders in the Class Action system has
decreased, rather than increased, the prospect of unmeritorious claims being brought.

23.

Further, ALFA is not aware of any Class Action which has been identified as being an example
supporting this contention.

24.

There are existing professional obligations which prevent lawyers from filing baseless claims.
Those obligations find reflection in rules of conduct precluding legal practitioners from alleging
any fact in a court document unless there is a belief on reasonable grounds that the facts known
to the practitioner provide a proper basis for making that allegation: r 64 of the Legal Profession
Uniform Conduct (Barristers) Rules 2015; r 21.3 of the Legal Profession Uniform Law Australian
Solicitors’ Conduct Rules 2015. For example, a Class Action filed in the Federal Court of Australia
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must state the name of the person who prepared the pleading, and include “a certificate signed
by the lawyer that any factual and legal material available to the lawyer provides a proper basis”
for the allegations in the pleading.4

25.

A defendant to any civil litigation has numerous options when faced with a claim that it considers
baseless. These include applying to strike out the Statement of Claim, obtaining Summary
Judgment, de-classing the proceeding (in the case of a Class Action) and/or obtaining security
for costs. These matters reduce the likelihood of a baseless claim being brought and increase
the chance of it being dismissed in short order.
“Companies are being bullied by flimsy suits and often have no practical choice but to settle.”

26.

This misconception is best encapsulated in the following quote attributed to a Partner of a major
International Law Firm5:
“Because the claims (shareholder class action suits) can be so big, if you have a $1
billion exposure, it’s attractive to settle at 5 per cent, $50 million, which is a good deal
for funders.”

27.

The “every player wins a prize” assumption underpinning this comment is simplistic and contrary
to the facts.

28.

It is not the experience of ALFA’s Members that Australian companies have no practical choice
except to settle “flimsy suits”. Securities Class Actions have a vital function in promoting and
reinforcing the integrity of share markets by ensuring that companies actually exercise reasonable
care in making (or not making) public announcements. Yet in the recent decision of the Federal
Court in the failed securities Class Action against Myer Holdings Ltd,6 Myer Holdings was
vindicated in declining to settle a Class Action and the resulting judgment illustrates the limitations
on liability for misleading statements and continuous disclosure contraventions. This decision
illustrates that the Courts are best able to strike the right balance between the protective function
and limiting the principles governing liability.

29.

ALFA questions how it could ever be attractive for a company (or its insurer) to pay $50 million to
settle a case against it (using the example above), unless the company had received legal advice
that there were sufficient prospects of it being unsuccessful in defending the case, to justify such
a payment. This is because:
(a)

company directors owe fiduciary duties to act in the best interests of the company, and to
act with due care, skill and diligence (eg s 180 of the Act). That is particularly so given that
if the company is successful in defending the action, it will be awarded its costs of doing so
(which it would claim as against security already provided);

(b)

it is highly unlikely that any insurer who may have granted indemnity in respect of the
company’s liability from the claim, would consent to the settlement of a “flimsy suit”. As
above (but perhaps more so), insurers are not in the business of paying out very large
sums of money, unless it is reasonably clear that their insured will face substantial
difficulties in defending the case at trial. $50 million is an extraordinary amount of “nuisance

4

Rule 16.01(c) of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth).

5

“Class warfare: the fight over corporate Australia’s most reviled legal tactic has begun.” Sydney Morning Herald,
30 May 2020.

6

TPT Patrol Pty Ltd as trustee for Amies Superannuation Fund v Myer Holdings Limited [2019] FCA 1747.
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money.” In practice, experience suggests that insurers do not settle large claims without
first receiving advice from lawyers that they ought do so.
“Funders are misusing the legal system to make extraordinary profits.”
30.

ALFA is concerned that the relevant “misuse” allegation has never been properly articulated. To
the contrary, numerous enquiries and Court decisions have recognised the access to justice
provided by Litigation Funding.

31.

Without financial support, it is not possible for a lead applicant to prosecute a representative
proceeding, given that their individual claim would never justify the expenditure of cost and their
personal exposure to adverse costs.

32.

That Litigation Funders expect to generate a return on the capital they have provided to the
claimant, should be uncontroversial. ALFA does not see how this feature is relevantly abusive.
There is no practical difference between this commercial outcome and that of a solicitor, acting in
a no win, no fee structure, who has a margin of return above costs in their professional rates (as
all professionals do). ALFA considers idiosyncratic notions of acceptable returns on investments
are unhelpful, when more sophisticated and market-based indicators are available.

33.

Further, as far as Class Action proceedings are concerned, it is difficult to see how a situation
where funders are earning “extraordinary profits” can exist, where every settlement of a Class
Action matter, requires the approval of the Court that the terms of the settlement (including the
amount of any payment to a Litigation Funder), is fair and reasonable.

34.

ALFA would be surprised if the Committee recommended legislative intervention in relation to the
potential return to Litigation Funders, when it is clear that the development of the Litigation
Funding market with increased competition is delivering lower funding premiums. For example,
in Liverpool City Council v McGraw-Hill Financial, Inc (now known as S&P Global Inc) [2018] FCA
1289 at [54], Lee J said that “recent developments suggest that the market for funding has
become more mature and competitive”, and referred to an “apparent significant downward trend
in funding rates”. A recent publication by commercial law firm Allens entitled “Class Action Risk
2020” observed that, in the context of competing Class Actions, the increased scrutiny of the
economic merits of various funding proposals “has led to increased competition and downward
pressure on commission rates”.7
“As a result of large class action payouts, the cost of D&O insurance is becoming unaffordable”

35.

If it is established that the cost of D&O insurance is rising, AFLA would submit that the Committee
should not readily assume that this is referrable or solely referrable to Class Actions, noting in
particular the significant regulatory action taken by ASIC and others in recent years (following, for
example, the Financial Services Royal Commission). For example, the Final Report of the
Financial Services Royal Commission indicated that ASIC (for example) must ask itself the
question: “Why not litigate?”.8 ALFA expects that D&O insurance will have responded to
significant costs associated with these actions and that this will have materially increased payouts.
It should not be assumed that any increases are attributable to Class Actions.

36.

Further, there is reason to think that Class Actions are separately priced by insurers. Some D&O
policies include cover for the company’s liability for securities Class Actions. This is known as
“Side C” cover and is included as an extension to D&O policies, so claims on this cover are also
claims on the D&O cover. It seems to ALFA that if there is a concern about the impact of securities
Class Action settlements is having on D&O insurance, insurers may be well advised to offer this

7
8

<https://www.allens.com.au/globalassets/pdfs/campaigns/class_action_risk_report_2020.pdf>
Final Report, Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services
Industry 2019 (vol 1), p.427.
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cover separately. ALFA is concerned that this misconception has been exaggerated due to the
commercial preferences of insurers.
37.

ALFA would welcome the opportunity to provide further information about any of the above
matters if that would assist the Committee.

Submission 2 - Litigation Funding provides and promotes Access to Justice
38.

ALFA submits that Litigation Funding provides and promotes access to justice, which would not
otherwise be available. It is difficult to see how Class Actions would remain a functioning part of
the Australian civil justice system without ready access to Litigation Funding. ALFA considers
that the Committee should be slow to make any recommendations which could have the potential
to hamper access to justice.

39.

Litigation Funders are commercial entities that contract with one or more prospective or actual
litigants in respect of the funding of a legal claim. Although they are not parties to the litigation,
they provide the funding (including, importantly, security for costs) that allows claims to proceed
where they otherwise might not. As the Hon Mark Dreyfus QC, MP said recently:
“[l]itigation funding and class actions provide a vital path to justice for ordinary
Australians trying to uphold their rights against wealthy defendants with vastly
greater resources”. 9

40.

The Productivity Commission also recognised that Litigation Funding promotes access to justice
noting:
… the access benefits of litigation funding should not be underplayed, particularly in
relation to complex matters where the initial costs of investigation and collecting
expert evidence may be substantial and the defendant is well resourced. There may
also be an advantage for the opposing party as the litigation funder has better
resources to meet an adverse costs order should the case it is funding fail.10
Overall, litigation funding promotes access to justice, and is particularly important in
the context of class actions where, although action could create additional benefits
when viewed from a broader or community-wide perspective, (often inexperienced)
claimants might not take action given the scale of their personal costs and benefits. 11

41.

The Productivity Commission also explained that:12
Litigation funding can promote access to justice by providing finance for the
prosecution of genuine claims by plaintiffs who would otherwise lack the resources
to proceed. Since funders choose cases based on commercial viability, their
involvement favours cases with relatively high costs, large payouts and low risk and
is unlikely to improve access in relation to rights-based, non-monetary claims.
However, the access benefits of litigation funding should not be underplayed,
particularly in relation to complex matters where the initial costs of investigation and
collecting expert evidence may be substantial and the defendant is well resourced.
There may also be an advantage for the opposing party as the litigation funder has

Media Release dated 12 May 2020 by the Hon Mark Dreyfus QC, MP titled “Class Action and Litigation Funding
Inquiry”
10 Productivity Commission, Access to Justice Arrangements (Inquiry Report No 72, 5 September 2014) vol 2,
607.
11 Ibid 624.
12 Productivity Commission, Access to Justice Arrangements (Inquiry Report No 72, 5 September 2014) vol 2,
607.
9
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better resources to meet an adverse costs order should the case it is funding fail
(SCAG 2006).
42.

The Productivity Commission stated that, along with financial support, Litigation Funders often
bring important expertise and experience.13 They can influence the provision of legal services and
ensure that costs are minimised. The Litigation Funder can also assist in developing the case by
identifying group members and collecting information to assess the viability of the claim and
assisting with the formulation of the claim theory. Many of the professionals working as Litigation
Funders are former lawyers (often former partners of large commercial law firms) with extensive
experience in running commercial litigation. They bring this experience to bear in assisting with
the legal and resolution strategy of funded cases.

43.

The Productivity Commission continued:14
In the case of class actions, litigation funders identify, contact and organise members
of the class where it might otherwise be unfeasible for a group of plaintiffs to organise
themselves. Moreover, they remove the liability for adverse costs, which is a
particularly pronounced disincentive in bringing class actions because nonrepresentative group members are statutorily immune from costs ordered against
the representative party (Grave et al. 2012). This means the representative party is
normally liable for all adverse costs ordered, but is only entitled to a share of the
payout.

44.

In other words, Litigation Funders play a significant role in levelling the playing field in the
Australian adversarial justice system.

45.

Many examples could be cited of the beneficial impact upon ordinary Australians of the role of
Litigation Funding in providing access to justice. AFLA would highlight the following:

46.

13
14

(a)

the “Stolen Wages” Class Action against the State of Queensland, for recovery of
underpayments for work undertaken by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in
Queensland between 1939 and 1972. The legal costs and disbursements to bring that
proceeding exceeded $13.8m, which is beyond the capacity of any one (or, likely, any
group) of the plaintiffs to bring, but yielded a settlement of $190m for the benefit of all group
members;

(b)

the proceedings against the ratings agency “S&P“, in relation to the ratings given to
synthetic collateralised debt obligations prior to the Global Financial Crisis. The legal costs
and disbursements to bring that proceeding exceeded $20m, and yielded a settlement of
$215m, resulting in a return of significant sums of money to Local Government Authorities,
which funds were then able to be applied for the benefit of ratepayers;

(c)

the Class Action brought on behalf of Australian motorists against Volkswagon, Audi and
Skoda EA189 diesel vehicles, which was initiated in 2015 and finally resolved for between
$87m and $127m (depending on the final size of the claimant group) in late 2019; and

(d)

the “Banksia Financial Group” Class Action in Victoria, which commenced in 2013 and
resolved in late 2017 on the basis that the trustee for debenture-holders would pay $64m
to investors, most of whom are retirees.

Litigation Funders play an important role in the litigation that they fund but they do not control the
litigation. They provide the funding to bring a claim, and, importantly, provide the security for costs
to allow a claim to proceed where it otherwise might not. They agree to indemnify the claimant

Ibid.
Ibid.
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against any adverse costs ordered by the court in the event that the proceedings are
unsuccessful. The risk of being left with a substantial adverse costs order can be a significant
impediment to a claim proceeding. This is particularly the case where the respondent may be well
resourced, and the claimants may be individuals whose individual claims would be dwarfed by
any potential adverse costs order.
47.

48.

In a report provided by Professor Morabito of Monash University entitled Market Shares of
Litigation Funders in Australia’s Class Action Market (Morabito ALFA Report) (enclosed as
Annexure 1), for calendar years 2014 to 2018, Professor Morabito identified 217 Class Actions
which were commenced in the four Class Action jurisdictions (Federal Court of Australia, Supreme
Court of New South Wales, Supreme Court of Victoria and Supreme Court of Queensland). 15 Of
those 217 Class Actions, 135 (62.2%) of them were supported by Litigation Funding.16 This can
be compared to the ALRC Report 2019 which found that between March 2017 and 2018 (i.e.
looking just at the latter half of the four year period reviewed by Professor Morabito): 17
(a)

78% (21) of filed proceedings were supported by Litigation Funders; and

(b)

77% (10) of finalised proceedings were funded.

The ALRC Report illustrated the growth in Litigation Funding for Class Actions in the Federal
Court in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.2:18

Vince Morabito, Market Shares of Litigation Funders in Australia’s Class Action Market (Report commissioned
by the Association of Litigation Funders of Australia, September 2019).
16 Ibid 3
17 Australian Law Reform Commission, Integrity, Fairness and Efficiency—An Inquiry into Class Action
Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation Funders (Final Report No. 134 December 2018), 74.
18 Ibid 74-75.
15
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49.

Professor Morabito’s study suggested that the results obtained on behalf of plaintiffs in funded
litigation is significantly higher than the results obtained in unfunded litigation:19
… the mean gross settlement fund and the median gross settlement fund in funded
Part IVA proceedings – $48,218,333 and $38,500,000, respectively – were
substantially greater than corresponding settlement funds for non-funded Part IVA
proceedings: $16,987,659 and $3,100,000, respectively…

50.

It is therefore apparent that Litigation Funders are providing and promoting access to justice for
ordinary Australians.

Submission 3 - The number of Class Actions in Australia is relatively stable
51.

AFLA submits that the perceived increases in the volume of Class Action proceedings is being
overstated. It needs to be viewed in appropriate context, which includes litigation concerning the
extraordinary findings of the Financial Services Royal Commission. Further, claims may be being
double-counted (where separate proceedings are commenced in respect of the same matter).
Having regard to that context, the evidence indicates that the number of Class Actions in Australia
has been relatively stable in recent times.

52.

ALFA acknowledges a frequently voiced concern to the effect that Litigation Funding (along with
other market factors) has prompted an influx of Class Action risk which is damaging the ability of
businesses to operate in Australia. These arguments have also tended to assert that Class Action
risks are affecting the ability of boards to efficiently govern, which is leading to counterproductive
risk-adverse decision making, and is increasing the price of certain insurances. These concerns
are said to be particularly acute in respect of shareholder Class Actions. See for example:
“Australia offers a unique combination of a litigation funding sector that is easy to
enter, and very strict continuous disclosure laws for companies listed on share
markets. The overlap between the two has produced rich feeding grounds for both
law firms and the funders that stand behind a majority of shareholder actions.
Requirements to promptly reveal any material changes that might affect
shareholders are an important protection against market manipulation, insider
trading and in maintaining the integrity of the market. But they also leave lawyers

19

Vince Morabito, ‘Lessons from Australia on Class Action Reform in New Zealand’ (2018) 24 New Zealand
Business Law Quarterly 178, 202.
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ready to pounce if companies are not quick enough off the mark.” - Patrick Durkin
and Michael Pelly of the AFR.20
"Insurance fees will continue to skyrocket as class actions grow and settle out of
court."- G199 president Andrew Porter – who is also CFO of listed company AFIC.21
"Every listed company in Australia is now seeing a dramatic increase in D&O
[directors and officers'] liability cover. We have been told by our insurers that it is a
direct result of class actions, so there is a cost to shareholders as well as on the
company's and directors' time” - G100 president Andrew Porter – who is also CFO
of listed company AFIC.22
“He noted the total value of [shareholder] class-action settlements from 1999 to 2016
had been about $1.6 billion. Insurers contributed $1 billion of that, leaving about $600
million as a direct hit on the bottom line of the companies involved. Premiums can
cost about $1 million for full D&O cover” – According to the Australian Financial
Review, referring to statements made by Ewen McKay, a management liability
expert at global insurer XL Catlin.23
53.

Care needs to be taken to ensure that the actual data on Class Action numbers is considered
rather than impressionistic views.

54.

Professor Morabito’s analysis of Class Action demonstrates that when judged objectively and in
an international context, the number of Australian Class Action filings is moderate. Professor
Morabito’s conclusion was that: ‘no balanced or objective assessment of Australia’s Class Action
landscape could possibly lead to the conclusion that there has been an explosion of Class Actions
in recent years’.24

55.

In support of this conclusion, Professor Morabito provides the following: 25
“In the table below, I set out the data with respect to all the Australian class actions that, to my
knowledge, were filed during the review period.

Australian Financial Review, ‘It’s time to curb the corporate ambulance chasers’, Australian Financial Review
(online, 19 June 2018) <https://www.afr.com/policy/its-time-to-curb-the-corporate-ambulance-chasers20180619-h11jvb>.
21 Patrick Durkin and Michael Pelly, ‘CFOs back class action review after insurance skyrockets up to 400pc’, The
Australian Financial Review (online, 19 June 2018) <https://www.afr.com/companies/professionalservices/cfos-back-class-action-review-after-insurance-skyrockets-up-to-400pc-20180618-h11j29>.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
24 Vince Morabito, ‘An Evidence-Based Approach to Class Action Reform in Australia: Competing Class Actions
and Comparative Perspectives on the Volume of Class Action Litigation in Australia’ (11 July 2018), 11—14.
25 Ibid 11—13.
20
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Does the filing of 634 class actions over a period of 27 years and 4 months support
the claim that there has been an explosion of class actions? This represents an
annual average of 23 class actions. No objective or balanced assessment of this
figure could lead to the conclusion that over the 27 years in question, the floodgates
have opened.
What about the last five years? Similarly, an annual average of 46.8 class actions
does not support the claim that there has been an explosion of class actions. It must
not be forgotten that in the last three years, four class action regimes were in
operation and three operated in the preceding two years.
What about 56 class actions in 2017-2018 and 59 class actions in 2018-2019? In
dealing with this question I am forced to provide again data which I provided last year
and which has been conveniently forgotten or ignored by those who claim that
Australian class actions are out of control.
In the nine years from 2007 to 2015, 5,687 class actions were filed in Israel. This is
almost nine times more than the total number of class actions that have been filed in
Australia over the review period. And this is despite the fact that in Israel class
actions may be brought only with respect to certain categories of substantive claims
and that Israel has a population of just over 8 million people.
13
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Professor Catherine Piché has recently revealed that she has “identified 1306 cases
filed in Quebec since 1993. This number constitutes an average of 50 cases per
year”.
Quebec has an overall population of just over 8 million people. In the same report
mentioned above, Piché has also revealed that over the same period (that is 19932017), she identified in the province of Ontario “a total number of 1459 cases filed
… for an average of 54 cases per year”. Piché has also drawn attention to the fact
that in Ontario, “there has been a steady increase in the number of case filings, with
the year 2014 toping at 130 cases, the year 2015 at 110 cases and the year 2017 at
108 cases”. Ontario has a population of just over 14 million people.
It is crucial to note that these statistics refer to just one class action court for each of
Israel, Quebec and Ontario whilst the Australian data refers to class actions in four
class action courts. The difference between Australia’s population (over 24 million
people) and the populations of these three jurisdictions is also striking.
(Footnotes omitted)
56.

57.

Professor Morabito’s comparative analysis of other jurisdictions is summarised in the table set
out below:26

Jurisdiction

Class
Actions
Filed

Approx. Avg.

Period

Australia

1992-2019

634

23

24 Million

Israel

2007-2015

5,687

632

8 Million

Quebec

1993-2017

1,306

50

8 Million

Ontario

1993-2017

1,459

54

14 Million

Class Actions
Per Year

Approximate
Population

Professor Morabito also identifies some relevant context for recent Class Action claims, indicating
that:27
In evaluating the last two years, it is also important to bear in mind the phenomena
of related and competing class actions, as a result of which, the mentioned 634 class
actions concerned only a total of 420 different legal disputes. Related and competing
class actions were even more prevalent in the last two years as highlighted by the
seven class actions filed by Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan with respect to
dangerous airbags and 14 instances of competing class actions. As a result, the 115
class actions filed over the last two financial years concerned a total of 82 different
legal disputes.
It is also crucial to note that during the last financial year interim and final reports
were issued by the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking,
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry. Numerous instances of misconduct
were revealed in these reports. A failure to bring class action proceedings on behalf

26
27

Ibid 11—14.
Ibid 13—14.
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at least some of the victims of these identified instances of misconduct would have
raised legitimate questions as to the effectiveness of our class action regimes.
58.

More recently, and contrary to Government claims, research by commercial law firm Allens
observed a “marked softening in shareholder Class Action filings”.28 Whilst “the number of
companies facing a new Class Action in 2019 was on par with recent years”,29 the biggest cause
of new cases in 2019 came from consumer actions arising from the Banking Royal Commission.
So far in 2020, there are just three new shareholder cases – none of which relate to COVID-19
matters

59.

There has been some negative, inflammatory and incorrect press in recent years about Litigation
Funders and the Class Action industry. Professor Morabito’s report demonstrates that there has
not been an explosion in Class Actions or significantly diminishing returns to group members as
has often been reported, in fact the independent data clearly shows that this is not the case. On
the other hand, there has been no credible independent evidence put forward to demonstrate that
Class Actions are having an adverse impact on the Australian economy (and even if they were,
what that impact is).

60.

The arguments that the increase in Class Actions is having a detrimental impact on the ability to
obtain directors and officers liability insurance, or that it is causing an increase in the cost of
obtaining cover, have not been established. There may be a variety of other reasons explaining
any increase in insurance charges. ALFA submits that the unilateral decisions that insurers make
in relation to the structuring of their products and the charges they impose on their customers,
should not dictate public policy.

Submission 4 - Concerns regarding opportunistic or unmeritorious suits are
unfounded
61.

AFLA submits that there is no evidence that Litigation Funding leads to the filing of opportunistic
or unmeritorious suits. Litigation Funders do not invest in claims which lack merit, because to do
so would jeopardise their capital. In practice, substantial due diligence occurs prior to deciding
to fund litigation. The suggestion that Litigation Funding leads to the filing of opportunistic or
unmeritorious suits assumes that Members are acting in a way which is commercially irrational.
This suggestion should be dismissed by the Committee.

62.

It may assist the Commission when considering this submission to understand a little more about
the way that Litigation Funding businesses work. In particular:

28
29

(a)

Litigation Funders are commercial entities that contract with one or more prospective or
actual litigant(s) in respect of the funding of a legal claim;

(b)

although not a party to the litigation, the Litigation Funder agrees to cover the costs of the
proceeding (principally legal and expert costs), to meet requirements for security for costs
and to pay the costs awarded against the litigant(s) if the claim is unsuccessful. In claims
of the kind commonly pursued in funded litigation, the Litigation Funder’s risk of adverse
costs exposure can be very significant;

(c)

the Litigation Funder only achieves any financial remuneration if the claim is successful. In
that event, the Litigation Funder is usually entitled to have its costs of the litigation repaid
and to receive a commission from the proceeds of the litigation (either settlement sums or
damages awarded). Litigation Funders may also separately charge an administration or

<https://www.allens.com.au/globalassets/pdfs/campaigns/class_action_risk_report_2020.pdf>
<https://www.allens.com.au/globalassets/pdfs/campaigns/class_action_risk_report_2020.pdf>
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project management fee, or other discrete fees, depending on the terms of the funding
agreement;
(d)

there is no standard process by which funding terms are offered or agreements with
Litigation Funders are entered into. Each Litigation Funder has its own approach to case
due diligence and determining the terms of funding agreements. The determination by a
Litigation Funder of the commercial terms of a funding agreement will depend on the risk
associated with taking on the case, the expected period that the case will run, the costs
involved in litigating the case, and the likely reward on the conclusion of the case;

(e)

the commission is typically either a share of the proceeds of the litigation or a multiple of
the costs expended on the litigation, or a combination of the two. Although a range of
commission and cost structures are possible, it is important to note that Litigation Funding
is almost always non-recourse to the litigant, meaning that if the litigation is unsuccessful,
then the amounts invested by the Litigation Funder in the claim do not need to be repaid
by the litigant.

63.

The Commission will appreciate the Litigation Funders are only paid a commission if claims
succeed. The greatest financial risk that Litigation Funders face is the investment of substantial
funds in an ultimately unsuccessful claim. The downside risk involved in Litigation Funding
exceeds 100% of the investment, on account of the exposure to adverse costs. The unique risk
profile of Litigation Funding means that it cannot be fairly compared to other types of investment
(eg equities). On any view, however, it is contrary to Litigation Funders’ commercial interests to
fund unmeritorious claims.

64.

There is no fixed rate charged by Litigation Funders as the risks, potential investment period and
anticipated return for each case is different and this results in different costing. However:
(a)

a Working Paper in 2011 found that:30
(1) commissions at the time (2011) appeared to range between 20% and 45%;
(2) in 2006 the Law Council was advised that Litigation Funding companies usually charge
between 15% and 40% of an award or settlement; and
(3) in 2010 IMF (as it then was), Quantum and Litigation Lending Services all typically
charged commissions that ranged between 25% and 40% of net litigation proceeds and
another Litigation Funder, CLF, typically charged a commission of between of 25% and
35% of net litigation proceeds; and

(b)

65.

30

31

32

the ALRC in its ALRC Report, found that of the 13 matters commenced in the Federal Court
of Australia in 2014 and 2015 that had been finalised by judicially approved settlement by
2018, the average funding fee was 28.5%. 31

Commission rates disclosed in recent matters are broadly consistent with these ranges across
the market, although increasing competition in the Industry has reduced commission rates for
large Class Actions over the last decade and especially in the last 5 years (ranging typically from
10% to 30% of recovery or around 1.8 to 2.5 times the costs).32

George Barker, ‘Third Party Litigation Funding in Australia and Europe’, (December Working Paper No. 2,
Centre for Law and Economics, Australian National University College of Law, December 2011) 29.
Australian Law Reform Commission, Integrity, Fairness and Efficiency—An Inquiry into Class Action
Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation Funders (Final Report No. 134 December 2018), 66.
See for example: Wigmans v AMP Ltd; Fernbrook (Aust) Investments Pty Ltd v AMP v Wileypark Pty Ltd v AMP
Ltd; Georgiou v AMP Ltd; Komlotex Pty Ltd v AMP Ltd [2019] NSWSC 603; Perera v GetSwift Limited [2018]
FCA 732; Impiombato v BHP Billiton Limited (No 2) [2018] FCA 2045.
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66.

Any return to Litigation Funders in this context has to take account of these risks and provide a
return commensurate with those risks. This business model is not novel in the finance industry
and it is well understood by companies and investors.

Submission 5 - The existing AFSL and MIS regulatory structures are unsuitable
67.

ALFA supports the views of ASIC and the ALRC that the existing AFSL and MIS regulatory
structures are unsuitable for a Litigation Funding context and that it is inappropriate for Litigation
Funders (and Class Actions) to be subject to these regulations. ALFA supports the ALRC’s
proposal of sensible and measured regulatory changes which balance improving consumer
outcomes with that of ensuring a properly functioning market for Litigation Funding.

68.

Two intermediate appellate court decisions have found that certain Litigation Funding
arrangements were MIS for the purposes of the Act,33 and a “financial product” under s 763A of
the Act.34 In response to these decisions, in 2012, the Commonwealth Government introduced
regulations to exempt Litigation Funders from the requirement to hold an AFSL and to be subject
to MIS regulations in respect of Class Actions, so long as they maintained policies to manage
their conflicts of interest.

69.

The Explanatory Statement to the exempting regulation stated: 35
The Federal Court’s decision would have imposed a wide range of requirements that
apply to MIS, such as registration, licensing, conduct and disclosure requirements
on litigation funders and their arrangements with their clients. The Government
considers that these requirements are not appropriate for litigation funding schemes.
The Government supports class actions and litigation funders as they can provide
access to justice for a large number of consumers who may otherwise have
difficulties in resolving disputes. The Government’s main objective is therefore to
ensure that consumers do not lose this important means of obtaining access to the
justice system.

70.

The ALRC, although it initially supported a licence regime (as set out in Discussion Paper 85),
after measured consideration of this topic concluded that the best form of regulation involved
improved Court oversight of Litigation Funders – an approach supported by ASIC.36 The ALRC
considered that the AFSL regime was unlikely to improve regulatory compliance, and was unlikely
to ever receive significant attention from the regulator. ALFA supports this conclusion and
encourages the Committee to consider the work of the ALRC in this matter.

71.

Therefore, until the announcement by the Federal Government on Friday 21 May 2020, the only
industry-specific regulation that Litigation Funders are subject to is limited to ASIC Regulatory
Guide 248 in relation to management of conflicts of interest. However, Litigation Funders remain
subject to general law requirements such as ASX Listing Rules if they are listed, and the
requirements of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth) in relation
to protections for consumers of financial services (which mirror protections found in the Australian
Consumer Law).

33

See Brookfield Multiplex Limited v International Litigation Funding Partners Pte Ltd (2009) 180 FCR 11.
See International Litigation Partners Pte Ltd v Chameleon Mining NL [2011] NSWCA 50.
35 Explanatory Statement, Select Legislative Instrument 2012 No 172, 1.
36 ALRC Report, p.161-162 [6.37].
34
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72.

The Federal Government has now announced that it will require Litigation Funders operating in
Australia to hold an AFSL and to provide funding for Class Actions within the MIS regulatory
framework.

73.

Having regard to the existing regulatory position and the position of the ALRC, ALFA was
surprised by this development.

74.

ALFA has said before, and it reiterates again, that it would not oppose a licensing regime although
such a regime may not add any meaningful value in consumer protection. However, ALFA would
advocate that the terms of the regime:

75.

(a)

should not restrict competition that is emerging in the market;

(b)

should not cost more than its likely benefit; and

(c)

should be the subject of further consultation.

ALFA notes the stated objectives of the proposed, new regulatory regime are:
(a)

ensuring that only reputable and capable funders enter the market;

(b)

reducing the risk of financial loss to the parties by reducing the risk that funders will be
unable to meet their liabilities;

(c)

encouraging compliance by Litigation Funders with their obligations; and

(d)

potentially enhancing the reputation of Litigation Funders.

76.

Having regard to the conclusions reached by ASIC and the ALRC, ALFA does not consider that
an AFLS licence and the MIS framework will engender these outcomes. ALFA is yet to see the
detail of the proposed changes but it is difficult to see how this will increase protection for
consumers in circumstances where the claims, and in particular the costs of litigation and the
returns to the group members, are currently closely supervised and controlled by the Supreme
and Federal Courts. ALFA is also concerned that the changes have the potential to ultimately
increase the cost of funding products provided to consumers.

77.

AFLA would suggest with the greatest respect that it does not appear that, in the rush associated
with the implementation of these changes, the Federal Government has given sufficient
consideration to the potential unintended consequences of implementing these regimes without
industry wide consultation. Such consequences include, but are not limited to:
(a)

Whether the licence requirement will impact on current funded Class Actions, including
whether existing claims will be stayed while funders and/or law firms obtain an AFSL or
decide whether to do so;

(b)

How funders are to obtain an AFSL within a three (3) month time period when we currently
understand that 70% of applications for an AFSL are processed by ASIC within 150 days.
It is imperative that group members of existing funded Class Actions are not prejudiced by
these changes;

(c)

Whether law firms who conduct the Class Action will be in breach of the Legal Profession
Act proscriptions against conducting a MIS or whether they will be provided with legislative
protection; and
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(d)

78.

Whether there will now be a race to ASIC for approval to register a MIS rather than a race
to the court and how this will be managed.

ALFA has sought to engage with the Federal Government to obtain a better understanding of the
objectives sought to be achieved by the proposed regulations and to be consulted concerning the
regulations’ design and implementation to minimise unintended consequences.

Submission 6 - Wholesale changes to Part IVA of the Federal Court of Australia
Act would be inappropriate
79.

ALFA does not support wholesale changes to Part IVA of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976
(Cth) (FCA Act), such as converting the current “opt-out” structure (with open classes) to that of
an “opt-in” model. This is a highly technical area. The making of precipitous changes could result
in prejudice to group members who are unable to prosecute their claims individually, create
uncertainty (including for defendants), and perversely may produce more litigation (rather than
less).

80.

As the Committee will be aware, Part IVA of the FCA Act was introduced in 1992 as the first
comprehensive Class Action regime in Australia. The Commonwealth regime was later followed
by Class Action regimes in some States. The Part IVA regime allowed a person to bring an action
as the representative of a group of seven or more persons where all have claims which give rise
to issues of law or fact which arise out of the same, similar or related circumstances. 37

81.

The intent behind the introduction of Part IVA of the FCA Act was to:
(a)

facilitate access to justice by enabling claims to be brought by aggregating people with
small claims so that the overall amount may be significant, justifying the costs of the
litigation; and

(b)

provide for efficiency in dealing with multiple similar claims that might be individually not
large enough to justify litigation.

82.

To date, the cases that have been brought under Part IVA of the FCA Act include shareholder
and investor claims, anti-cartel claims, mass tort claims, consumer protection claims,
environmental claims, trade union actions, claims under the Migration Act 1958 (Cth), and human
rights claims.38

83.

The various Australian jurisdictions which permit representative proceedings all adopt an “open
class” or “opt out” structure for those claims – a deliberate choice of the legislature. Open class
claims are so called because the group members represented by the claim are all persons who
fall within a particular definition, irrespective of whether they have been identified, taken any step
to join the class or consented to being represented by the claim or not. This has been alternatively
explained as claims where class members are ‘defined according to whether they have been
affected by harm in a particular way’,39 irrespective of whether they have consented or have been
individually identified by the plaintiff lawyers.

37
38

39

Explanatory Memorandum, Federal Court of Australia Amendment Bill 1991 (Cth).
See The Hon Justice S C Derrington, ‘Litigation Funding: Access and Ethics’, (Australian Academy of Law
Lecture, Brisbane, 4 October 2018).
Vicki Waye and Vince Morabito, ‘When Pragmatism Leads to Unintended Consequences: A Critique of
Australia’s Unique Closed Class Regime’ (2018) 19 Theoretical Inquiries in Law 303, 306-7.
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84.

The ALRC describe the adoption of this structure and the rationale for doing so, as follows, their
most recent report:
“The design of the regime encompassed by Part IVA was a matter of careful consideration by
the ALRC. Having considered the ALRC’s recommendations, the Government determined
that an open class system with an opt-out procedure was preferable on grounds both of equity
and efficiency. The then Attorney-General said:
It ensures that people, particularly those who are poor or less educated, can obtain
redress where they may be unable to take the positive step of having themselves
included in the proceeding. It also achieves the goals of obtaining a common, binding
decision while leaving a person who wishes to do so free to leave the group and
pursue his or her claim separately.40

85.

The alternative to an “opt-out” procedure is known as an “opt-in” procedure. This would require
the consent of all persons affected before proceedings could be commenced. Findings as to
liability would be binding only on those people whose consent had been obtained. Because of
the difficulty of locating people, and the occasional urgency with which claims must be brought, it
may be impossible to locate all persons affected before commencing proceedings. In relation to
those persons, who might never be informed of the litigation, settlements would not be final, and
findings of liability in the “opt-in” Class Action would not be binding and could be relitigated. This
leads to a proliferation of proceedings and costs. Further, where there is a limited fund from which
relief can be obtained, those who obtained judgment first in time (ie in an “opt-in” procedure)
would deplete the available fund, leaving other group members without proportionate or fair
recourse to that fund. These considerations led the ALRC to adopt the regime in Part IVA. These
considerations remain as powerful and compelling today as they were when Part IVA was first
promulgated. For these reasons, ALFA supports maintenance of the opt-out structure (open
classes) coupled with Court powers to impose CFOs which enable the Court to apportion the cost
of funded proceedings across all successful group members.

86.

The topic of CFOs is developed further in the next section.

Submission 7 – CFOs and Contingency Fees
87.

ALFA considers that CFOs should be encouraged, and that Courts should be expressly
empowered by legislation to make such orders. CFOs have been demonstrated in recent times
to have generated increased competition in the Litigation Funding market, which has improved
consumer outcomes. The Court maintains appropriate supervision of recoveries pursuant to the
CFO, such that any prejudice to a stakeholders (including, to the extent relevant, the defendant(s))
would be addressable.

88.

ALFA does not object, in principal, to Solicitors having the ability to be remunerated by way of
contingency fees in Class Action matters, pursuant to a Court order which facilitates that.

89.

AFLA supports the recommendation of the ALRC Report, that Part IVA of the FCA Act should be
amended to provide the Court with an express statutory power to make CFOs on the application
of the plaintiff(s) or on the Court’s own motion. This is appropriate on the basis that all group
members should have to contribute to the solicitor-client costs when they receive monetary relief
as a result of the expenditure of those costs. The Federal Court has observed that CFOs have
the benefit of enhancing access to justice by encouraging open Class Action proceedings,
because if “litigation funders are permitted to charge a commercially realistic but reasonable
percentage funding commission to the whole class it is less likely that funders will seek to bring

40

ALRC Report, p.34-35 [1.54].
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Class Actions limited to those persons who have signed a funding agreement.” 41 As a result of a
recent High Court decision, there is considerable doubt as to whether the Federal Court is
empowered to make CFOs.42 AFLA submits that this outcome is not in the interests of access to
justice and should be the subject of legislative amendment.
90.

In relation to contingency fees, which are presently prohibited, on 27 November 2019 the
Parliament of Victoria introduced the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019
(the Bill) which seeks to amend the Supreme Court Act 1986 (Vic). The proposed new
section 33ZDA would empower the Court, if satisfied that it is appropriate or necessary to ensure
justice be done in a Class Action proceeding, to order that:
(a)

the legal costs payable to the law practice representing the plaintiff and group members be
calculated as a percentage amount of the amount recovered in the proceeding; and

(b)

the liability of such costs be shared by the plaintiff and group members.

91.

If passed into law, this will allow solicitors in Victoria to charge on the basis of a percentage of the
proceeds of the relevant Class Action proceedings. ALFA anticipates that the number of law firms
willing to “fund” claims under a contingency fee model will increase as a result of this amendment,
and will expand beyond firms presently engaged in such practices such as Slater & Gordon and
Maurice Blackburn.

92.

ALFA does not take any issue with the proposal that law firms be entitled to charge contingency
fees, provided that this occur in a manner which appropriately accounts for solicitors’ fiduciary
duties. If such changes are introduced, there needs to be sufficient safeguards to ensure that
solicitors’ existing fiduciary duties are not fettered as a result. Provided appropriate measures
are implemented, ALFA views this change to the Class Action industry as promoting competition
and access to justice, which is to be encouraged.

93.

ALFA has, however, requested that the Victorian Government consider amending the Bill to
provide that the Supreme Court of Victoria, in a representative proceeding, has the power to make
a CFO on application by a representative plaintiff at the commencement of proceedings, whereby
all costs of the proceedings are shared by all class members if the litigation is successful. To this
end we note that this amendment was recommendation 27 of the report issued by the VLRC in
March 2018, entitled “Access to Justice – Litigation Funding and Group Proceedings” (VLRC
Report). This power would be in addition to the proposed grant of power to the Supreme Court
of Victoria to order a “Group Cost Order” in favour of a law practice. An alternative would be to
simply extend the Court’s power to order GCOs to a Litigation Funder (in addition to law
practices).

94.

ALFA supports the changes to permit contingency fees for Class Actions but, to the extent that
CFOs or Group Costs Orders are also permitted these should be extended to plaintiff law firms
and Litigation Funders to ensure a level playing field, to enhance access to justice and to
encourage competition.

Impact of Class Actions on COVID-19 impacted businesses
95.

41
42

The Federal Government announced, on 26 May 2020, that it will temporarily amend the
continuous disclosure provisions that apply to companies under the Act in an attempt to provide

Money Max Int Pty Ltd (Trustee) v QBE Insurance Group Limited (2016) 245 FCR 191 at [205].
BMW Australia Ltd v Brewster (2019) 374 ALR 627.
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temporary relief to companies and officers for a six-month period commencing immediately. This
was stated to have been implemented for the following purpose:
The Morrison Government will temporarily amend the continuous disclosure
provisions that apply to companies and their officers’ to enable them to more
confidently provide guidance to the market during the Coronavirus crisis.
Given the impact of the Coronavirus crisis and the uncertainty it continues to
generate, it has been considerably more difficult for companies to release reliable
forward-looking guidance to the market. Therefore, the Government will temporarily
amend the Corporations Act 2001 (the Act) so that companies and officers’ will only
be liable if there has been “knowledge, recklessness or negligence” with respect to
updates on price sensitive information to the market. 43
96.

There have been calls from corporate management for changes to be made to the continuous
disclosure provisions for a long time. It is noteworthy that ASIC has not supported the need for a
review and changes. ASIC provided a submission to the ALRC in September 2018 which
included the following statement:
“The continuous disclosure obligations are critical to protecting shareholders,
promoting market integrity and maintaining the good reputation of Australia’s
financial markets ($1.8 trillion market capitalisation with an average turnover of $5.9
billion a day). The economic significance of fair and efficient capital markets dwarfs
any exposure to class action damages.
The regime has provided significant benefits including increased investor
participation and investment, higher liquidity, and lower transaction costs. It is also
the anchor point for other elements of Australia’s regulatory regime (including low
document capital raising through rights issues).” 44

97.

Despite the position taken by ASIC in its submissions, the ALRC did ultimately recommend in its
ALRC Report that the Australian Government should commission a review of the legal and
economic impact of the operation, enforcement, and effects of continuous disclosure obligations
and those relating to misleading and deceptive conduct. Despite this report being delivered over
17 months ago, nothing has been done to undertake this review.

98.

AFLA is concerned that the proposed legislative amendments represents an ill-considered
change made without proper consultation or a comprehensive review being undertaken, under
the guise of it being in response to COVID related business threats. It would be wrong to conflate
the challenging economic outlook caused by COVID-19 in recent times with the long-standing
desires of corporate Australia to change continuous disclosure laws.

99.

In fact, the changes proposed may not have any impact on the issue of Class Actions given that
no changes were made to the provisions of the Act dealing with misleading or deceptive conduct,
which is commonly pleaded in disclosure-related shareholder Class Actions, and which the ALRC
recommended be addressed as well. Companies are being warned by defendant law firms not to
place too much weight on the changes made on 26 May 2020 because they may not provide the
blanket cover that the government indicated they would.

100. Further work needs to be done, and further consultation needs to take place with all stakeholders
before any permanent changes are made, so as to avoid unintended consequences and a
negative impact on the Australian economy. These reviews take time and, if the government was

Media Release issued by The Hon Josh Frydenberg MP titled “Temporary changes to continuous disclosure
provisions for companies and officers”
44 ASIC Submission to the ALRC dated September 2018
43
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serious about looking at this issue, it should have taken up this part of the ALRC recommendation
or taken any action to implement the review before now.

CONCLUSION
101. ALFA is grateful to the Committee for the opportunity to provide this submission.
102. ALFA would welcome the opportunity to present to the Committee, to answer any questions, or
to provide any further or other assistance to the Committee.
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I.

OVERVIEW

In the five-year period, commencing on 1 January 2014 and ending on 31 December 2018, 1 I
identified a total of 217 class actions filed2 in Australia’s (then) four class action courts: the
Federal Court; the Supreme Court of Victoria, the Supreme Court of New South Wales and
the Supreme Court of Queensland.3 These 217 class actions were commenced in these four
courts as outlined below:





Federal Court of Australia
= 129;
Supreme Court of NSW
= 50;
Supreme Court of Victoria
= 31; and
Supreme Court of Queensland = 7.

I was able to ascertain how all but 16 (7.3%) of these 217 class actions were funded. But with
respect to most of these 16 class actions I was able to discover that they did not enjoy the
support of litigation funders.
With respect to an additional two class actions, the use of a closed class - pursuant to which
the group of claimants represented in the litigation was limited to the clients of the firm of
solicitors running the class action - revealed that the two class actions in question were
funded by either the plaintiff lawyers acting pursuant to no win - no fee arrangements or the
class members making periodic contributions to the costs of the litigation.
Three other class actions were discontinued, shortly after they were filed. This was because
the plaintiff solicitors expected to be able to obtain funding from a litigation funder, but were
unable to obtain such funding.
Class members paid the legal fees and disbursements incurred in running the litigation, on a
periodic basis, in another four class actions. With respect to nine other class actions, the
funding was supported by insurance companies; legal aid commissions; self-represented lead
plaintiffs; and associations or entities either associated with the class members or with a
special interest in the subject matter of the class actions.

1

The five-year period chosen for this report ends in December 2018, because essentially during the 12
years or so that I have been undertaking empirical research on class actions and litigation funders I
learnt that one needs to wait at least six months, after the end of a given period, to be confident as to
the accuracy of the data collected, with respect to many features of the class actions filed in the period
in question, including the total volume of class action litigation and the funding models employed. A
more recent period was employed with respect to competing class actions in light of the fact that the
extensive publicity that such proceedings immediately generate means that it is not generally
necessary to wait for six months before feeling confident as to accuracy of one’s database on
competing class actions.
2
This report deals with filed class actions only; not with threatened class actions, even where these
threatened proceedings eventually lead to a settlement agreement. It is not necessary that the filed
proceedings be served on the respondents/defendants. For the purposes of this report, when a class
action is transferred to another class action court/jurisdiction, as a result of a court order (including
consent orders), the “transfer” of the proceeding is treated as the filing of a new class action in the
court where the proceeding has been transferred.
3

Recently, a legislative class action regime came into operation in Tasmania.
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The funding models adopted in the remaining 183 class actions - which represent just over
84% of all the class actions filed during the period in question - are summarised below:
 135 class actions (62.2%) = supported by litigation funders;
 44 class actions (20.6%) = no win - no fee arrangements with plaintiff solicitors; and
 4 class actions (1.8%) = pro bono arrangements with plaintiff solicitors.
Given that the term pro bono, as used with respect to class action proceedings, does envisage
solicitors running the litigation being remunerated in some circumstances, 4 following the
successful outcome of the litigation, the four class actions funded through this arrangement
will be added to the 44 no win - no fee class actions, in the analysis that follows.
In the remainder of this document, I will provide further data, with respect to these two most
important funding models used in class actions litigation - litigation funding and no win - no
fee arrangements - in relation to, not only the five-year period already mentioned, but also a
shorter period of three years: from 1 January 2016 to 31 December 2018.

4

See V Morabito and J Ekstein, “Class Actions Filed for the Benefit of Vulnerable Persons - An Australian
Study” (2016) 35 Civil Justice Quarterly 61, 69: “the solicitors and barristers receive their fees only from the
defendants”.
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II.

FUNDERS OPERATING IN AUSTRALIA’S CLASS ACTION MARKET
FROM 1 JANUARY 2014 TO 31 DECEMBER 2018

In this period I identified a total of 28 litigation funders supporting 135 Australian class
actions: 27 companies or groups of companies plus one individual. Where a funder was
replaced by another funder during the course of the litigation, the class action was attributed
entirely to the latter funder, if they supported the class action right until the end. Where two
unrelated funders supported a class action together, they are each attributed half of a class
action. The 28 funders are listed below together with the number of class actions that they
supported over these five years. In square brackets is the share of each funder’s overall class
action market (217 class actions) while in round brackets is their share of only funded class
actions (135 class actions).





























IMF Bentham Limited
International Litigation Partners Pte Ltd
Augusta Ventures Limited
Vannin Capital PCC
Law Finance Limited5
Regency Funding Pty Ltd
Australian Funding Partners Limited6
Harbour Litigation Funding Limited
Litigation Capital Management Limited
Galactic Litigation Partners LLC
Therium Group Holdings Ltd
International Litigation Funding Partners Pte Ltd
Litigation Lending Services Ltd
Burford Capital UK Ltd
Comprehensive Legal Funding LLC
Grosvenor Litigation Services Pty Ltd
Investor Claim Partner Pty Ltd
Mr William Crothers
Balance Legal Capital LLP
ACN 133 560 086 Pty Ltd7
Legal Justice Pty Ltd
Claims Funding Australia
Second Floor Litigation Services Pty Ltd
Martin Place Litigation Services Pty Ltd
Ironbark Funding
G&E KTMC Funding LLC
Themis 102 Litigation Funding Pty Ltd
Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd LLP

29 [13.3%]
15 [6.9%]
10 [4.6%]
8 [3.6%]
8 [3.6%]
8 [3.6%]
8 [3.6%]
7.5 [3.4%]
5 [2.3%]
5 [2.3%]
5 [2.3%]
4 [1.8%]
3 [1.3%]
2 [0.9%]
2 [0.9%]
2 [0.9%]
2 [0.9%]
2 [0.9%]
1 [0.4%]
1 [0.4%]
1 [0.4%]
1 [0.4%]
1 [0.4%]
1 [0.4%]
1 [0.4%]
1 [0.4%]
1 [0.4%]
0.5 [0.2%]
135 62.2%

(21.4%)
(11.1%)
(7.4%)
(5.9%)
(5.9%)
(5.9%)
(5.9%)
(5.5%)
(3.7%)
(3.7%)
(3.7%)
(2.9%)
(2.2%)
(1.4%)
(1.4%)
(1.4%)
(1.4%)
(1.4%)
(0.7%)
(0.7%)
(0.7%)
(0.7%)
(0.7%)
(0.7%)
(0.7%)
(0.7%)
(0.7%)
(0.3%)
100%

The dominance of IMF is the first apparent feature of the statistics set out above, as it has
supported almost twice as many class actions as the second most active funder. Not
surprisingly IMF has a relatively significant share of the overall class action market for the
5

Formerly JustKapital Limited.
Formerly BSL Litigation Partners Limited.
7
Formerly Litman Holdings Pty Ltd.
6
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five year period in question: 13.3%. This leads to the next general conclusion that may be
arrived at by considering the data set out above: whilst the funded class action space in
Australia contains many litigation funders, the vast majority of them each hold a modest
share of the overall class action market. I now turn to equivalent data with respect to the last
three years only: 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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III.

FUNDERS OPERATING IN AUSTRALIA’S CLASS ACTION MARKET
FROM 1 JANUARY 2016 TO 31 DECEMBER 2018

In the three years outlined above, to my knowledge, a total of 145 class actions were filed in
Australia. A total of 23 litigation funders supported a total of 96 (66.2%) class actions.
Compared with the previous period covered above, we see an increase in the proportion of
funded class actions from 62.2% to 66% and a decrease in the number of funders from 28 to
23. The five funders that had no involvement in the funding of Australian class actions during
the three years in question were ACN 133 560 086 Pty Ltd, Legal Justice Pty Ltd, Claims
Funding Australia, Grosvenor Litigation Services Pty Ltd and Comprehensive Legal Funding
LLC. The 23 funders are listed below together with the number of class actions that they
supported over these three years. In square brackets is the share of each funder’s overall
class action market (145 class actions) while in round brackets is their share of only funded
class actions (96 class actions).
























8
9

IMF Bentham Limited
Augusta Ventures Limited
Vannin Capital PCC
Regency Funding Pty Ltd
International Litigation Partners Pte Ltd
Harbour Litigation Funding Limited
Therium Group Holdings Ltd
Law Finance Limited8
Australian Funding Partners Limited9
Litigation Capital Management Limited
Galactic Litigation Partners LLC
Litigation Lending Services Ltd
International Litigation Funding Partners Pte Ltd
Burford Capital UK Ltd
Investor Claim Partner Pty Ltd
Mr William Crothers
Balance Legal Capital LLP
Second Floor Litigation Services Pty Ltd
Martin Place Litigation Services Pty Ltd
Ironbark Funding
G&E KTMC Funding LLC
Themis 102 Litigation Funding Pty Ltd
Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd LLP

Formerly JustKapital Limited.
Formerly BSL Litigation Partners Limited.

6

20 [13.7%] (20.8%)
10 [6.8%] (10.4%)
8 [5.5%] (8.3%)
8 [5.5%] (8.3%)
6 [4.1%] (6.2%)
5.5 [3.7%] (5.7%)
5 [3.4%] (5.2%)
4 [2.7%] (4.1%)
4 [2.7%] (4.1%)
4 [2.7%] (4.1%)
4 [2.7%] (4.1%)
3
[2%] (3.1%)
2 [1.3%]
(2%)
2 [1.3%]
(2%)
2 [1.3%]
(2%)
2 [1.3%]
(2%)
1 [0.6%]
(1%)
1 [0.6%]
(1%)
1 [0.6%]
(1%)
1 [0.6%]
(1%)
1 [0.6%]
(1%)
1 [0.6%]
(1%)
0.5 [0.3%] (0.5%)
96 66.2% 100%
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IV.

NO WIN - NO FEE MODELS EMPLOYED IN AUSTRALIA’S CLASS
ACTIONS FROM 1 JANUARY 2014 TO 31 DECEMBER 2018

As already noted, I identified a total of 48 class actions, filed during the five years in
question, that were funded by the solicitors running the class action litigation through no win
- no fee agreements. The 13 firms in question are set out below together with the number of
class actions they funded and the percentage of all filed class actions.
Maddens Lawyers
Maurice Blackburn
Slater & Gordon
Shine Lawyers
LHD Lawyers
Gillis Delaney Lawyers
Johnson Winter & Slattery
Novatsis & Alexander
Hincliffe-Princetion Legal
Paramount Compensation Lawyers
Turner Freeman
Centennial Lawyers
Arnold Thomas & Becker

17
12
4
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
48

7

(7.8%)
(5.5%)
(1.8%)
(1.8%)
(0.9%)
(0.9%)
(0.4%)
(0.4%)
(0.4%)
(0.4%)
(0.4%)
(0.4%)
(0.4%)
22%
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V.

NO WIN - NO FEE MODELS EMPLOYED IN AUSTRALIA’S CLASS
ACTIONS FROM 1 JANUARY 2016 TO 31 DECEMBER 2018

For this three year period, I identified a total of 30 class actions funded through this model by
12 law firms. This represents 20.6% of all the class actions filed during this period (145).
This constitutes a drop of two percentage points when compared with the equivalent figure
for the longer period of five years.

Maddens Lawyers
Maurice Blackburn
Shine Lawyers
Slater & Gordon
LHD Lawyers
Gillis Delaney Lawyers
Johnson Winter & Slattery
Novatsis & Alexander
Hincliffe-Princetion Legal
Paramount Compensation Lawyers
Turner Freeman
Centennial Lawyers

9
7
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
30

8

(6.2%)
(4.8%)
(2%)
(1.3%)
(1.3%)
(0.6%)
(0.6%)
(0.6%)
(0.6%)
(0.6%)
(0.6%)
(0.6%)
20.6%
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VI.

COMPETING CLASS ACTIONS BETWEEN 1 JULY 2017 AND 30 JUNE
2019

I have identified 10 sets of competing class actions where both the first class and the second
class action (and subsequent class actions) were filed within the two year period specified
above. I have also identified two sets of competing class actions where the first class action
was filed before July 2017 and one set where the second class action was filed after June
2019. I set out these three instances of competing class actions at the end of the list set out
below.
With respect to each of these 13 instances of competing class actions I provide the name of
the respondent/defendant, the filing date, the court in which the class action was filed, the
lead plaintiff’s solicitors and the litigation funder behind the litigation.
1. Quintis Ltd
(a) 7 September 2017 (Federal Court)
Bannister Law
Law Finance Limited
(b) 9 November 2017 (FC)
Gadens Lawyers
Ironbark Funding
(c) 23 May 2018 (FC)
Piper Alderman
Litigation Capital Management Limited
2. DSHE Holdings Ltd
(a) 28 September 2017 (Supreme Court of NSW)
Bannister Law
Vannin Capital PCC
(b) 16 February 2018 (SC NSW)
Johnson Winter & Slattery
Investor Claim Partner Pty Ltd
3. Commonwealth Bank of Australia
(a) 9 October 2017 (FC)
Maurice Blackburn
IMF Bentham Limited
(b) 29 June 2018 (FC)
Phi Finney McDonald
Therium Group Holdings Ltd
4. Pitcher Partners
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(a) 1 November 2017 (FC)
Johnson Winter & Slattery
Vannin Capital PCC
(b) 3 July 2018 (FC)
Maurice Blackburn
International Litigation Partners Pte Ltd
5. GetSwift Ltd
(a) 20 February 2018 (FC)
Squire Patton Boggs
International Litigation Partners Pte Ltd
(b) 26 March 2018 (FC)
Corrs Chambers Westgarth
Vannin Capital PCC
(c) 13 April 2018 (FC)
Phi Finney McDonald
Therium Group Holdings Ltd
6. AMP Ltd
(a) 9 May 2018 (SC NSW)
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan
Burford Capital UK Ltd
(b) 9 May 2018 (FC)
Phi Finney McDonald
IMF Bentham Limited
(c) 25 May 2018 (FC)
Shine Lawyers
Augusta Ventures Ltd
(d) 6 June 2018 (FC)
Slater & Gordon
Therium Group Holdings Ltd
(e) 7 June 2018 (FC)
Maurice Blackburn
No win - no fee arrangement
7. BHP Billiton Ltd
(a) 31 May 2018 (FC)
Phi Finney McDonald
G&E KTMC Funding LLC
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(b) 31 August 2018 (FC)
Maurice Blackburn
No win - fee arrangement
(c) 24 September 2018 (FC)
Johnson Winter & Slattery
Harbour Litigation Funding Limited
8. Brambles Ltd
(a) 8 August 2018 (FC)
Slater & Gordon
IMF Bentham Limited
(b) 14 August 2018 (FC)
Maurice Blackburn
Harbour Litigation Funding Limited

9. RCR Tomlinson Ltd
(a) 16 November 2018 (SC NSW)
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan
Vannin Capital PCC
(b) 26 March 2019 (SC NSW)
Shine Lawyers
Investor Claim Partner Pty Ltd
(c) 7 June 2019 (SC NSW)
Piper Alderman
IMF Bentham Limited
10. AMP Superannuation Ltd
(a) 30 May 2019 (FC)
Maurice Blackburn
Harbour Litigation Funding Limited
(b) 26 June 2019 (FC)
Slater & Gordon
Therium Group Holdings Ltd
11. Sirtex Medical Ltd
(a) 9 February 2017 (FC)
Portfolio Law
Australian Funding Partners Limited
(b) 15 December 2017 (FC)
11
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Maurice Blackburn
IMF Bentham Limited
12. SurfStich Group Ltd
(a) 28 June 2017 (SC NSW)
Gadens Lawyers
International Litigation Partners Pte Ltd
(b) 31 October 2017 (SC NSW)
Johnson Winter & Slattery
Vannin Capital PCC
13. Lendlease Corporation Ltd
(a) 18 April 2019 (SC NSW)
Maurice Blackburn
Harbour Litigation Funding Limited
(b) 24 July 2019 (SC NSW)
Phi Finney McDonald
Therium Group Holdings Ltd
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VII.














SOLICITORS INVOLVED IN COMPETING
BETWEEN 1 JULY 2017 AND 30 JUNE 2019

Maurice Blackburn = 8 class actions;
Phi Finney McDonald = 5 class actions;
Johnson Winter & Slattery = 4 class actions;
Slater & Gordon = 3 class actions;
Bannister Law = 2 class actions;
Gadens Lawyers = 2 class actions;
Piper Alderman = 2 class actions;
Shine Lawyers = 2 class actions;
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan = 2 class actions;
Squire Patton Boggs = 1 class action;
Corrs Chambers Westgarth = 1 class action; and
Portfolio Law = 1 class action.

Total number of competing class actions = 33
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VIII. LITIGATION FUNDERS INVOLVED IN COMPETING
ACTIONS BETWEEN 1 JULY 2017 AND 30 JUNE 2019















Vannin Capital PCC = 5 class actions;
IMF Bentham Limited = 5 class actions:
Therium Group Holdings Ltd = 4 class actions;
International Litigation Partners Pte Ltd = 4 class actions;
Harbour Litigation Funding Limited = 4 class actions;
Investor Claim Partner Pty Ltd = 2 class actions;
Law Finance Limited = 1 class action;
Ironbark Funding = 1 class action;
Litigation Capital Management Limited = 1 class action;
Burford Capital UK Ltd = 1 class action;
Augusta Ventures Limited = 1 class action;
G&E KTMC Funding LLC = 1 class action; and
Australian Funding Partners Limited = 1 class action.

Total number of funded competing class actions = 31 class actions.
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ASSOCIATION OF LITIGATION FUNDERS OF AUSTRALIA
LEVEL 13, 333 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY NSW 2000

Joint Parliamentary Committee
Corporations and Financial Services
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600

By Email:

Dear Joint Parliamentary Committee
Term of Reference 5 | ALFA Supplementary Submissions | Removal of Litigation Funding
Exemptions under the Corporations Regulations 2001
1.

Introduction

1.1

The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia (ALFA) refers to its submissions dated 11
June 2020.

1.2

ALFA wishes to make supplementary submissions to the Committee in relation to its
submission number 5 regarding the existing Australian financial services licence (AFSL) and
managed investment scheme (MIS) regimes under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)
(Corporations Act) and Corporations Regulations 2001 (Cth) (Regulations).

1.3

Litigation funders are currently exempt from the AFSL and MIS regimes through two main
exemptions in the Regulations:
(a)

Regulations 7.06.01(x) and (y) specifically exclude certain litigation funders from the
requirement to hold an AFSL; and

(b)

Regulations 5C.11.01(b) – (d) specifically exclude litigation funding schemes and
arrangements from being an MIS under the Corporations Act.

1.4

In March 2020, the Australian Government released its Guide to Regulatory Impact Analysis
(the Guide), which inherently conflicts with the proposed regulation and implementation. In its
foreword, the Guide notes that “The Government’s rigorous approach to policy making seeks
to ensure that regulation is never adopted as the default solution, but rather introduced as a
means of last resort”.

1.5

At page 9 of the Guide, it states that in regards to policy making, “[p]olicy makers should
consult in a genuine and timely way with affected businesses, community organisations and
individuals”.

1.6

ALFA has prepared this submission paper on behalf of its industry members to address the
potential implications that ought be expected to arise as a result of repealing these two
classes of exemptions by 22 August 2020 without meaningful consultation.
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2.

Executive Summary

2.1

ALFA does not oppose the introduction of a requirement for litigation funders to hold an AFSL
provided:

2.2

(a)

Treasury complies with the Australian Government’s Guide to Regulatory Impact
Analysis and assesses the benefit of intervention against the burden imposed; and

(b)

the terms of the regulation and licence conditions:
(i)

do not restrict competition, availability of capital (particularly to retail
claimants) or the price of that capital;

(ii)

are the subject of adequate consultation; and

(iii)

are imposed with relevant grandfathering and regard to practical impediments
that take time to legitimately address.

For the reasons noted in section 4.1 to 4.14, ALFA opposes regulating Australian class
actions as MISs but is willing and able to constructively seek to minimise the unintended
negative consequences of regulation by reference to the matters in sections 5 to 11, inclusive
below. These include:
(a)

grandfathering provisions should be introduced for funded matters filed before 22
August 2020;

(b)

a transitional period from the proposed deadline should be introduced to allow ASIC
appropriate time to grant AFSLs;

(c)

guidance must be provided in relation to who is deemed the operator of an unregistered
litigation funding schemes;

(d)

a general provision should be introduced to state that where a conflict arises between
the MIS regime and the Court Rules, the Court Rules will prevail;

(e)

the Regulations should be amended to specify that the MIS regime applies only to class
action matters;

(f)

relief must be provided to litigation funding schemes concerning the establishment of
the schemes;

(g)

relief must be granted for the existing MIS regime to address the ability for open class
actions to allow persons to become a member of the scheme without an application
under section 1016A of the Corporations Act;

(h)

relief should be granted to allow for class members of an open class to be provided a
PDS as soon as practicable after the responsible entity becomes aware that the person
has become a class member under the Court Rules;

(i)

litigation funding schemes should be exempt from the regular valuation requirements
typically required of MISs;
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(j)

relief must be granted to exclude the operation of section 601GA(4) of the Corporations
Act to allow a member to opt out under the Court Rules;

(k)

relief should be granted to remove the requirement to comply with the dispute
resolution requirements under the Corporations Act for litigation funding schemes.
Alternatively, litigation funding should be expressly carved out from the Australian
Financial Complaints Authority’s (AFCA) jurisdiction where the complaint arises from
the licensee’s compliance with the Court Rules, a Court order or direction, or where
appropriate resolution of a complaint as determined by AFCA would be in conflict with a
Court Rule, Court order or direction;

(l)

an ‘in kind’ licence authorisation is required for operating a registered litigation funding
scheme; and

(m)

Responsible Managers under litigation funding licenses should have relief from the
education and experience qualification requirements under ASIC Regulatory Guide
105.

2.3

In the Guide, the Government stated its clear approach to regulation to ensure “the regulatory
burden for individuals, businesses and community organisations” is “light and efficient” and
they would engage with a range of viable alternatives in a “transparent and accountable way
against the default position of no new regulation”.

2.4

ALFA is genuinely concerned that if Treasury seeks to shove the square peg of class actions
into the round hole of the MIS regime by 22 August 2020, there will be material prejudice to
group members seeking to enforce the rule of law.

3.

AFSL Licenses For Litigation Funders

3.1

The ALRC, although initially supportive of a licence regime (as set out in Discussion Paper
85), after measured consideration of this topic concluded that the best form of regulation
involved improved Court oversight of litigation funders – an approach supported by ASIC
(ALRC Report, p.161-162[6.37]). The ALRC considered that the AFSL regime was unlikely to
improve regulatory compliance, and was unlikely to ever receive significant attention from the
regulator. ALFA supports this conclusion and encourages Treasury to consider the work of
the ALRC in this matter.

3.2

Therefore, until the announcement by the Federal Government on Friday 22 May 2020, the
only industry-specific regulation that litigation funders are subject to is limited to ASIC
Regulatory Guide 248 in relation to management of conflicts of interest. However, litigation
funders remain subject to general law requirements such as ASX Listing Rules if they are
listed, and the requirements of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act
2001 (Cth) in relation to protections for consumers of financial services (which mirror
protections found in the Australian Consumer Law).

3.3

ALFA has said before, and it reiterates again, that it does not oppose a licensing regime
although such a regime may not add any meaningful value in consumer protection. ALFA
would advocate that the terms of any licence:
(a)

should not restrict competition that is emerging in the market;

(b)

should not cost more than its likely benefit; and
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(c)
3.4

should be the subject of consultation.

ALFA notes the stated objectives of licensing are:
(a)

ensuring that only reputable and capable funders enter the market;

(b)

reducing the risk of financial loss to the parties by reducing the risk that funders will be
unable to meet their liabilities;

(c)

encouraging compliance by litigation funders with their obligations; and

(d)

potentially enhancing the reputation of litigation funders.

3.5

Having regard to the conclusions reached by ASIC and ALRC, ALFA does not consider that
an AFLS licence and the MIS framework will engender these outcomes. ALFA is yet to see
the detail of the proposed changes but it is difficult to see how this will increase protection for
consumers in circumstances where the claims, and in particular the costs of litigation and the
returns to group members, are currently closely supervised and controlled by the Supreme
and Federal Courts. ALFA is also concerned that the changes have the potential to ultimately
increase the cost of funding provided to consumers.

3.6

AFLA would suggest with the greatest respect that it does not appear that, in the rush
associated with the implementation of these changes, the Federal Government has given
sufficient consideration to the potential unintended consequences of implementing these
regimes without industry wide consultation.

3.7

In particular, ALFA questions how funders will be able to obtain an AFSL by 22 August 2020
when:
(a)

the terms of the licenses have not yet been the subject of consultation, let alone been
determined; and

(b)

we currently understand that about 70% of applications for an AFSL are processed by
ASIC within 150 days.

4.

Regulating Class Actions as Managed Investment Schemes

4.1

It is important at the outset to understand a particular characteristic of class actions referable
to the decision to regulate them as MISs.

4.2

Class action group members can either be defined as:

4.3

(a)

those who “sign up” to the arrangements defined by the promoters, being the lawyers
and the funders (a “Closed Class”); or

(b)

those who are deemed to be class members without their knowledge or consent (an
“Open Class”).

An appellate court decision (2:1) found that certain funding arrangements in respect of a
Closed Class were a MIS (Brookfield Multiplex Limited v International Litigation Funding
Partners Pte Ltd (2009) 180 FCR 11), overturning the judge’s decision at first instance that
found it was not a MIS.
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4.4

In response to those decisions, where two judges found the relevant closed class a MIS and
the other two judges found it was not, in 2012 the Federal Government introduced regulations
to exempt litigation funders from the requirement to hold an AFSL and to be subject to MIS
regulations in respect of Class Actions, so long as they maintained policies to manage their
conflicts of interest.

4.5

The Explanatory Statement to the exempting regulation stated (Select Legislative Instrument
2012 No 172, 1):
“The Federal Court’s decision would have imposed a wide range of requirements that
apply to MIS, such as registration, licensing, conduct and disclosure requirements on
litigation funders and their arrangements with their clients. The Government considers
that these requirements are not appropriate for litigation funding schemes. The
Government supports class actions and litigation funders as they can provide access to
justice for a large number of consumers who may otherwise have difficulties in
resolving disputes. The Government’s main objective is therefore to ensure that
consumers do not lose this important means of obtaining access to the justice system.”

4.6

The current regulatory regime is designed for traditional schemes, in which members
contribute money or property to generate an economic return. Litigation funding schemes
differ in that the litigation funder contributes money for the benefit of other persons, in return
for pre-agreed remuneration. Consequently, there are circumstances in which it may be
impossible for litigation funding schemes to be compliant with the existing laws, or strict
compliance could be to the detriment of some or all class members.

4.7

Whilst it is clear that it is usually the lawyers and funders who promote class actions, it is
unclear who operates them; particularly for Open Class Actions. Is it the Court, the lawyers or
the funders?

4.8

ASIC confirmed in its submission on 12 June 2020 headed PJC inquiry into litigation funding
and the regulation of the class action industry (the ASIC PJC Inquiry Submission) (at [32])
that:
“For litigation funding schemes, issues may arise about what rights belong to the
various parties to the scheme throughout the life of the litigation proceedings. The clear
identification of scheme property is relevant to determining what property the operator
of the scheme is responsible for safekeeping, valuation and financial reporting, and
determining what property is available to fund scheme expenses and liabilities.”
Scheme property, which is held by the responsible entity on Trust for scheme members
cannot include the funder’s promise to fund the litigation; a matter that highlights the
inappropriate nature of the MIS regime to regulating class actions.

4.9

ASIC confirmed in its PJC Inquiry Submission (at [57]) it is also “unclear whether the
proceeds of any verdict or settlement of litigation would form part of the scheme property”.

4.10

The Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) and State legislation enacting class action
regimes will, if regulation of class actions as MISs proceeds, need to address current
Corporations Act requirements. This is not simply a regulatory issue.
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4.11

For example:
(a)

Part 5C.3 of the Corporations Act, which requires positive steps to be taken for
members to join the scheme, is inconsistent with the current regulation of class actions
in which persons may be deemed class members without their knowledge until they opt
out of the proceeding;

(b)

Open Classes require class membership and therefore the claims that are included in
the class to be determined through registration and opt out processes known as “class
closure orders” that require class members to register their interest in participating in
the proceedings. Until then, how can a responsible entity determine membership
criteria of a scheme or the composition of scheme property?;

(c)

until registration and opt out, open class members enjoy membership simply by falling
within the membership definition. This is inconsistent with s1016A of the Corporations
Act which requires an application to be made before a person may become a members
of a registered MIS;

(d)

a registered scheme must set up and maintain a register of members (s168(1)(a) and
169), with ASIC stating in the ASIC PJC Inquiry Submission (a [61]):
“In the context of a class action with an open or indeterminate class of members
(at least during some of the life of the scheme), it is unclear at this time how the
obligation to maintain a comprehensive register of members would be complied
with, how a responsible entity would call and conduct members’ meetings and in
general ascertain those persons with rights that are conferred on a member
under the constitution, the Corporations Act and general law (such as voting
rights).”; and

(e)

class action regimes entitle opt out by written notice, conflicting with Chapter 5C.6 of
the Corporations Act, which allows withdrawal offers to be made in the case of nonliquid schemes, and assumes a withdrawal price where there will be nil payable.

4.12

If funders are deemed to be the operators of the MISs, they will be required to be responsible
entities with duties as non-recourse lenders to act in the best interests of unknown people in
open classes to whom the capital is advanced. A law which requires funders to act in the best
interests of borrowers would be unique and clearly capable of detrimentally affecting
availability of capital and its pricing.

4.13

ASIC notes the obvious issue arising from a best interest duty in ASIC PJC Inquiry
Submission (paragraphs [70] and [71]) where it states:
“[70] If litigation funding schemes operate as registered schemes under Ch 5C, the best
interests duty of a responsible entity and AFS licensee conflicts management obligation
under s912A(1)(aa) will apply to the operator. Currently, the conflicts management
obligations under reg 7.6.01AB are tailored to address the unique nature of the
arrangements between the parties involved in a litigation scheme, which potentially can
lead to diverging interests of the members, the litigation funder and lawyers.
[71] If these obligations are substituted with the conflicts management obligations that
apply more generally to responsible entities and AFS licensees – which are focused on
potential conflict between the financial services providers and their clients – it is not
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apparent how those more general obligations would apply to litigation funding
schemes.”
4.14

Additionally, the introduction of class actions being regulated as MISs would create an
interface between our superior Courts and ASIC that inevitably will require regulations to be
submissive to Court oversight; draining the vast bulk of any theoretical benefit underpinning
regulatory intervention of substance.

4.15

In ASIC’s submission to the ALRC’s Inquiry into class action proceedings and third party
litigation funders in 2018, ASIC noted that it considers the Courts are better placed to regulate
litigation funders, through Court Rules and procedures, oversight and security for costs. This
sentiment should be considered by Treasury when addressing the conflict between ASIC’s
role in regulating the MIS regime and the Court’s role in utilising court procedures governed
by legislation, Court Rules and practice notes in providing directions and Court Orders (Court
Oversight).

4.16

Further, two recent judgments of the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of New South
Wales have raised questions about the Court’s power to make certain class closure orders. In
these circumstances, the class may not be defined until very late in the proceedings, after a
settlement has been approved or a judgment has been reached. Requiring class members to
accept a PDS to become a member of the scheme is antithetical to the nature of the opt out
regime.

4.17

These inherent conflicts with the MIS regime will in effect eradicate the ability to run Open
Class Actions in Australia. The impact of this is significant, as this will:
(a)

reduce access to justice for individuals, in that those individuals who are not aware of
the class action proceedings and do not apply for membership of the scheme will
prevent these individuals from being able to pursue their claims against a defendant, as
they may not have the means to pursue the defendant independently of the class action
proceeding; and

(b)

increase risks for defendants, who will be faced with the the prospect of multiple claims
in relation to the same identical issues through multiple, narrowly-defined classes of
claimants differing only by those who have applied for membership of that particular
scheme.

4.18

ALFA opposes regulating Australian class actions as MISs for the reasons noted above but is
willing and able to constructively seek to minimise the unintended negative consequences of
regulation. Some areas to address are identified below.

5.

Grandfathering existing litigation funding matters

5.1

ALFA submits that Treasury must introduce grandfathering provisions from the AFSL and MIS
regimes for existing matters filed before 22 August 2020.

5.2

Chapter 5C and the AFSL regime in Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act regulate not only the
formation of a MIS (by issuing interests in the scheme to members) but also its continuing
“operation”. The registration requirements in Chapter 5C operate by way of a prohibition on
operating a MIS that must be registered unless that scheme is so registered (section
601ED(5) Corporations Act). Consequently, the existing MIS regime cannot be applied to
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existing class action matters before the Court, as these actions have already been
established and some class members may have made the decision to opt out of the
proceedings based on the information available to them at that time.
5.3

If the existing exemptions under the Regulations are repealed without any grandfathering
provisions, some existing funded matters will need to be suspended until litigation funders
obtain the appropriate AFSL authorisations and register applicable matters as MISs. This
would lead to significant disruption to the industry, having a detrimental impact on both the
operation of the Courts and the rights of affected plaintiffs and class members.

6.

Meeting the licensing and registration deadlines by 22 August 2020

6.1

ALFA submits that a transitional period should be introduced for litigation funders to obtain an
AFSL, so as to not disrupt existing matters before the Courts and the rights of plaintiffs to
bring an action within their statutory limitation period. It is unrealistic to require litigation
funders to obtain an AFSL and register applicable matters as MISs with ASIC by the
Treasurer’s announced date of 22 August 2020. Litigation funders require sufficient time to
become compliant with the AFSL and MIS regimes, and ASIC requires sufficient time to
assess and approve these applications.

6.2

Litigation funders cannot submit AFSL applications immediately. The licence application
process requires licensees to prepare extensive documentation, select or potentially recruit
appropriate staff to demonstrate the business’ organisational competence and unless
addressed, source professional indemnity insurance for retail AFSL applications.

6.3

ASIC’s current timeframe to assess AFSL applications typically ranges from three to six
months, with the impact of COVID-19 likely placing further strain on application times. As
litigation funders will need further guidance from Treasury and ASIC as to the structure of the
AFSL regime before submitting a licence application, it is unrealistic to expect ASIC to
approve numerous AFSL applications within the restricted timeframe.

6.4

Further, ASIC’s timeframe for processing the registration of MISs will likely need to be
shortened, to allow for minimal disruption to the Court process. The registration of MISs
requires a significant amount of work to be completed by litigation funders, with MIS
documents to be created in compliance with existing funding structures and the AFSL
requirements. Minimal disruption will be achieved through a shorter registration period, given
the number of registrations that will need to occur for individual matters.

6.5

On 12 June 2020, ASIC’s PJC Inquiry Submission stated:
“At this stage, we are uncertain of the extent to which the regimes will need to be
modified to apply effectively to litigation funding schemes. However, it is desirable that
any modification of the regime provisions be fully and clearly set out in regulations, to
give effect to desired policy outcomes and to avoid legal disputes at a later stage.”

6.6

ALFA remains concerned on 15 June 2020, with two months to go, that Treasury has not
undertaken a Regulation Impact Statement Process or promulgated draft regulations, let
alone undertaken adequate consultation.
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7.

Application of current MIS regime to litigation funding

7.1

As explained below, the current MIS regime under Chapter 5C of the Corporations Act will
need to be amended to accommodate litigation funding schemes for there to be strict
compliance with the law.

7.2

The current regulatory regime is designed for traditional schemes, in which members
contribute money or property to generate an economic return. Litigation funding schemes
differ in that the litigation funder contributes money for the benefit of other persons, in return
for pre-agreed remuneration or an expectation that the Court will grant fair compensation
under a common fund order. Consequently, there are circumstances in which it may be
impossible for litigation funding schemes to be compliant with the existing laws, or strict
compliance could be to the detriment of some or all class members.

7.3

In the Guide, the Government notes that “[w]here regulation is demonstrated to be necessary,
policy makers must seek practical solutions and ensure that they are well-designed, welltargeted and fit-for-purpose”. This should be applied in the application of the MIS regime to
litigation funding.

8.

Operators of unregistered litigation funding schemes

8.1

ALFA submits that guidance must be provided in relation to unregistered litigation funding
schemes, as it is unclear who the operator of the scheme will be. For registered schemes, the
operator of the scheme will be the responsible entity (section 601FB Corporations Act).
However, for unregistered litigation funding schemes, the operator of the scheme could
arguably be either the funder, the lawyers engaged to run the litigation, or the Court through
Court Oversight.

8.2

In ASIC’s PJC Inquiry Submission noted:
“arrangements that may be legally structured such that they do not meet the definition
of a MIS (i.e. another type of financial product such as a derivative, or proof of debt
scheme).” (at [6]).

8.3

Other litigation funders including insurers, lawyers charging on no-win no-fee pricing policies
and not for profit organisations will need to be addressed in the definition of which litigation
funders Parliament intends to regulate.

9.

Relief sought under the current MIS regime

9.1

If the existing regime is not tailored in its application to litigation funding schemes, relief from
certain aspects of the regime will need to be sought by way of an exemption through
legislative instrument or conditional relief from ASIC. ALFA submits that the relief set out in
section 10 below should be granted in relation to retail schemes.

9.2

Conflicts between the MIS regime and Court Oversight
(a)

ALFA submits that the conflicts that arise between the MIS regime and Court Oversight
require a general provision to be introduced in the Corporations Act to state that where
a conflict arises, Court Oversight will prevail.
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9.3

9.4

(b)

Members of class actions may opt out under Court Oversight by written notice,
conflicting with Chapter 5C.6 of the Corporations Act, which allows withdrawal offers to
be made in the case of non-liquid schemes, and assumes a withdrawal price where
there will be nil payable. ALFA submits that clarification must be provided concerning
how a member may withdraw from a litigation funding scheme in circumstances where
the legislative class action schemes also enable the class members to opt out.

(c)

Part 5C.3 of the Corporations Act, which requires positive steps to be taken for
members to join the scheme, is inconsistent with the current regulation of class actions
in which persons may be deemed class members until they opt out of the proceeding.
ALFA submits that clarification must be provided as to the operation of open class
actions under the proposed regime to address this inconsistency.

(d)

In ASIC’s submission to the ALRC’s Inquiry into class action proceedings and third
party litigation funders in 2018, ASIC noted that it considers the courts are better placed
to regulate litigation funders, through Court Oversight , including security for cost
orders. This sentiment should be considered by Treasury when addressing the conflict
between ASIC’s role in regulating the MIS regime and Court Oversight.

Matters subject to the MIS regime
(a)

To prevent uncertainty, ALFA submits that the Regulations should be explicitly
amended to specify that the MIS regime applies only to class action matters. To
increase certainty for the industry, the Corporations Regulations should include a
definition of “class action” that operates by reference to the Court Rules permitting
class actions to be brought. The removal of the existing exemptions in the Regulations
will capture all funded matters with more than one plaintiff as matters requiring
compliance with the MIS regime.

(b)

Requiring non-class action funded matters to be subject to the MIS regime will
significantly increase compliance costs and impose regulatory obligations that are
unnecessary to protect the plaintiff’s interests or meet the Government’s policy
objectives.

Scheme composition
(a)

9.5

ALFA submits that relief must be provided to litigation funding schemes concerning the
establishment of the schemes. It is presently unclear in relation to class action schemes
how a litigation funder will determine membership criteria of the scheme and the
composition of scheme property upon registration. Much of this information cannot be
determined by the responsible entity until after the MIS requires registration.
Consequently, relief must be granted providing guidance with respect to registering
litigation funding schemes.

Open class actions – applications and PDS requirements
(a)

Typically, class actions in Australia commence on an ‘open’ basis with an opt out
regime. Under the regime, any person who falls within the member definition is a group
member unless and until they choose to opt out of the proceedings, if they do not wish
to participate and be bound by the outcome of the proceedings.
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(b)

Open classes, if subject to the MIS regime, will therefore allow a person to become a
member of a registered MIS without the requirement for an application under section
1016A of the Corporations Act. Relief must be provided under the existing MIS regime
to address this inherent conflict.

(c)

Similarly, requiring class members to accept a PDS to become a member of the
scheme will conflict with the nature of open class actions. In class actions that are
open class proceedings, it is inevitable that there is uncertainty as to the identity of the
group members, and it is often unclear who the class members are until the Court
makes orders requiring that class members register their interest in participating in the
proceedings, known as “class closure orders”.

(d)

Further, two recent judgments of the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of New
South Wales1 have raised questions about the Court’s power in certain circumstances
to make class closure orders. In these circumstances, the class may not be defined
until very late in the proceedings, after a settlement has been approved or a judgment
has been reached. Requiring class members to accept a PDS to become a member of
the scheme would be antithetical to the nature of the opt out regime. Relief should be
granted in this instance to allow for a class member to be provided with a PDS as soon
as practicable after the responsible entity becomes aware that the person has become
a class member under the Court Rules.

(e)

These inherent conflicts with the MIS regime will in effect eradicate the ability to run
open class actions in Australia. The impact of this is significant, as this will:

(f)

9.6

(i)

reduce access to justice for individuals, in that those individuals who are not
aware of the class action proceedings and do not apply for membership of the
scheme will prevent these individuals from being able to pursue their claims
against a defendant, as they may not have the means to pursue the
defendant independently of the class action proceeding; and

(ii)

increase risks for defendants, who will be faced with the prospect of multiple
claims in relation to the same identical issues through multiple, narrowlydefined classes of claimants differing only by those who have applied for
membership of that particular scheme.

To resolve this conflict, a legislative instrument would need to be issued to clarify how a
person becomes a member of an open class action scheme under the existing MIS
regime in circumstances where the class action regime allows for a person to be a
group member without their knowledge or consent.

Regular valuation requirements
(a)

ALFA submits that litigation funding schemes should not be subject to the regular
valuation requirements typically required of MISs, as these schemes have little
monetary value. As litigation funding schemes may involve the pooling of rights or
promises as opposed to money or assets, the potential value of any future right to
money is not capable of valuation in advance of the underlying proceedings concluding.

1

Haselhurst v Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Ltd t/as Toyota Australia [2020] NSWCA 66 and Wigmans v
AMP [2020] NSWCA 104
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Therefore, similar relief to that which has been granted previously such as to
agricultural schemes should be granted to litigation funding schemes.
9.7

9.8

Right to withdraw from the scheme
(a)

ALFA submits that relief must be granted to exclude the operation of section 601GA(4)
of the Corporations Act to allow a member to opt out under the Court Rules. A
member’s right to withdraw from a litigation funding scheme should be determined by
the Court Rules and not Chapter 5C.6 of the Corporations Act. ALFA submits that the
rights of members in a registered class action scheme are already appropriately
addressed by Court Oversight, and that further governance is not required.

(b)

Concern arises where a representative party of a class action is permitted under the
Court Rules to settle their individual claim and seek withdrawal as a representative
party and member of the scheme with the leave of the Court, as this again leads to
conflict with Chapter 5C.6 of the Corporations Act. ALFA submits that compliance
under subsection 601GA(4) should be deemed sufficient where the Constitution states
that there is no right of withdrawal from the scheme other than by way of the opt out
provisions available under the Court Rules.

Conflict between AFCA and the Court’s Supervision
(a)

ALFA submits that relief should be granted to remove the requirement to comply with
the dispute resolution requirements with both retail and wholesale clients under the
Corporations Act (section 601GA(1)(c) in relation to the Constitution and subsections
912A(1)(g) and (2) in relation to the requirement to have a dispute resolution system
and membership of AFCA) with respect to litigation funding schemes. A potential
means to achieve this is to modify the definitions of retail and wholesale clients in the
Corporations Act and Regulations so that plaintiffs (or potential plaintiffs in a class
action) in a funded proceeding are deemed in all cases to be wholesale clients,
regardless of their income or asset position. Similar provisions exist in relation to
general insurance products, for which outside of a number of narrowly defined
categories of insurance, all persons are taken to acquire the products as wholesale
clients, regardless of the price of the product or the acquirer’s income and assets.
Deeming all plaintiffs and potential plaintiffs in a funded proceeding to be wholesale
clients would provide the simplest regulatory solution to the potential for conflict
between AFCA and the Court’s Oversight of proceedings, as it would enable litigation
funders to obtain a “wholesale only” AFSL and thereby not be subject to an obligation
to become members of AFCA.

(b)

The Court’s Supervision of class action disputes under the Court Rules sufficiently
protects class members and the potential conflict between this supervision and AFCA’s
dispute resolution process may place responsible entities in a position of conflict in
complying with the directions of the Court.

(c)

AFSL holders that are authorised to provide financial services to retail clients are
required to become a member of the AFCA scheme. When conflicts arise between the
AFCA complaint process and the operation of the Court Rules, AFCA’s determinative
power as a company limited by guarantee should not usurp the power of the Courts.
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(d)

AFCA’s power to cancel a licensee’s membership of the scheme for failing to comply
with AFCA Rules has significant impact, as membership of AFCA is the only means for
a retail AFSL holder to comply with the requirement under section 912A(1(g)(i) to have
a dispute resolution system. Failure to retain membership consequently impacts the
licensee’s ability to retain its AFSL. This is of significant concern in circumstances
where an AFCA determination conflicts with orders made by the Court and/or the Court
Rules.

(e)

If Treasury does not accept ALFA’s submission, ALFA alternatively submits that
litigation funding should be expressly carved out from AFCA’s jurisdiction where the
complaint arises from the licensee’s compliance with the Court Rules, a Court order or
direction, or where appropriate resolution of a complaint as determined by AFCA would
be in conflict with a Court Rule, Court order, direction or other Court Supervision.

(f)

Given the largely passive role of a litigation funder in the conduct of litigation, except in
giving instructions to lawyers so far as those instructions are consistent with any
instructions of the clients or not adverse to the interests of the clients, almost all
disputes between a litigation funder and scheme members will concern either:

(g)

(i)

the amount of the fee payable to the litigation funder, especially as it is
usually calculated by reference to a variable such as the proceeds of the
litigation or the costs incurred in conducting the litigation; or

(ii)

the distribution of the proceeds of litigation between class members (which,
under current practices, is not determined by the litigation funder and which
any rational litigation funder would be indifferent to).

These kinds of disputes are mandatorily excluded from AFCA’s complaint
determination process by AFCA Rule C.1.2 and are expressly within the jurisdiction of
the Court to determine. It would therefore be desirable and in the interests of members
to leave the Court, which is already supervising the conduct of the proceedings, to be
the sole arbiter of disputes between members and litigation funders.

10.

AFSL authorisations

10.1

ALFA submits that ‘in kind’ licence authorisations are required for operating a registered
scheme. When applying to operate a registered scheme under an AFSL, ASIC requires the
applicant to select a particular kind of scheme that the applicant intends to register.

10.2

Litigation funding schemes do not fall within the pre-existing categories provided by ASIC.
Consequently, ASIC will need to introduce a new ‘in kind’ licence authorisation to allow for
multiple schemes to be registered under one authorisation, as opposed to the licensee
requiring a separate authorisation for each scheme they intend to operate.

11.

Experience of Responsible Managers

11.1

ALFA submits that Responsible Managers for litigation funding AFSL applications should be
provided with some level of relief from the experience and educational qualification
requirements under ASIC Regulatory Guide 105. In its ALRC submission in September 2018,
ASIC noted that addressing the character and qualifications for what is predominantly a legal
service would be outside ASIC’s main expertise.
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11.2

A Responsible Manager is a person within the applicant organisation whom, due to their skills
and experience in providing financial services and their responsibilities within the financial
services business, is held out to ASIC as proof of the applicant’s organisational competence
to provide the financial services authorised by the licence.

11.3

Litigation funding has not been subject to the AFSL regime since the exemptions were
introduced into the Regulations in 2013. Consequently, there are very limited persons who are
able to demonstrate knowledge of both MIS regulation under the AFSL regime and the
litigation funding industry as required by ASIC Regulatory Guide 105.

12.

Consultation

12.1

In the Guide, the Government stated its clear approach to regulation to ensure “the regulatory
burden for individuals, businesses and community organisations” is “light and efficient” and
they would engage with a range of viable alternatives in a “transparent and accountable way
against the default position of no new regulation”.

12.2

The Regulation Impact Statement questions posed by the Guide ask policy makers to “assess
the benefit of your proposed intervention against the burden you impose. If that burden is
greater than the benefit, you should look for alternatives or reconsider the need to intervene at
all”. This burden assessment should be conducted and considered by Treasury and ASIC in
deciding whether to regulate and, if so, within which structure it should operate.

12.3

ALFA has sought to engage openly with Treasury and ASIC about the proposed changes to
the AFSL and MIS regimes.
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Annexure 6
ALFA Submissions to the
Full Federal Court

No. VID180 of 2018
Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: Victoria
Division: General
Davaria Pty Limited & Anor
Applicants
7-Eleven Stores Pty Ltd & Anor
Respondents
OUTLINE OF SUBMISSIONS FOR ALFA
(SEEKING LEAVE TO INTERVENE AS AMICUS CURIAE)
A.

Introduction

1.

The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia Ltd (“ALFA”) is a not-forprofit public company, the objects of which are to facilitate the enhancement of
the Australian litigation funding market, including (but not limited to) engaging
with regulators to help shape the legal and regulatory framework of litigation
funding in Australia, and promoting best practice and ethical behaviours amongst
litigation funders.

2.

The separate question and associated motion for a declaration before the Court
raises matters of public interest, affecting the interests of consumers in the market,
and the power of the Court as a principal regulator of litigation funding in that
market, being interests beyond the interests of the parties to this proceeding (or of
group members in this proceeding). ALFA seeks leave to intervene as amicus
curiae, and has sought to confine the material upon which it seeks to rely in a
proportionate way, having regard to orthodox principle in applications of this kind.
The basis of its application, and authorities concerning leave to intervene, are
addressed in Section E below.

B.

The public interest in certainty if it is possible

3.

It has been recognised since the report of the ALRC which preceded the enactment
of Part IVA of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) (FCAA) that a
modern phenomenon arising from the mass production and distribution of goods
and services was that there was greater potentiality for loss or damage to be caused
on a mass scale to a diverse range of Australian people and businesses.1 It was

1

Australian Law Reform Commission, Report No 46 “Grouped Proceedings in the Federal Court”,
1988 (ALRC Report), Chapter 2, at [13]

2

recognised at that time, that in many instances those claims may be individually
of small value when compared to the costs of accessing the justice system (even if
they are not small from the perspective of the people concerned).2 The aggregation
of those claims through the new representative procedure in Part IVA was the
legislatively intended response to those identified problems. This purpose was
acknowledged by the plurality of the High Court in BMW Australia Ltd v Brewster
(2019) 364 ALR 627 (BMW) at [82].
4.

The numerous and diverse range of Australian citizens and businesses who have
claims which they cannot individually pursue (hereafter Claimants) are now
consumers of litigation funding services which have developed concurrently with
the advent of the modern representative proceeding (class action). They consume
those services either by contracting with a funder, or participating (by not opting
out) of litigation which is funded. Those Claimants have an interest in there being
some certainty as to the basis upon which participants must engage in the market
for litigation funding. Presently there is no such certainty, because while BMW
resolved that a “common fund order” (CFO) could not be made at the early stage
of proceedings under s 33ZF, the ratio decidendi of that case did not extend to
what might happen at the conclusion of a proceeding: see Fisher (as trustee for the
Tramik Super Fund Trust) v Vocus Group Ltd (No 2) [2020] FCA 579 at [72] per
Moshinsky J. Although the remarks of the High Court justices are, of course,
deserving of great respect, their Honours were not asked the question of power
now before this Court, and in resolving that question the judicial method does not
demand the discerning of a ‘preference’ in a higher court, and it is not correct to
characterise what the High Court said as “seriously considered dicta” in the
relevant sense3.

5.

ALFA therefore does not seek to address the justiciability and hypotheticality
issues raised by the parties4, save to observe that if the Court finds that the answer
to the separate question may depend upon the facts as they pertain to a particular
case as they exist at the time the power the subject of the separate question is called
upon to be exercised (and those facts are presently unknown or unknowable), this
will naturally bear upon whether it is possible for the Court to answer the separate
question in the abstract way it is posed.

2

3
4

ALRC Report, Chapter 2 at [13]-[20]. Commonwealth of Australia Parliamentary Debates
(Hansard), Senate, Thursday 12 September 1991 (Senator Tate, Minister for Justice and Consumer
Affairs, at pp.1448-1449, being the Second Reading Speech on the Federal Court of Australia
Amendment Bill 1991 which introduced Part IVA of the FCAA (Second Reading Speech)
7-Eleven’s Outline of Submissions at [3.4]-[3.12].
7-Eleven’s Outline of Submissions at [3.1]-[3.3], and [3.21]-[3.26].
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C.

The public interest in, and justice of, Court supervision of costs to
Claimants

6.

The protean term “common fund order” has often been used to summarise several
discrete concepts reflected in a package of orders. The discrete concepts are, first,
the existence or creation of a common fund, and, secondly, the approval of
deductions in particular amounts from that fund, and thirdly, distribution after
deductions to participating group members. It is worth being precise about this
because for the purposes of the separate question, “common fund order” (hereafter,
CFO) has been defined in a particular way which focusses on the second aspect
(“Commission Deduction Order”), and assumes, as a fact, the first aspect –
namely the future existence of a “common fund”, comprising “moneys ultimately
recovered in this proceeding”. But, the particular alleged vice of the so-defined
CFO is that rather than redistributing actually incurred costs (or liabilities) it takes
an amount from each group member who has not signed a funding agreement, or
obliges them to pay such an amount to the funder. Put in this way, one sees an
issue of characterisation, as to whether the Commission Deduction Order is a “fund
expense”, or a “group member expense” (or the sum of them).

7.

Because the complaint accepts the availability of a “funding equalisation order”
(FEO), the real essence of it lies with a particular kind of CFO, namely one which
increases the amount a funder receives beyond that to which it would otherwise
receive were a FEO made5. Even a FEO proceeds on the basis of deduction of an
amount from a common fund, before distribution occurs. Mathematically, in some
cases both a CFO and a FEO can produce the same result.6 Unless the rate of
commission chargeable is subject to Court control, what actually ‘caps’ the amount
of expense to which group members are exposed on a FEO basis is the amount of
any settlement or judgment which is allocated to those group members who have
contractually incurred a funding expense. Therefore, a CFO does not inherently
increase what a funder will receive; it will only do so if other conditions are met.

8.

The fact that a CFO as defined will not in every case result in the real source of
the complaint arising, is strictly sufficient to dispose of the separate question in the
affirmative, and refuse the declaration.

9.

But this course would not provide certainty which the public interest requires. The
real underlying question is whether the Court, in the exercise of its powers at the
conclusion of the proceeding is constrained to ascertaining and enforcing the legal
and equitable rights of the group members and the funder (the relations between

5
6

7-Eleven’s Outline of Submissions at [3.4].
E.g. if 50% of a $10M settlement was assigned to a class had signed funding agreements at a 40%
rate, the contracted commission ($2M) would after an FEO result in an ‘effective’ commission rate
across the class of 20%. A CFO at a 20% rate achieves the same outcome.

4

all of them being part of the matter before the Court), or whether it can alter or
adjust those rights – either by increase or reduction in the burden. The corollary,
of course, is that an affirmative answer to the question enables the Court to regulate
litigation funding commission, whereas a negative answer logically connotes that
the Court cannot do so as it is limited to ascertaining whether costs in fact have
been incurred.
10.

The interests of Claimants who participate in class actions by not opting out in
exercise of their rights under s 33J (and the public interest) favour a regulatory
framework which (A) does not permit the few to bear burdens which procure
benefits for others; and (B) permits of judicial supervision of deductions from
amounts they stand to receive from litigation (whether those deductions occur at a
fund level, or at an individual level). After Money Max, CFOs were regularly
made by the Federal Court to reduce what funders received, 7 and funders
acquiesced in this, either formally undertaking (when common fund orders were
made early) not to claim more under their contracts than the Court allowed, or
relinquishing (when common fund orders were made at the time of settlement) any
such rights. That situation was in the interests of Claimants. While an FEO
addresses (A) above, it does not address (B) above. Beach J said in McKay Super
Solutions Pty Ltd (Trustee) v Bellamy’s Australia Ltd (No 3) [2020] FCA 461 at
[28]:
I do not recall a reported case prior to Money Max where any efforts were
made as part of judicial case management to reduce the contractual
commission rates, which were usually around 35 to 40%. Judges seemed
to accept all of this as a fait accompli and applied funding equalisation
mechanisms…But common fund orders addressed that vice to the
advantage of group members. It gave the Court direct control over the
commission rate. Thereafter, there has only been downward pressure on
commission rates”

11.

7

8

9

Empirical data suggests that since Money Max Int Pty Ltd v QBE Insurance Group
Ltd (2016) 245 FCR 191, the percentage of gross settlements being paid to
litigation funders has been declining. Some data concerning this is reflected in
decision of courts8, but ALFA has sought to collate other data and provide it to the
Court for its assistance.9 The reduction in rates consequent on court supervision
has also increased the practical availability of avenues for Claimants to vindicate
See, e.g., Blairgowrie Trading Ltd v Allco Finance Group Ltd (rcvrs & mgrs apptd) (in liq) [2017]
FCA 330 (2017) 343 ALR 476 at [45]-[46]; Money Max Int Pty Ltd v QBE Insurance Group Ltd
[2018] FCA 1030 (2018) 358 ALR 382 at [8(f)], [193]
See Earglow Pty Ltd v Newcrest Mining Ltd [2016] FCA 1433 at [166]-[177] setting out data
available at that time (shortly prior to Money Max, reflecting pre- common fund order commission
rates.
Affidavit of Blagoj (Bill) Petrovski accompanying ALFA’s interlocutory application to intervene ,
annexing a Report of Professor V Morabito dated 14 October 2020 (Annexure BP 3); see also
McKay Super Solutions Pty Ltd (Trustee) v Bellamy’s Australia Ltd (No 3) [2020] FCA 461 at [28]
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low-value consumer claims. The expression “access to justice” is sometimes
stigmatised in political debate on class actions as hollow; the data gives it
meaningful content.
D.

The meaning of the word “just”

12.

The statutory provisions the subject of the separate question use the language of
‘justice’. Section 33V of the FCAA uses the word “just”, as does s 33Z(1)(g) and
(4). Section 33ZF uses the expression “justice in the proceeding”, which although
not confined to resolution of substantive issues in dispute between the parties, still
requires an identification that the order is apt to advance the effective
determination of those issues (BMW at [50], [54]). At the conclusion of
proceedings, the concern which motivated the High Court’s rejection of the early
CFO (the impermissibility of taking into account whether the proceeding is
‘viable’ at all) does not arise, and what justice involves at that time involves
broader considerations. The “matter” which the Court is determining extends, of
course, beyond the strict issues between the parties; s 33Z(1) expressly uses that
word, and s 33V necessarily involves the same concept10.
Recognition of existing legal and equitable rights and obligations

13.

At a minimum, the statutory concept of justice in the relevant powers in Part IVA
must extend to the Court’s role in recognizing existing legal and equitable rights
and obligations. It is, with respect, difficult to assess the existence of legal and
(most relevantly) equitable rights and interests in relation to a hypothetical future
common fund, in the abstract, when the full history of their mutual dealings and
conduct affecting their consciences has not yet occurred. It is even more difficult
to positively exclude the existence of such legal or equitable rights – a step which
would be necessary if the Court were to answer the separate question in the
negative. Put another way, justice in this sense can never be truly divorced from
facts.

14.

ALFA considers that the Court cannot exclude the possibility that equities may
arise inter se between the Applicant and group members in a class action.
Although, the submissions of 7-Eleven rely on statements made by the plurality in
BMW which they say rejected the existence of any equities arising in favour of a
funder, the reasons (at [87]) do not contain detailed exegesis of equitable principle;
nor could they, given they were made in a case considering the construction of s
33ZF at an early point in the proceeding before any facts had been established.
Edelman J (dissenting), assimilating various legal rules, found that there were
exceptions to the general rule that a third party will be denied remuneration for

10

See Hodges v Waters (No 7) [2015] FCA 254 (2015) 232 FCR 97 at [40]-[48].
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unrequested work (at [195]ff).
15.

ALFA does not wish to repeat the matters raised by the appointed contradictor as
to the kinds of equities which may arise, whether in application of, or by analogy
to, Re Universal Distributing Co Ltd (in liq) 11, Stewart v Atco equitable lien12, or
as an exception to the general rule that while trustees and fiduciaries are generally
allowed expenses, no allowance is to be made for trouble and time (that is,
remuneration for rendering services that produce benefit to others)13, these being
probably antecedents of the equitable doctrine recognised by the United States
Supreme Court in the 1880s. 14 There is also the potential for estoppels by
acquiescence to arise, in cases where the owner of property stands by and allows
another person to expend funds improving his property (here, fructifying the
chose-in action comprising the Claimant’s claim), which can give rise to an equity
requiring equitable recompense – though more than mere passivity is required.
ALFA simply wishes to emphasise that hypothetical postulation as to the absence
of equities, in the absence of knowledge of the facts, is dangerous.

16.

Additionally, the point should be made that the question of equities does not arise
only as between a funder and Claimants directly. It may arise in respect of the
fund at a time before any Claimant has any interest in it. This is because, while
the concept, and the definition of CFO for the purposes of the separate question
assume the existence of a common fund, what they rightly do not assume is that
the “moneys ultimately recovered in this proceeding” belong, at law or in equity
to any particular person at the time the Court is considering whether to make a
Commission Deduction Order. If a settlement is an aggregated one producing an
undivided sum, group members will not, prior to the making by the Court of an
order approving a distribution scheme (under s 33V(2) have any ascertained
interest, equitable or otherwise, in the common fund. The same is true if an
aggregate award of damages under s 33Z(1)(f) has been made prior to any order
being made under s 33Z(1)(g) and (4) with respect to the proof on that fund. In
either scenario, Claimants have no ownership interest in the fund (either at law or
in equity), and to so describe them would repeat the dogma rejected by the High

11

12
13

14

Re Universal Distributing Co Ltd (in liq) (1933) 48 CLR 171 at 174-175 per Dixon J; Batten v
Wedgewood Coal and Iron Co (1885) 28 Ch D 317 at 324-325; Shirlaw v Taylor (1991) 31 FCR 222
at 228
Stewart (as liquidator of Newtronics Pty Ltd (in liq) v Atco Controls Pty Ltd (in liq) (2014) 252 CLR
307 at [15]. [16], [18]-[19], [20], [21], [35]
Lewin on Trusts (16th ed) [1964], at 201-205: Marshall v Holloway (1820) 2 Sw 432; 36 ER
681; Brocksopp v Barnes (1820) 5 Madd 90; Bainbrigge v Blair (1845) 8 Beav 588; 50 ER 231; Re
Masters [1953] 1 WLR 81.
Trustees v. Greenough, 105 U.S. 527 (1881); Central Railroad & Banking Co. v. Pettus, 113 U. S.
116 (1885).
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Court in CPT Custodian 15. Such a person has an interest in due administration of
the trust, but no more. It would be possible for the representative to promise the
funder an amount calculated by reference to the value of the fund recovered (and
not the representative’s own interest in that fund). What then would be the
principled difference between the representative’s position and that of the
liquidator in IMF (Australia) Ltd v Meadow Springs Fairway Resort Ltd (in liq)16?
In both cases others (group members or creditors) have an expectancy of a
distribution from the fund, but no interest in it.
17.

As a matter of public interest, ALFA considers that Claimants need to be aware of
the potentiality for equities arising, and for the need for them to be adjudicated on
at the conclusion of a representative proceeding so that they can make an informed
decision whether to opt out. It is important that the Court’s power to issue notices
under s 33X draws this to the attention of Claimants.
Adjustment of legal and equitable rights and obligations

18.

The statutory notion of justice to which the relevant provisions of Pt IVA are
directed is not, however, properly to be regarded as confined to recognizing legal
rights and equities. So to read the statute pays no heed to the matters which led
the ALRC to recommend, and Parliament to enact, Part IVA in the first place,
including the express desire to improve the ability of Claimants to access justice
cheaply. In that context, justice demands that the market for litigation funding be
one where the recompense for a funder is supervised by the Court, and the amount
to be borne by a group is not purely governed by entirely private arrangements
between the funder and some of them.

19.

The fact that the statutory notion of “justice” in Pt IVA cannot be limited merely
to recognizing and enforcing legal and equitable rights and obligations as they
would be adjudged by a court of law is demonstrated by considering the inherent
nature of the power under s 33V. There are no adjudged legal and equitable rights
in a settlement. That is the very point. A settlement is a compromise of what may
well be non-homogeneous underlying claims, where some Claimants would (if
litigation persisted to finality) win, and some might lose. It is well-established that
in exercises of power under s 33V(2) it is relevant to whether a settlement should
be approved “whether the costs of a more perfect assessment procedure would
erode the notional benefit of a more exact distribution.” 17 No different, more
narrow, approach should be taken to the same word in s 33Z(1)(g) and (4).

15

16
17

CPT Custodian Pty Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue (2005) 224 CLR 98 at 112 [25], the dogma
being that the equitable ownership of property vested in a person who is himself a trustee must be
vested in someone else.
(2009) 253 ALR 240.
Camilleri v The Trust Company (Nominees) Ltd [2015] FCA 1468 at [43], Moshinsky J.
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20.

The statutory notion of justice is broad enough to accommodate such matters. As
used in ss 33V and 33Z(1)(g) and (4) of the FCAA, the word “just”, creates a
statutory standard, which like other statutory standards, such as statutory
unconscionability and unfairness, is not to be regarded as hidebound within the
limits of established application of legal or equitable principle. The policy of the
law is in favour of reasonable and proportionate recompense being allowed to
persons who provide resources and take on risk to benefit others. From that
perspective, one might ask, even if there is a distinction between the liquidator and
the situation of the representative in a class action, why should that distinction
make any difference in outcome? If the situation is sufficiently analogous (which
it is), it is “just” that the outcome be the same.

21.

A FEO is, in truth, a species of adjustment of legal and equitable rights and
obligations. It may be analogous to old equitable principle, but it is necessarily a
variant on them, because it is made in a unique and contemporary species of
representative procedure (the opt out open class action) created by Pt IVA, which
Chancery courts were not dealing with. To say that this one form of adjustment,
rather than another, is within power is with respect odd.
Especially is that so if it is said without attention being paid to the legislative
purpose of Pt IVA, which was to facilitate access to justice on an open (not closed)
class basis and not erect barriers to the vindication of Claimants’ rights in lowvalue individual claims. This aspect of the public interest must be taken into
account in construing the word “just” in the relevant provisions.

E.

Principles concerning intervention as amicus

22.

ALFA submits it should be permitted to intervene as amicus on the basis of the
principles discussed by the NSW Court of Appeal in National Australia Bank v
Hokit (1996) 39 NSWLR 377 at 380-381. ALFA is well-placed to assist the Court
in assessing the obvious public interest aspects of the questions before it which are
beyond the proper remit of the parties (and even the contradictor), and it is
submitted that its intervention will not occupy time unnecessarily, or
inappropriately add to cost.

23.

ALFA will not seek to address orally any matters which are repetitive of the
submissions made by the parties (and contradictor), and may not seek to orally
address at all.

17 October 2020

W A D Edwards
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Dear Ms Moore
Removal of Litigation Funding Exemptions under the Corporations Regulations 2001
1.

Introduction

1.1

The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia (ALFA) refers to the Treasurer’s
announcement on 22 May 2020 concerning the Federal Government’s intention to subject
litigation funding in Australia to the Australian financial services licence (AFSL) and managed
investment scheme (MIS) regimes under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act)
and Corporations Regulations 2001 (Cth) (Regulations).

1.2

As Treasury and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) are aware,
litigation funders are currently exempt from the AFSL and MIS regimes through two main
exemptions in the Regulations:
(a)

Regulations 7.06.01(x) and (y) specifically exclude certain litigation funders from the
requirement to hold an AFSL; and

(b)

Regulations 5C.11.01(b) – (d) specifically exclude litigation funding schemes and
arrangements from being an MIS under the Corporations Act.

1.3

In March 2020, the Australian Government released its Guide to Regulatory Impact Analysis
(the Guide), which inherently conflicts with the proposed regulation and implementation. In its
foreword, the Guide notes that “The Government’s rigorous approach to policy making seeks
to ensure that regulation is never adopted as the default solution, but rather introduced as a
means of last resort”.

1.4

At page 9 of the Guide, it states that in regards to policy making, “[p]olicy makers should
consult in a genuine and timely way with affected businesses, community organisations and
individuals”.

1.5

ALFA has prepared this submission paper on behalf of its industry members to address the
potential implications that ought be expected to arise as a result of repealing these two
classes of exemptions by 22 August 2020 without meaningful consultation.

2.

About ALFA

2.1

ALFA was established in April 2018 by founding members, Investor Claim Partner (ICP),
Litigation Lending Services (LLS), Augusta Ventures (Augusta), Vannin Capital (Vannin),
Balance Legal Capital (Balance) and Grosvenor Litigation Services (Grosvenor). Since its
inception, ALFA has increased its membership base, adding International Litigation Partners
(ILP) and Southern Cross Litigation Finance (Southern Cross) as members in 2019, and
Ironbark Funding in 2020.

2.2

ALFA’s primary purpose is to facilitate the enhancement of the Australian Litigation Funding
industry, by:
(a)

providing education, training and information concerning Litigation Funding and the
Industry to its Members and the Industry’s stakeholders and prospective plaintiffs;

(b)

actively lobbying the government and legislators, and engaging with other regulators
and policy makers to help shape the legal and regulatory framework of Litigation
Funding in Australia; and

(c)

promoting best practice and ethical behaviour amongst litigation funders in Australia

2.3

One of ALFA’s first tasks was to establish a set of Best Practice Guidelines for Members to
have regard to when establishing their own policies and procedures.

2.4

In addition, ALFA have:

2.5

(a)

made written submissions on behalf of its members to the Parliamentary Joint
Committee on Corporations and Financial Services into Litigation Funding and Class
Actions;

(b)

made oral and written submissions to the Australian Law Reform Commission
(ALRC)’s inquiry into Class Action Proceedings and Third-Party litigation funders
(ALRC Inquiry) in 2018 and 2019;

(c)

held conferences in Sydney and Melbourne in October 2018 and March 2019 in
response to the ALRC Inquiry. These conferences attracted lawyers, barristers,
insurers, regulators, academics and judges from both the Supreme and Federal Courts;

(d)

actively engaged with media on topics relevant to the industry; and

(e)

held conferences in Sydney and Melbourne in February 2020 focussing on recent
developments in contingency fees, competing Class Actions and Common Fund
Orders.

ALFA’s and its members’ collective funding and class action experience form the basis for the
submissions below.
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3.

Executive Summary

3.1

ALFA does not oppose the introduction of a requirement for litigation funders to hold an AFSL
provided:

3.2

(a)

Treasury complies with the Australian Government’s Guide to Regulatory Impact
Analysis and assesses the benefit of intervention against the burden imposed; and

(b)

the terms of the regulation and licence conditions:
(i)

do not restrict competition, availability of capital (particularly to retail
claimants) or the price of that capital;

(ii)

are the subject of adequate consultation; and

(iii)

are imposed with relevant grandfathering and regard to practical impediments
that take time to legitimately address.

For the reasons noted in section 5.1 to 5.14, ALFA opposes regulating Australian class
actions as MISs but is willing and able to constructively seek to minimise the unintended
negative consequences of regulation by reference to the matters in sections 6 to 12, inclusive
below. These include:
(a)

grandfathering provisions should be introduced for funded matters filed before 22
August 2020;

(b)

a transitional period from the proposed deadline should be introduced to allow ASIC
appropriate time to grant AFSLs;

(c)

guidance must be provided in relation to who is deemed the operator of an unregistered
litigation funding schemes;

(d)

a general provision should be introduced to state that where a conflict arises between
the MIS regime and the Court Rules, the Court Rules will prevail;

(e)

the Regulations should be amended to specify that the MIS regime applies only to class
action matters;

(f)

relief must be provided to litigation funding schemes concerning the establishment of
the schemes;

(g)

relief must be granted for the existing MIS regime to address the ability for open class
actions to allow persons to become a member of the scheme without an application
under section 1016A of the Corporations Act;

(h)

relief should be granted to allow for class members of an open class to be provided a
PDS as soon as practicable after the responsible entity becomes aware that the person
has become a class member under the Court Rules;

(i)

litigation funding schemes should be exempt from the regular valuation requirements
typically required of MISs;

(j)

relief must be granted to exclude the operation of section 601GA(4) of the Corporations
Act to allow a member to opt out under the Court Rules;
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(k)

relief should be granted to remove the requirement to comply with the dispute
resolution requirements under the Corporations Act for litigation funding schemes.
Alternatively, litigation funding should be expressly carved out from the Australian
Financial Complaints Authority’s (AFCA) jurisdiction where the complaint arises from
the licensee’s compliance with the Court Rules, a Court order or direction, or where
appropriate resolution of a complaint as determined by AFCA would be in conflict with a
Court Rule, Court order or direction;

(l)

an ‘in kind’ licence authorisation is required for operating a registered litigation funding
scheme; and

(m)

Responsible Managers under litigation funding licenses should have relief from the
education and experience qualification requirements under ASIC Regulatory Guide
105.

3.3

In the Guide, the Government stated its clear approach to regulation to ensure “the regulatory
burden for individuals, businesses and community organisations” is “light and efficient” and
they would engage with a range of viable alternatives in a “transparent and accountable way
against the default position of no new regulation”.

3.4

ALFA is genuinely concerned that if Treasury seeks to shove the square peg of class actions
into the round hole of the MIS regime by 22 August 2020, there will be material prejudice to
group members seeking to enforce the rule of law.

4.

AFSL Licenses For Litigation Funders

4.1

The ALRC, although initially supportive of a licence regime (as set out in Discussion Paper
85), after measured consideration of this topic concluded that the best form of regulation
involved improved Court oversight of litigation funders – an approach supported by ASIC
(ALRC Report, p.161-162[6.37]). The ALRC considered that the AFSL regime was unlikely to
improve regulatory compliance, and was unlikely to ever receive significant attention from the
regulator. ALFA supports this conclusion and encourages Treasury to consider the work of
the ALRC in this matter.

4.2

Therefore, until the announcement by the Federal Government on Friday 22 May 2020, the
only industry-specific regulation that litigation funders are subject to is limited to ASIC
Regulatory Guide 248 in relation to management of conflicts of interest. However, litigation
funders remain subject to general law requirements such as ASX Listing Rules if they are
listed, and the requirements of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act
2001 (Cth) in relation to protections for consumers of financial services (which mirror
protections found in the Australian Consumer Law).

4.3

ALFA has said before, and it reiterates again, that it does not oppose a licensing regime
although such a regime may not add any meaningful value in consumer protection. ALFA
would advocate that the terms of any licence:
(a)

should not restrict competition that is emerging in the market;

(b)

should not cost more than its likely benefit; and

(c)

should be the subject of consultation.
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4.4

ALFA notes the stated objectives of licensing are:
(a)

ensuring that only reputable and capable funders enter the market;

(b)

reducing the risk of financial loss to the parties by reducing the risk that funders will be
unable to meet their liabilities;

(c)

encouraging compliance by litigation funders with their obligations; and

(d)

potentially enhancing the reputation of litigation funders.

4.5

Having regard to the conclusions reached by ASIC and ALRC, ALFA does not consider that
an AFLS licence and the MIS framework will engender these outcomes. ALFA is yet to see
the detail of the proposed changes but it is difficult to see how this will increase protection for
consumers in circumstances where the claims, and in particular the costs of litigation and the
returns to group members, are currently closely supervised and controlled by the Supreme
and Federal Courts. ALFA is also concerned that the changes have the potential to ultimately
increase the cost of funding provided to consumers.

4.6

AFLA would suggest with the greatest respect that it does not appear that, in the rush
associated with the implementation of these changes, the Federal Government has given
sufficient consideration to the potential unintended consequences of implementing these
regimes without industry wide consultation.

4.7

In particular, ALFA questions how funders will be able to obtain an AFSL by 22 August 2020
when:
(a)

the terms of the licenses have not yet been the subject of consultation, let alone been
determined; and

(b)

we currently understand that about 70% of applications for an AFSL are processed by
ASIC within 150 days.

5.

Regulating Class Actions as Managed Investment Schemes

5.1

It is important at the outset to understand a particular characteristic of class actions referable
to the decision to regulate them as MISs.

5.2

Class action group members can either be defined as:
(a)

those who “sign up” to the arrangements defined by the promoters, being the lawyers
and the funders (a “Closed Class”); or

(b)

those who are deemed to be class members without their knowledge or consent (an
“Open Class”).

5.3

An appellate court decision (2:1) found that certain funding arrangements in respect of a
Closed Class were a MIS (Brookfield Multiplex Limited v International Litigation Funding
Partners Pte Ltd (2009) 180 FCR 11), overturning the judge’s decision at first instance that
found it was not a MIS.

5.4

In response to those decisions, where two judges found the relevant closed class a MIS and
the other two judges found it was not, in 2012 the Federal Government introduced regulations
to exempt litigation funders from the requirement to hold an AFSL and to be subject to MIS
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regulations in respect of Class Actions, so long as they maintained policies to manage their
conflicts of interest.
5.5

The Explanatory Statement to the exempting regulation stated (Select Legislative Instrument
2012 No 172, 1):
“The Federal Court’s decision would have imposed a wide range of requirements that
apply to MIS, such as registration, licensing, conduct and disclosure requirements on
litigation funders and their arrangements with their clients. The Government considers
that these requirements are not appropriate for litigation funding schemes. The
Government supports class actions and litigation funders as they can provide access to
justice for a large number of consumers who may otherwise have difficulties in
resolving disputes. The Government’s main objective is therefore to ensure that
consumers do not lose this important means of obtaining access to the justice system.”

5.6

The current regulatory regime is designed for traditional schemes, in which members
contribute money or property to generate an economic return. Litigation funding schemes
differ in that the litigation funder contributes money for the benefit of other persons, in return
for pre-agreed remuneration. Consequently, there are circumstances in which it may be
impossible for litigation funding schemes to be compliant with the existing laws, or strict
compliance could be to the detriment of some or all class members.

5.7

Whilst it is clear that it is usually the lawyers and funders who promote class actions, it is
unclear who operates them; particularly for Open Class Actions. Is it the Court, the lawyers or
the funders?

5.8

ASIC confirmed in its submission on 12 June 2020 headed PJC inquiry into litigation funding
and the regulation of the class action industry (the ASIC PJC Inquiry Submission) (at [32])
that:
“For litigation funding schemes, issues may arise about what rights belong to the
various parties to the scheme throughout the life of the litigation proceedings. The clear
identification of scheme property is relevant to determining what property the operator
of the scheme is responsible for safekeeping, valuation and financial reporting, and
determining what property is available to fund scheme expenses and liabilities.”
Scheme property, which is held by the responsible entity on Trust for scheme members
cannot include the funder’s promise to fund the litigation; a matter that highlights the
inappropriate nature of the MIS regime to regulating class actions.

5.9

ASIC confirmed in its PJC Inquiry Submission (at [57]) it is also “unclear whether the
proceeds of any verdict or settlement of litigation would form part of the scheme property”.

5.10

The Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) and State legislation enacting class action
regimes will, if regulation of class actions as MISs proceeds, need to address current
Corporations Act requirements. This is not simply a regulatory issue.

5.11

For example:
(a)

Part 5C.3 of the Corporations Act, which requires positive steps to be taken for
members to join the scheme, is inconsistent with the current regulation of class actions
in which persons may be deemed class members without their knowledge until they opt
out of the proceeding;
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(b)

Open Classes require class membership and therefore the claims that are included in
the class to be determined through registration and opt out processes known as “class
closure orders” that require class members to register their interest in participating in
the proceedings. Until then, how can a responsible entity determine membership
criteria of a scheme or the composition of scheme property?;

(c)

until registration and opt out, open class members enjoy membership simply by falling
within the membership definition. This is inconsistent with s1016A of the Corporations
Act which requires an application to be made before a person may become a members
of a registered MIS;

(d)

a registered scheme must set up and maintain a register of members (s168(1)(a) and
169), with ASIC stating in the ASIC PJC Inquiry Submission (a [61]):
“In the context of a class action with an open or indeterminate class of members
(at least during some of the life of the scheme), it is unclear at this time how the
obligation to maintain a comprehensive register of members would be complied
with, how a responsible entity would call and conduct members’ meetings and in
general ascertain those persons with rights that are conferred on a member
under the constitution, the Corporations Act and general law (such as voting
rights).”; and

(e)

class action regimes entitle opt out by written notice, conflicting with Chapter 5C.6 of
the Corporations Act, which allows withdrawal offers to be made in the case of nonliquid schemes, and assumes a withdrawal price where there will be nil payable.

5.12

If funders are deemed to be the operators of the MISs, they will be required to be responsible
entities with duties as non-recourse lenders to act in the best interests of unknown people in
open classes to whom the capital is advanced. A law which requires funders to act in the best
interests of borrowers would be unique and clearly capable of detrimentally affecting
availability of capital and its pricing.

5.13

ASIC notes the obvious issue arising from a best interest duty in ASIC PJC Inquiry
Submission (paragraphs [70] and [71]) where it states:
“[70] If litigation funding schemes operate as registered schemes under Ch 5C, the best
interests duty of a responsible entity and AFS licensee conflicts management obligation
under s912A(1)(aa) will apply to the operator. Currently, the conflicts management
obligations under reg 7.6.01AB are tailored to address the unique nature of the
arrangements between the parties involved in a litigation scheme, which potentially can
lead to diverging interests of the members, the litigation funder and lawyers.
[71] If these obligations are substituted with the conflicts management obligations that
apply more generally to responsible entities and AFS licensees – which are focused on
potential conflict between the financial services providers and their clients – it is not
apparent how those more general obligations would apply to litigation funding
schemes.”

5.14

Additionally, the introduction of class actions being regulated as MISs would create an
interface between our superior Courts and ASIC that inevitably will require regulations to be
submissive to Court oversight; draining the vast bulk of any theoretical benefit underpinning
regulatory intervention of substance.
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5.15

In ASIC’s submission to the ALRC’s Inquiry into class action proceedings and third party
litigation funders in 2018, ASIC noted that it considers the Courts are better placed to regulate
litigation funders, through Court Rules and procedures, oversight and security for costs. This
sentiment should be considered by Treasury when addressing the conflict between ASIC’s
role in regulating the MIS regime and the Court’s role in utilising court procedures governed
by legislation, Court Rules and practice notes in providing directions and Court Orders (Court
Oversight).

5.16

Further, two recent judgments of the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of New South
Wales have raised questions about the Court’s power to make certain class closure orders. In
these circumstances, the class may not be defined until very late in the proceedings, after a
settlement has been approved or a judgment has been reached. Requiring class members to
accept a PDS to become a member of the scheme is antithetical to the nature of the opt out
regime.

5.17

These inherent conflicts with the MIS regime will in effect eradicate the ability to run Open
Class Actions in Australia. The impact of this is significant, as this will:
(a)

reduce access to justice for individuals, in that those individuals who are not aware of
the class action proceedings and do not apply for membership of the scheme will
prevent these individuals from being able to pursue their claims against a defendant, as
they may not have the means to pursue the defendant independently of the class action
proceeding; and

(b)

increase risks for defendants, who will be faced with the the prospect of multiple claims
in relation to the same identical issues through multiple, narrowly-defined classes of
claimants differing only by those who have applied for membership of that particular
scheme.

5.18

ALFA opposes regulating Australian class actions as MISs for the reasons noted above but is
willing and able to constructively seek to minimise the unintended negative consequences of
regulation. Some areas to address are identified below.

6.

Grandfathering existing litigation funding matters

6.1

ALFA submits that Treasury must introduce grandfathering provisions from the AFSL and MIS
regimes for existing matters filed before 22 August 2020.

6.2

Chapter 5C and the AFSL regime in Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act regulate not only the
formation of a MIS (by issuing interests in the scheme to members) but also its continuing
“operation”. The registration requirements in Chapter 5C operate by way of a prohibition on
operating a MIS that must be registered unless that scheme is so registered (section
601ED(5) Corporations Act). Consequently, the existing MIS regime cannot be applied to
existing class action matters before the Court, as these actions have already been
established and some class members may have made the decision to opt out of the
proceedings based on the information available to them at that time.

6.3

If the existing exemptions under the Regulations are repealed without any grandfathering
provisions, some existing funded matters will need to be suspended until litigation funders
obtain the appropriate AFSL authorisations and register applicable matters as MISs. This
would lead to significant disruption to the industry, having a detrimental impact on both the
operation of the Courts and the rights of affected plaintiffs and class members.
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7.

Meeting the licensing and registration deadlines by 22 August 2020

7.1

ALFA submits that a transitional period should be introduced for litigation funders to obtain an
AFSL, so as to not disrupt existing matters before the Courts and the rights of plaintiffs to
bring an action within their statutory limitation period. It is unrealistic to require litigation
funders to obtain an AFSL and register applicable matters as MISs with ASIC by the
Treasurer’s announced date of 22 August 2020. Litigation funders require sufficient time to
become compliant with the AFSL and MIS regimes, and ASIC requires sufficient time to
assess and approve these applications.

7.2

Litigation funders cannot submit AFSL applications immediately. The licence application
process requires licensees to prepare extensive documentation, select or potentially recruit
appropriate staff to demonstrate the business’ organisational competence and unless
addressed, source professional indemnity insurance for retail AFSL applications.

7.3

ASIC’s current timeframe to assess AFSL applications typically ranges from three to six
months, with the impact of COVID-19 likely placing further strain on application times. As
litigation funders will need further guidance from Treasury and ASIC as to the structure of the
AFSL regime before submitting a licence application, it is unrealistic to expect ASIC to
approve numerous AFSL applications within the restricted timeframe.

7.4

Further, ASIC’s timeframe for processing the registration of MISs will likely need to be
shortened, to allow for minimal disruption to the Court process. The registration of MISs
requires a significant amount of work to be completed by litigation funders, with MIS
documents to be created in compliance with existing funding structures and the AFSL
requirements. Minimal disruption will be achieved through a shorter registration period, given
the number of registrations that will need to occur for individual matters.

7.5

On 12 June 2020, ASIC’s PJC Inquiry Submission stated:
“At this stage, we are uncertain of the extent to which the regimes will need to be
modified to apply effectively to litigation funding schemes. However, it is desirable that
any modification of the regime provisions be fully and clearly set out in regulations, to
give effect to desired policy outcomes and to avoid legal disputes at a later stage.”

7.6

ALFA remains concerned on 15 June 2020, with two months to go, that Treasury has not
undertaken a Regulation Impact Statement Process or promulgated draft regulations, let
alone undertaken adequate consultation.

8.

Application of current MIS regime to litigation funding

8.1

As explained below, the current MIS regime under Chapter 5C of the Corporations Act will
need to be amended to accommodate litigation funding schemes for there to be strict
compliance with the law.

8.2

The current regulatory regime is designed for traditional schemes, in which members
contribute money or property to generate an economic return. Litigation funding schemes
differ in that the litigation funder contributes money for the benefit of other persons, in return
for pre-agreed remuneration or an expectation that the Court will grant fair compensation
under a common fund order. Consequently, there are circumstances in which it may be
impossible for litigation funding schemes to be compliant with the existing laws, or strict
compliance could be to the detriment of some or all class members.
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8.3

In the Guide, the Government notes that “[w]here regulation is demonstrated to be necessary,
policy makers must seek practical solutions and ensure that they are well-designed, welltargeted and fit-for-purpose”. This should be applied in the application of the MIS regime to
litigation funding.

9.

Operators of unregistered litigation funding schemes

9.1

ALFA submits that guidance must be provided in relation to unregistered litigation funding
schemes, as it is unclear who the operator of the scheme will be. For registered schemes, the
operator of the scheme will be the responsible entity (section 601FB Corporations Act).
However, for unregistered litigation funding schemes, the operator of the scheme could
arguably be either the funder, the lawyers engaged to run the litigation, or the Court through
Court Oversight.

9.2

In ASIC’s PJC Inquiry Submission noted:
“arrangements that may be legally structured such that they do not meet the definition
of a MIS (i.e. another type of financial product such as a derivative, or proof of debt
scheme).” (at [6]).

9.3

Other litigation funders including insurers, lawyers charging on no-win no-fee pricing policies
and not for profit organisations will need to be addressed in the definition of which litigation
funders Parliament intends to regulate.

10.

Relief sought under the current MIS regime

10.1

If the existing regime is not tailored in its application to litigation funding schemes, relief from
certain aspects of the regime will need to be sought by way of an exemption through
legislative instrument or conditional relief from ASIC. ALFA submits that the relief set out in
section 10 below should be granted in relation to retail schemes.

10.2

Conflicts between the MIS regime and Court Oversight
(a)

ALFA submits that the conflicts that arise between the MIS regime and Court Oversight
require a general provision to be introduced in the Corporations Act to state that where
a conflict arises, Court Oversight will prevail.

(b)

Members of class actions may opt out under Court Oversight by written notice,
conflicting with Chapter 5C.6 of the Corporations Act, which allows withdrawal offers to
be made in the case of non-liquid schemes, and assumes a withdrawal price where
there will be nil payable. ALFA submits that clarification must be provided concerning
how a member may withdraw from a litigation funding scheme in circumstances where
the legislative class action schemes also enable the class members to opt out.

(c)

Part 5C.3 of the Corporations Act, which requires positive steps to be taken for
members to join the scheme, is inconsistent with the current regulation of class actions
in which persons may be deemed class members until they opt out of the proceeding.
ALFA submits that clarification must be provided as to the operation of open class
actions under the proposed regime to address this inconsistency.

(d)

In ASIC’s submission to the ALRC’s Inquiry into class action proceedings and third
party litigation funders in 2018, ASIC noted that it considers the courts are better placed
to regulate litigation funders, through Court Oversight , including security for cost
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orders. This sentiment should be considered by Treasury when addressing the conflict
between ASIC’s role in regulating the MIS regime and Court Oversight.
10.3

10.4

Matters subject to the MIS regime
(a)

To prevent uncertainty, ALFA submits that the Regulations should be explicitly
amended to specify that the MIS regime applies only to class action matters. To
increase certainty for the industry, the Corporations Regulations should include a
definition of “class action” that operates by reference to the Court Rules permitting
class actions to be brought. The removal of the existing exemptions in the Regulations
will capture all funded matters with more than one plaintiff as matters requiring
compliance with the MIS regime.

(b)

Requiring non-class action funded matters to be subject to the MIS regime will
significantly increase compliance costs and impose regulatory obligations that are
unnecessary to protect the plaintiff’s interests or meet the Government’s policy
objectives.

Scheme composition
(a)

10.5

ALFA submits that relief must be provided to litigation funding schemes concerning the
establishment of the schemes. It is presently unclear in relation to class action schemes
how a litigation funder will determine membership criteria of the scheme and the
composition of scheme property upon registration. Much of this information cannot be
determined by the responsible entity until after the MIS requires registration.
Consequently, relief must be granted providing guidance with respect to registering
litigation funding schemes.

Open class actions – applications and PDS requirements
(a)

Typically, class actions in Australia commence on an ‘open’ basis with an opt out
regime. Under the regime, any person who falls within the member definition is a group
member unless and until they choose to opt out of the proceedings, if they do not wish
to participate and be bound by the outcome of the proceedings.

(b)

Open classes, if subject to the MIS regime, will therefore allow a person to become a
member of a registered MIS without the requirement for an application under section
1016A of the Corporations Act. Relief must be provided under the existing MIS regime
to address this inherent conflict.

(c)

Similarly, requiring class members to accept a PDS to become a member of the
scheme will conflict with the nature of open class actions. In class actions that are
open class proceedings, it is inevitable that there is uncertainty as to the identity of the
group members, and it is often unclear who the class members are until the Court
makes orders requiring that class members register their interest in participating in the
proceedings, known as “class closure orders”.

(d)

Further, two recent judgments of the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of New
South Wales1 have raised questions about the Court’s power in certain circumstances
to make class closure orders. In these circumstances, the class may not be defined
until very late in the proceedings, after a settlement has been approved or a judgment

1

Haselhurst v Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Ltd t/as Toyota Australia [2020] NSWCA 66 and Wigmans v
AMP [2020] NSWCA 104
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has been reached. Requiring class members to accept a PDS to become a member of
the scheme would be antithetical to the nature of the opt out regime. Relief should be
granted in this instance to allow for a class member to be provided with a PDS as soon
as practicable after the responsible entity becomes aware that the person has become
a class member under the Court Rules.
(e)

(f)

10.6

(i)

reduce access to justice for individuals, in that those individuals who are not
aware of the class action proceedings and do not apply for membership of the
scheme will prevent these individuals from being able to pursue their claims
against a defendant, as they may not have the means to pursue the
defendant independently of the class action proceeding; and

(ii)

increase risks for defendants, who will be faced with the prospect of multiple
claims in relation to the same identical issues through multiple, narrowlydefined classes of claimants differing only by those who have applied for
membership of that particular scheme.

To resolve this conflict, a legislative instrument would need to be issued to clarify how a
person becomes a member of an open class action scheme under the existing MIS
regime in circumstances where the class action regime allows for a person to be a
group member without their knowledge or consent.

Regular valuation requirements
(a)

10.7

These inherent conflicts with the MIS regime will in effect eradicate the ability to run
open class actions in Australia. The impact of this is significant, as this will:

ALFA submits that litigation funding schemes should not be subject to the regular
valuation requirements typically required of MISs, as these schemes have little
monetary value. As litigation funding schemes may involve the pooling of rights or
promises as opposed to money or assets, the potential value of any future right to
money is not capable of valuation in advance of the underlying proceedings concluding.
Therefore, similar relief to that which has been granted previously such as to
agricultural schemes should be granted to litigation funding schemes.

Right to withdraw from the scheme
(a)

ALFA submits that relief must be granted to exclude the operation of section 601GA(4)
of the Corporations Act to allow a member to opt out under the Court Rules. A
member’s right to withdraw from a litigation funding scheme should be determined by
the Court Rules and not Chapter 5C.6 of the Corporations Act. ALFA submits that the
rights of members in a registered class action scheme are already appropriately
addressed by Court Oversight, and that further governance is not required.

(b)

Concern arises where a representative party of a class action is permitted under the
Court Rules to settle their individual claim and seek withdrawal as a representative
party and member of the scheme with the leave of the Court, as this again leads to
conflict with Chapter 5C.6 of the Corporations Act. ALFA submits that compliance
under subsection 601GA(4) should be deemed sufficient where the Constitution states
that there is no right of withdrawal from the scheme other than by way of the opt out
provisions available under the Court Rules.
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10.8

Conflict between AFCA and the Court’s Supervision
(a)

ALFA submits that relief should be granted to remove the requirement to comply with
the dispute resolution requirements with both retail and wholesale clients under the
Corporations Act (section 601GA(1)(c) in relation to the Constitution and subsections
912A(1)(g) and (2) in relation to the requirement to have a dispute resolution system
and membership of AFCA) with respect to litigation funding schemes. A potential
means to achieve this is to modify the definitions of retail and wholesale clients in the
Corporations Act and Regulations so that plaintiffs (or potential plaintiffs in a class
action) in a funded proceeding are deemed in all cases to be wholesale clients,
regardless of their income or asset position. Similar provisions exist in relation to
general insurance products, for which outside of a number of narrowly defined
categories of insurance, all persons are taken to acquire the products as wholesale
clients, regardless of the price of the product or the acquirer’s income and assets.
Deeming all plaintiffs and potential plaintiffs in a funded proceeding to be wholesale
clients would provide the simplest regulatory solution to the potential for conflict
between AFCA and the Court’s Oversight of proceedings, as it would enable litigation
funders to obtain a “wholesale only” AFSL and thereby not be subject to an obligation
to become members of AFCA.

(b)

The Court’s Supervision of class action disputes under the Court Rules sufficiently
protects class members and the potential conflict between this supervision and AFCA’s
dispute resolution process may place responsible entities in a position of conflict in
complying with the directions of the Court.

(c)

AFSL holders that are authorised to provide financial services to retail clients are
required to become a member of the AFCA scheme. When conflicts arise between the
AFCA complaint process and the operation of the Court Rules, AFCA’s determinative
power as a company limited by guarantee should not usurp the power of the Courts.

(d)

AFCA’s power to cancel a licensee’s membership of the scheme for failing to comply
with AFCA Rules has significant impact, as membership of AFCA is the only means for
a retail AFSL holder to comply with the requirement under section 912A(1(g)(i) to have
a dispute resolution system. Failure to retain membership consequently impacts the
licensee’s ability to retain its AFSL. This is of significant concern in circumstances
where an AFCA determination conflicts with orders made by the Court and/or the Court
Rules.

(e)

If Treasury does not accept ALFA’s submission, ALFA alternatively submits that
litigation funding should be expressly carved out from AFCA’s jurisdiction where the
complaint arises from the licensee’s compliance with the Court Rules, a Court order or
direction, or where appropriate resolution of a complaint as determined by AFCA would
be in conflict with a Court Rule, Court order, direction or other Court Supervision.

(f)

Given the largely passive role of a litigation funder in the conduct of litigation, except in
giving instructions to lawyers so far as those instructions are consistent with any
instructions of the clients or not adverse to the interests of the clients, almost all
disputes between a litigation funder and scheme members will concern either:
(i)

the amount of the fee payable to the litigation funder, especially as it is
usually calculated by reference to a variable such as the proceeds of the
litigation or the costs incurred in conducting the litigation; or
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(ii)

(g)

the distribution of the proceeds of litigation between class members (which,
under current practices, is not determined by the litigation funder and which
any rational litigation funder would be indifferent to).

These kinds of disputes are mandatorily excluded from AFCA’s complaint
determination process by AFCA Rule C.1.2 and are expressly within the jurisdiction of
the Court to determine. It would therefore be desirable and in the interests of members
to leave the Court, which is already supervising the conduct of the proceedings, to be
the sole arbiter of disputes between members and litigation funders.

11.

AFSL authorisations

11.1

ALFA submits that ‘in kind’ licence authorisations are required for operating a registered
scheme. When applying to operate a registered scheme under an AFSL, ASIC requires the
applicant to select a particular kind of scheme that the applicant intends to register.

11.2

Litigation funding schemes do not fall within the pre-existing categories provided by ASIC.
Consequently, ASIC will need to introduce a new ‘in kind’ licence authorisation to allow for
multiple schemes to be registered under one authorisation, as opposed to the licensee
requiring a separate authorisation for each scheme they intend to operate.

12.

Experience of Responsible Managers

12.1

ALFA submits that Responsible Managers for litigation funding AFSL applications should be
provided with some level of relief from the experience and educational qualification
requirements under ASIC Regulatory Guide 105. In its ALRC submission in September 2018,
ASIC noted that addressing the character and qualifications for what is predominantly a legal
service would be outside ASIC’s main expertise.

12.2

A Responsible Manager is a person within the applicant organisation whom, due to their skills
and experience in providing financial services and their responsibilities within the financial
services business, is held out to ASIC as proof of the applicant’s organisational competence
to provide the financial services authorised by the licence.

12.3

Litigation funding has not been subject to the AFSL regime since the exemptions were
introduced into the Regulations in 2013. Consequently, there are very limited persons who are
able to demonstrate knowledge of both MIS regulation under the AFSL regime and the
litigation funding industry as required by ASIC Regulatory Guide 105.

13.

Consultation

13.1

In the Guide, the Government stated its clear approach to regulation to ensure “the regulatory
burden for individuals, businesses and community organisations” is “light and efficient” and
they would engage with a range of viable alternatives in a “transparent and accountable way
against the default position of no new regulation”.

13.2

The Regulation Impact Statement questions posed by the Guide ask policy makers to “assess
the benefit of your proposed intervention against the burden you impose. If that burden is
greater than the benefit, you should look for alternatives or reconsider the need to intervene at
all”. This burden assessment should be conducted and considered by Treasury and ASIC in
deciding whether to regulate and, if so, within which structure it should operate.
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13.3

ALFA wishes to engage openly with Treasury and ASIC about the proposed changes to the
AFSL and MIS regimes. Following consideration of this submission, ALFA welcomes the
opportunity to engage in further consultation with Treasury and ASIC on the issues raised.

13.4

If Treasury or ASIC have questions concerning this submission or wish to obtain further
information on the industry, please do not hesitate to contact us. ALFA is keen to conduct a
conference call with Treasury and ASIC at the earliest convenience.

Yours Faithfully,

John Walker

Pip Murphy

Chairman

Chief Executive Officer

ALFA

ALFA

Date 15 June 2020

Date 15 June 2020
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Executive Summary
1

Schedule 2 of the Treasury Laws Amendment (2021 Measures No.1) Bill 2021 (TLA
Bill) seeks to amend the continuous disclosure obligations and the misleading or
deceptive conduct provisions of the Corporations Act 2001 (Corporations Act) and
the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (ASIC Act) to remove
strict liability for companies and officers that fail to disclose market-sensitive
information.

2

The proposed amendments would weaken the continuous disclosure regime in the
interests of protecting corporate management and insurers, and at the expense of the
integrity of Australia’s capital markets and the interests of the millions of Australians
who invest in shares directly and through their superannuation funds.

3

The current continuous disclosure obligations and misleading or deceptive conduct
provisions should be retained, and the proposed amendments contained in Schedule 2
of the TLA Bill should be rejected for the following reasons:
(a)

the current continuous disclosure regime is critical for the protection of investors
and the integrity and reputation of Australia’s capital markets;

(b)

investors are best served by a continuous disclosure regime with effective
mechanisms for public and private enforcement to punish corporate
misconduct and provide deterrence against future contraventions;

(c)

the proposed amendments would make it more difficult for investors and the
regulator to bring proceedings for material non-disclosure breaches, weakening
the protections for investors and undermining the integrity and reputation of the
financial markets;

(d)

the current continuous disclosure regime performs better in protecting investors
from insider trading and other forms of market abuse than comparable
jurisdictions;

(e)

the need for strong continuous disclosure laws to protect investors is
underscored by the fact Australians have one of the highest levels of share
ownership in the world;

(f)

the arguments advanced by the corporate and insurance lobbies in favour of
watering down Australia’s continuous disclosure regime are misconceived and
do not justify the changes proposed; and

2

(g)

4

the further amendments proposed to the misleading or deceptive conduct
provision are ill-conceived and have been proposed without any proper scrutiny
of their consequences for investors or the integrity of Australia’s financial
markets.

The Senate Economics Legislation Committee (Committee) should recommend that
the TLA Bill be amended to remove Schedule 2, which contains the proposed changes
to the continuous disclosure obligations and misleading or deceptive conduct
provisions.

Introduction
5

The Association of Litigation Funders of Australia (ALFA) welcomes the opportunity to
make this submission to the Committee’s Inquiry into the Treasury Laws Amendment
(2021 Measures No.1) Bill 2021.

6

ALFA confines its comments in this submission to Schedule 2 of the TLA Bill.
Schedule 2 seeks to amend the continuous disclosure obligations and the misleading
or deceptive conduct provisions of the Corporations Act and ASIC Act.

7

ALFA is a professional body established in April 2018 to enhance the Australian
litigation funding market by:
(a)

providing education, training and information about litigation funding and the
litigation funding market;

(b)

engaging with government, legislators and other policymakers to help shape
the legal and regulatory framework of litigation funding in Australia; and

(c)

promoting best practice and ethical behaviour amongst litigation funders in
Australia.

8

The members of ALFA are Investor Claim Partner, Litigation Lending Services,
Augusta Ventures, Vannin Capital, Balance Legal Capital, Southern Cross Litigation
Finance, Ironbark Funding, CASL, Court House Capital and Premier Litigation
Funding.

9

This submission is made on behalf of the Association members and represents their
collective views, but it does not necessarily represent the individual views of each
member.

Australian share ownership and the current continuous disclosure regime
10

The continuous disclosure regime is critical to protecting the integrity of Australian
capital markets and the people who invest in them, including the millions of Australians
who invest in shares directly and through their superannuation funds.

11

The regime requires companies to disclose market-sensitive information in a timely
manner where that information is not otherwise generally available. Entities that

3

contravene their continuous disclosure obligations may be subject to enforcement
action by the Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC) or private
claims for loss or damage, including shareholder class actions. Directors and officers
may also be liable where they are involved in a contravention by the company. The
continuous disclosure obligations are strict in the sense that a company or person may
be found liable for a non-disclosure contravention without the need to establish
intention or fault.
12

The current continuous disclosure laws are the product of decades of refinement,
directed towards the objectives of protecting shareholders and maintaining the integrity
and reputation of Australia’s financial markets. ASIC recently observed:1
“In ASIC’s experience the provisions are working well and operate to
increase the attractiveness of Australian markets for investors. The
economic significance of fair and efficient capital markets dwarfs any
exposure to class action damages. Continuous disclosure and
misleading or deceptive provisions anchor many other elements of the
regulatory regime for financial markets, including low document capital
raisings.”

13

The importance of robust continuous disclosure laws is underscored by the fact
Australian households have one of the highest levels of share ownership in the world.2
In 2020:
(a)

approximately 35% of all Australian adults (around 6.6 million Australians)
owned listed investment products;3

(b)

almost $400 billion in Australian superannuation fund investments (funds with
more than 4 members) were held in Australian-listed equities (or 21% of the
total $1.9 trillion in investments);4

(c)

approximately $182.4 billion in self-managed superannuation fund investments
are held in Australian-listed equities (or 26% of a total of $698.7 billion in
investments).5

14

However, corporate management and the insurance lobby have long advocated in
favour of watering down Australia’s continuous disclosure laws, in particular, to protect
themselves from shareholder class actions arising from continuous disclosure
contraventions.

1

ASIC, Submission to the Australian Law Reform Commission Inquiry into Class Action
Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation Funders, Submission 72.
ASIC, Assessment of ASX Limited’s listing standards for equities (Report 480, June 2016), at [24].
ASX Limited, ASX Investor Study 2020 (Annual Report, 2020).
Australian Prudential Regulations Authority, Quarterly superannuation performance statistics
highlights – September 2020 (Quarterly Report, 24 November 2020), at 4.
Australian Taxation Office, Self-managed super fund statistical report—September 2020 (Quarterly
Report, December 2020).

2
3
4

5

4

The government’s proposed continuous disclosure changes
15

In 2017, the government commissioned the Australian Law Reform Commission
(ALRC) to conduct an inquiry into class action proceedings and third-party litigation
funding (ALRC Inquiry).6

16

In its final report, the ALRC recommended that the Government commission a review
of the legal and economic impact of the operation, enforcement, and effects of the
continuous disclosure regime.7 Although ASIC had rejected the need for any review of
Australia’s continuous disclosure regime, the ALRC found that there was support for:8
“a balanced, unbiased legal and economic review and an analysis of
whether there is any substance to the unforeseen and potentially
adverse consequences that were raised by stakeholders with the
ALRC.”

17

The ALRC further recommended that any such review should: undertake wide
consultation; collect and draw from an evidence-base; and should be conducted by
agencies with sophisticated understandings of the regulatory provisions, class action
law and procedure, and the securities market.9

18

Despite the ALRC delivering its final report in December 2018, the government has
taken no steps to commission such a review and has ignored the ALRC’s other
recommendations. Instead, it has used the COVID-19 crisis as an opportunity to
commence a legislative assault on class actions and third-party litigation funding at the
behest of corporate interests.

19

On 5 March 2020, in the midst of the pandemic, the government announced that it
would task the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial Services
(Joint Committee) to conduct a further inquiry into litigation funding and the regulation
of the class action industry (Joint Committee Inquiry) covering largely the same
subject matter as the 2017 ALRC Inquiry.

20

On 22 March 2020, before the Joint Committee could commence its inquiry, the
government announced new regulations requiring litigation funders to hold an
Australian Financial Services Licence and comply with the managed investment
scheme regime under the Corporations Act. It did so, despite the proposal having

6

ALFA made written and oral submissions to the ALRC Inquiry. ALFA’s written submissions may be
accessed via this link: https://www.alrc.gov.au/wpcontent/uploads/2019/08/58_association_of_litigation_funders_of_australia.pdf.
ALRC, Integrity, Fairness and Efficiency—An Inquiry into Class Action Proceedings and ThirdParty Litigation Funders (Final Report No 134, December 2018) (ALRC Final Report), at 259.
ALRC Final Report, at 265 (emphasis added).
ALRC Final Report, at 264.

7

8
9

5

previously been considered and rejected by the ALRC, ASIC and the Treasury
Department.10
21

Then, on 25 March 2020, the government announced temporary changes to the
continuous disclosure regime, made pursuant to emergency powers granted to the
Treasurer in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.11 These amendments removed
strict liability for non-disclosure contraventions for a period of six months by introducing
a requirement that, to be held liable, the company or individual must have acted with
“knowledge, recklessness or negligence”.

22

The government stated the temporary changes would protect business, under
pressure from the COVID-19 crisis, from “opportunistic” shareholder class actions. The
Treasurer stated that:12
“The Morrison Government will temporarily amend the continuous
disclosure provisions that apply to companies and their officers, to
enable them to more confidently provide guidance to the market during
the Coronavirus crisis.
Given the impact of the Coronavirus crisis and the uncertainty it
continues to generate, it has been considerably more difficult for
companies to release reliable forward-looking guidance to the market.
Therefore, the government will temporarily amend the Corporations
Act… so that companies and officers will only be liable if there has been
‘knowledge, recklessness or negligence’ with respect to updates on
price sensitive information to the market.”

23

At the time, many investors expressed their opposition to the changes, concerned that
they would instead protect poor quality disclosure practices unrelated to COVID-19 at
a time when shareholders most needed reliable and timely information.13

24

ALFA and others also raised concerns that the government was using the COVID-19
crisis as cover to introduce changes that had long been advocated for by the corporate
and insurance lobbies, removing investor protections that might not easily be regained
once the crisis had passed.14 These concerns now appear to have been justified.

10

Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial Services, Parliament of Australia,
Litigation funding and the regulation of the class action industry (Report, December 2020) (Joint
Committee Report), at p 361.
Corporations Act, s 1362A; The Hon Josh Frydenberg MP, “Temporary changes to continuous
disclosure provisions for companies and officers” (Media Release, 25 March 2020).
The Hon Josh Frydenberg MP, “Temporary changes to continuous disclosure provisions for
companies and officers” (Media Release, 25 March 2020).
Chanticleer, ‘Investors the losers from disclosure changes’, Australian Financial Review (online),
(26 May 2020) <https://www.afr.com/chanticleer/the-costs-and-risks-of-continuous-disclosurechanges-20200526-p54wi0>.
ALFA, Submission No. 57 to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial
Services, Inquiry into litigation funding and the regulation of the class action industry, Parliament of
Australia (11 June 2020), at [98].

11

12

13

14
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25

In September 2020, the temporary amendments were subsequently extended for a
further six-months and were due to expire on 23 March 2021.15

26

The Joint Committee delivered its report on 7 December 2020, with the majority
recommending that the temporary amendments to the continuous disclosure regime
be made permanent.16 Labor members of the Committee delivered a separate report
rejecting the recommendation, concluding that the proposal was “reckless and grossly
irresponsible”.17

27

On 17 February 2021, the government introduced the TLA Bill now before the
Committee. Schedule 2 of the Bill seeks to implement the Joint Committee’s
recommendation by making permanent the temporary changes to the continuous
disclosure regime introduced in March 2020.

28

The TLA Bill goes further, also carving out from the prohibition against misleading or
deceptive conduct under the Corporations and ASIC Act any conduct where the
continuous disclosure obligations also have been contravened, unless the requisite
fault element of “knowledge, recklessness or negligence” has also been established.
These further amendments to the misleading or deceptive conduct provisions have not
been the subject of any proper public consultation or review, even by the Joint
Committee Inquiry.

29

It now seems that, contrary to the Treasurer’s statements in March 2020 when
introducing the temporary amendments to the continuous disclosure obligations, the
pandemic has provided cover for a legislative agenda that will have the effect of
permanently shifting the balance away from the interests of ordinary investors and
well-regulated capital markets, and towards the narrow sectional interests of the
corporate and insurance lobbies.

30

Since the TLA Bill was announced, the proposed amendments have been widely
criticised by investors groups and other shareholder representatives, with the
Australian Council of Superannuation Investors stating:18
“Continuous disclosure provisions are fundamental to market integrity
and should not be diminished. Investor confidence in the Australian
market relies on disclosures being accurate. These changes could
undermine that confidence by providing protection for companies
making poor disclosures.”

15
16
17
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Corporations (Coronavirus Economic Response) Determination (No. 2) 2020.
Joint Committee Report, Recommendation 29, at 351.
Joint Committee Report, at 363.
Sarah Danckert and Charlotte Grieve, “Investors slam Frydenberg’s watering down of company
laws”, The Sydney Morning Herald (online) (18 February 2021)
<https://www.smh.com.au/business/markets/investors-slam-frydenberg-s-watering-down-ofcompany-laws-20210217-p573ag.html>.
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31

There are also reports that grassroots shareholder activists are starting to organise
against the proposed amendments.19

The government’s proposed changes to continuous disclosure should be rejected
32

Australia’s continuous disclosure regime was developed in response to the 1987 stock
market crash and the view that the ensuing financial disaster for Australian investors
could have been avoided had they received timely and adequate disclosure of relevant
information.20 Since that time, the continuous disclosure regime has been critical to
building and maintaining the integrity and reputation of Australia’s capital markets and
protecting those who invest in them.

33

Financial markets can only operate fairly where market-sensitive information is
accurate, released in a timely manner and freely available to all participants.21 Where
shareholders do not have confidence that markets are operating fairly, because they
are not receiving accurate information or because they perceive information is being
withheld or selectively disclosed, they tend to withdraw their investments.22

34

In its submission to the ALRC Inquiry, ASIC explained the importance for Australia’s
continued economic prosperity of maintaining confidence in the financial markets and
the effectiveness of the current continuous disclosure regime in maintaining that
confidence:
“Australian markets have a total $1.84 trillion market capitalisation with
an average turnover of $5.9 billion a day. Despite being a comparatively
small economy, Australia is one of the top 20 global destinations for
foreign direct investment. In 2017, Australia saw foreign direct
investment inflows double to $48 billion.
This is no coincidence. Australia’s continuous disclosure regime
supports investor participation and confidence in markets which in turn
has helped increase market turnover, lower transaction costs and the
cost of capital and improve the efficiency of capital allocation within the
market.”

35

A strong continuous disclosure regime is of particular importance to the protection of
retail investors, who are highly vulnerable to the negative consequences of insider

19

Sarah Danckert, “‘Your rockets are at risk’: Reddit traders campaign to save sharemarket
disclosure rules”, The Sydney Morning Herald (online) (26 February 2021)
<https://www.smh.com.au/business/markets/your-rockets-are-at-risk-reddit-traders-campaign-tosave-sharemarket-disclosure-rules-20210226-p57646.html>.
Meraav Bloch, James Weatherhead and Jon Webster, ‘The development and enforcement of
Australia’s continuous disclosure regime’, (2011) 29 Company and Securities Law Journal 253,
253; ALRC Final Report, at [9.8].
ASIC, Submission 72 to the Australian Law Reform Commission Inquiry into Class Action
Proceedings and Third-Party Litigation Funders (September 2018) (ASIC Submission to the
ALRC Inquiry), at [25]-[26].
ASIC submission to the ARLC Inquiry, at [25]-[26].
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trading and other market abuses arising from the non-disclosure or selective disclosure
of price-sensitive information. Australian share markets have one of the highest
proportion of retail investors globally, with around 6.6. million Australians holding
Australian-listed equities,23 with a further $600 billion invested in Australian-listed
equities through the superannuation system.
36

The strength of the continuous disclosure regime is best served by effective
enforcement mechanisms to punish misconduct and provide a deterrence against
future contraventions. ASIC has recognised the important and complimentary role that
shareholder class actions play, providing an avenue for shareholders to privately
enforce their legal rights and obtain redress for corporate misconduct including
breaches of continuous disclosure obligations.24

37

In light of the vociferous complaints by the corporate lobby about the costs and burdens
of shareholder class actions, it would be expected that the continued risk of exposure
to such actions might also have a positive influence in encouraging an improved quality
of corporate governance, and in particular encourage fulsome and timely market
disclosures.25

38

Given the importance of the continuous disclosure regime in protecting shareholders
and the integrity and reputation of Australia’s financial markets, ALFA is concerned by
the government’s proposal to water down that regime, especially given it has failed to
undertake any unbiased, evidence-based review of the proposed changes, as
recommended by the ALRC.

39

The stated purpose of the proposed amendments is to prevent shareholders from
bringing class actions against listed entities and their directors for failures to disclose
material information unless they can establish the mental element of knowledge,
recklessness or negligence. However, the amendments will not solely prevent
shareholders from recovering loss or damage suffered as a result of ‘no-fault’
disclosure contraventions.

40

Even where there has been egregious intentional or negligent misconduct by a
company or its directors, requiring that be proved in order to establish liability will likely
cause forensic difficulties for shareholders seeking redress through private class
actions. The information asymmetries between a company and its shareholders mean
that shareholders are always at a disadvantage in trying to prove a material nondisclosure. Introducing a further requirement to establish a mental element of intention
or negligence is likely to exacerbate that forensic disadvantage.

41

An argument that was advanced in the Joint Committee Inquiry in favour of amending
the continuous disclosure regime is to bring it into line with other comparable
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jurisdictions.26 However, of the five comparable jurisdictions considered by the Joint
Committee, only two (US and UK) have fault-based liability for private non-disclosure
claims; the other three (Canada, Hong Kong and South Africa) have strict liability.27
42

Further, the argument that Australia should amend its continuous disclosure regime to
bring it into line with the US and UK is not based on any assessment of the relative
effectiveness of the regimes in those jurisdictions. In fact, international research into
‘information leakage’, a measure indicative of insider trading and other forms of market
abuse, found that Australia’s markets were performing better than those in the US, UK
and Canada.28 The comparatively high proportion of local retail investors in the
Australian equities market also justifies stronger protections for shareholders than may
exist in other jurisdictions.

43

Finally, while the US and UK have non-strict liability for continuous disclosure
contraventions in private litigation, the regulators in those jurisdictions can still take
enforcement action without establishing fault. The amendments proposed in the TLA
Bill, however, would remove ASIC’s ability to seek penalties for strict-liability disclosure
contraventions, weakening the deterrent effect of regulatory action and leaving
Australia an outlier amongst comparable jurisdictions.

44

The corporate lobby nevertheless argues that the amendments are necessary to
address an explosion in the number of “unmeritorious” and “opportunistic” shareholder
class actions.29 This argument is ill-founded and contains a number of egregious
misconceptions.

45

The first is that litigation funders facilitate the prosecution of unmeritorious claims. The
financial risks that litigation funders, and law firms acting on a no-win no-fee basis, take
when bringing shareholder class actions are significant. Class action proceedings can
take years to resolve and the costs can run into many millions of dollars. Litigation
funders also take on the risks of an adverse costs order against the plaintiff if the claim
is unsuccessful.

46

It would be commercially irrational for litigation funders to take on these risks to
prosecute unmeritorious claims. It is the experience of ALFA’s members that litigation
funders instead adopt rigorous due diligence before determining whether to support
any case.

47

The second misconception is that class actions brought to recover loss or damage
suffered by shareholders as a result of non-disclosure contraventions are somehow
“opportunistic”. The word implies that corporate managers, who cause shareholders
loss or damage by their conduct, are oppressed by being held responsible for their
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conduct while the shareholders, who are the real victims, are somehow behaving
unconscionably in seeking to recover their losses.
48

The third misconception is that there has been an explosion in the number of
shareholder class actions. This is not supported by the empirical evidence. Analysis
by Professor Vince Morabito of the number of shareholder class actions commenced
in Australia shows a steady increase from 2015 to 2018 but then a decline in 2019.30
This is in the context of the wide-ranging corporate misconduct revealed during this
period by the Royal Commission into Banking and Financial Services and the
emergence of an increasing number of competing class actions (class actions brought
against the same company by different claimants on behalf of the same or overlapping
classes).

49

The raw number of shareholder class actions also needs to be examined. Since 1992,
when the class action procedure first became available in the Federal Court of
Australia, there have been a total of 122 shareholder class actions commenced.
However, only 63 companies or company groups have been the subject of a class
action brought by their shareholders over that period, and of these only 23 are ASX
200 companies or company groups.31

50

Looking at the five years from 1 July 2014 to 30 July 2019, when the “explosion” in
shareholder class actions is said to have occurred, only 34 companies or groups of
companies where the subject of class actions filed on behalf of their shareholders.32
That is an annual average of only 6.8 companies or groups of companies that were
subject to shareholder class actions, out of more than 2,000 listed on the ASX.

51

As Professor Morabito concludes, the empirical data does not support the argument
that there has been an explosion in shareholder class action litigation. In ALFA’s
submission, what this data shows is a system that is rightly operating to hold the small
numbers of transgressors accountable, for losses caused to their investors.

52

A further argument advanced for amending the continuous disclosure regime is that
shareholder class actions simply involve one group of shareholders compensating
another for losses caused by the actions of the company’s directors and officers. This
‘circularity’ argument is, on the surface, attractive but it relies on an oversimplification
of the economics of shareholder class actions and is ultimately misconceived.

53

Experienced participants in class action litigation know that defence costs and
settlements are predominantly paid out of insurance policies held by the respondent
companies rather than from companies’ own assets.33 The directors and officers may
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also be liable and cross-claims may be brought against companies’ auditors or
advisors for their involvement in the alleged contraventions.34
54

The perceived problem of circularity is further undermined by different behaviours
demonstrated by different classes of shareholders. For instance, after revelations of a
breach of disclosure, disappointed and distrustful retail shareholders will in many cases
sell out of a company to avoid further losses. In such circumstances there is no
circularity; instead through a class action those individuals may recoup some of the
losses they have suffered as a result of the company’s misconduct.

55

Small retail investors typically are not regular traders but rather ‘buy and hold’ shares
in a company for the long term.35 These investors also stand to benefit the most from
the restorative effect on company value that shareholder class actions can bring
through changes in governance and personnel,36 and the specific deterrent effect that
class actions have against future disclosure failures.

56

In any event, the proposed amendments to the continuous disclosure laws do not seek
to address the purported ‘circularity problem’ by more efficiently allocating the burden
of disclosure breaches to the directors and officers individually responsible. Instead,
the amendments give greater protection to those same individuals by making it more
difficult for ASIC and shareholders to bring actions against them. Rather than address
a perceived inefficiency in the mechanism for compensating shareholders injured, the
remedy proposed by the government will have the effect of making it more difficult for
injured shareholders to receive any compensation at all.

57

Corporate management and the insurance industry argue that shareholder class
actions also need to be curtailed because of the direct upward pressure the risk of
class actions is placing on D&O insurance premiums, discouraging managers from
taking board appointments.37

58

This argument ignores the reality that D&O insurance covers a wide range of potential
claims, not simply those associated with shareholder class actions. Rather than
blaming class action plaintiffs and those who act for them, the increased cost of D&O
insurance might more logically be the predictable result of increased corporate
misconduct that has come to light in recent years through, for example, the Royal
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Commission into Banking and Financial Services and an increasing number of
‘speeding tickets’ being issued by the ASX.38
59

The amendments to continuous disclosure laws proposed by the TLA Bill do nothing
to address this identified increase in corporate misconduct. Instead, the government’s
solution is to raise the bar against shareholders seeking redress for damages suffered
as a result of that misconduct. This is akin to suggesting that the response to an
increase in the number of drivers receiving speeding fines should be to remove strict
liability for speeding offences and require the police to instead prove the driver was
knowingly or negligently travelling over the speed limit.

60

It has been suggested that recent premium rises might also be explained by a historical
under-pricing of D&O insurance, leading to price rises to reflect risks that were always
present in the market but not previously priced.39 The ALRC found that there was a
lack of verifiable data to establish a link between class actions and increased D&O
insurance premiums.40 Further, the practice of insurers of “bundling” Side C, securities
claim cover with D&O insurance, may exacerbate the significance of these arguments.

61

The alternative explanations canvassed above ought to be properly investigated before
taking the drastic step of weakening the continuous disclosure regime.

62

The proposed amendments to the continuous disclosure obligations would make
permanent the temporary changes introduced by the Government in March 2020, and
as such they have received the most attention. However, the new amendments to the
misleading or deceptive conduct provisions proposed by the TLA Bill are as illconceived as the continuous disclosure changes and potentially introduce a number
of additional unforeseen consequences.

63

The TLA Bill proposes to amend the Corporations and ASIC Acts to carve out from the
prohibition against misleading or deceptive conduct any conduct that would breach the
existing continuous disclosure obligations, unless the requisite fault element of
“knowledge, recklessness or negligence” can also be established.

64

The Explanatory Memorandum to the Bill explains that, in the recent decisions of the
Federal Court in TPT Patrol Pty Ltd as trustee for Amies Superannuation Fund v Myer
Holdings Limited41 and Crowley v Worley Limited,42 claims for material non-disclosure
and misleading or deceptive conduct were determined on very similar factual bases,
and it is common in shareholder class actions for continuous disclosure and misleading
or deceptive conduct allegations to be brought together in the same claim.43
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65

The purported reasoning for the amendments is therefore to address a concern that
that introducing a fault element into the continuous disclosure obligations would be
ineffective without also introducing this requirement into the misleading and deceptive
conduct provisions, at least in so far as the alleged misleading conduct is said to relate
to a failure to update the market with price sensitive information.44

66

However, carving out from misleading or deceptive conduct any conduct that would
breach the continuous disclosure obligations (unless fault can be established) raises
the possibility that fault would need to be established in most shareholder claims for
misleading or deceptive conduct.

67

The uncertainty created by these amendments is likely to lead to satellite litigation as
to the effect of the amendments and whether the alleged misleading or deceptive
conduct also breached the continuous disclosure obligations, even if the latter
allegation is not made by the plaintiff in the proceeding. Such uncertainty can only be
productive of further expense and delay for all parties involved in shareholder class
actions.

68

Perversely, these amendments would also put the protections against misleading or
deceptive conduct in relation to financial products and services under the corporation
laws out of step with the general protections against misleading or deceptive conduct
under s 18 of the Australian Consumer Law.45

69

As explained above, these newly proposed amendments to the misleading or
deceptive conduct provisions of the Corporations and ASIC Acts have not been the
subject of any proper review or consideration by the ALRC or Joint Committee. Instead,
they appear to have been introduced in response to lobbying of government following
the temporary amendments to the continuous disclosure regime.46

70

In its submission to the ALRC, ASIC observed the following in respect of the
importance of maintaining the current misleading or deceptive conduct provisions
under the corporation law:47
“[The] misleading or deceptive conduct provisions are fundamental to
ensuring consumers are adequately protected and market integrity is
maintained and apply across financial products and services and trade
and commerce generally. We see no justification to amend these
provisions. It is fundamental that investors can rely on disclosures to the
market, that information provided to them is accurate and investors and
the market are not led into error.”
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71

ALFA is concerned that the amendments to the misleading or deceptive conduct
provisions proposed in the TLA Bill are ill-conceived and have been prepared without
any proper consideration given to consequences for the protection of shareholders or
the integrity of Australia’s financial markets.

Conclusion
72

For the reasons set out in this submission, the Committee should recommend
amending the TLA Bill to remove all of Schedule 2, which contains the proposed
amendments to the continuous disclosure obligations and misleading or deceptive
conduct provisions of the Corporations and ASIC Acts.

73

ALFA is grateful to the Committee for the opportunity to provide this submission. It
would welcome the opportunity to present to the Committee, to answer any questions,
or to provide any further or other assistance.

Association of Litigation Funders of Australia
1 March 2021
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